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To single mothers everywhere, 

For whom every personal achievement is heroic 

As with half a mind almost always tumed childward 

We take small steps and make them add up to big ones. 
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ABSTRACT 

The daughter of a Mohawk chief and an English imnnigrant, Pauline 

Johnson had an unusual childhood which exposed her to Shakespeare and 

Byron, as well as to her Mohawk grandfather's ancient stories. Her writing 

reflected her parents' optimism and belief that her dual heritage was the 

beginning of a new worid in which native values and abilities would be integrated 

as important contributions to Canadian society as a whole. For neariy seventeen 

years Johnson toured Canada, the United States, and England, reciting her own 

poetry and adding her own humorous observations. Aware that her special draw 

to her audiences was her native heritage, Johnson assumed the stage persona 

of The Mohawk Princess," and wore a buckskin dress, moccasins, a bearclaw 

necklace, and other accouterments as she recited angry poems protesting white 

treatment of native peoples. In the second half of her performance, however, 

she changed into an evening gown, thereby subverting her audience's 

expectation of the stereotyped identity, "Indian." Although her performances 

succeeded in disrupting, for an evening, the dominant colonial discourse, she 

was ultimately co-opted as a sentimental trope and today is often dismissed as a 

serious writer. 

However, such dismissal overlooks the fact that Pauline Johnson was the first 

and only native writer to make her living from her writing. During the four years between 

her retirement from the recital platfonn and her death in 1913, she produced more than 

80 short stories that appeared in national magazines. This dissertation examines 
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examples of the colonial discourse of her contemporaries and Johnson's 

response to such discourse for clues to her current near-exclusion from the 

Native American literary canon. 



Figure 1. Pauline Johnson (1861-1913) (Brant County Museum) 
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CHAPTER 1 

FINDING PAULINE JOHNSON'S DISCOURSES 

In 1910, a Canadian Indian woman, a half-blood, wrote more than 38 

short stories for national magazines and the magazine sections of metropolitan 

newspapers. During the four years between her retirement In 1909 and her 

death in 1913, she was the first and only native woman to make her living as a 

writer. In all, she produced more than one hundred stories and essays, and two 

volumes of poetry. She was called Ihe first Canadian woman who indubitably 

was bom a poetess" (Logan 65), "the greatest living poetess" (Chariesworth, 

Lake), and "the most popular figure in Canadian literature" (Chariesworth, CM). 

She was of such stature that the Govemor-General of Canada, Arthur, Duke of 

Connaught, youngest son of Queen Victoria, visited her in the hospital before 

she died (Foster 145-6). 

It is therefore curious that a sampling of contemporary studies of Native 

American and Canadian literature finds almost no mention of Pauline Johnson, 

even when the guides are filtered for gender. All My Sisters: Essays on the 

Work of Canadian Women Writers by Clara Thomas includes only some sisters: 

Pauline Johnson, is not there. Nor is she present when the second filter of 

ethnicity narrows the pool; her absence is conspicuous in essays such as Agnes 

Grant's "Reclaiming the Lineage House; Canadian Native Women Writers." 

Even Margaret Atwood, champion of the oppressed, forgets Pauline Johnson as 
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she opines, "Until very recently, Indians and Eskimos made their only 

appearances In Canadian literature in books written by white writers" (91). On 

the American side of the border, Paula Gunn Allen Includes Johnson's story, "As 

It Was In The Beginning" in her 1989 collection. Spider Woman's 

Granddaughters, but Allen's introduction diminishes Johnson's achievement by 

refering to "disastrous love affairs" that "weakened her and her writing." 

Why is Pauline Johnson missing? Has she been suppressed? Excluded? 

Erased? These are active verbs, and ask the question, "By whom?" This 

dissertation addresses these questions, yet there are other verbs, more passive, 

that could also describe Johnson's situation In native and Canadian literary 

history. Has Pauline Johnson been ignored? Forgotten? Misunderstood and 

as a result misplaced among the children's books? Certainly, Pauline Johnson 

has been overiooked. The question to ask next is: "Why?" Why has she been 

ignored, or misunderstood, or, for that matter, suppressed or erased? And what 

role does the interplay of colonial and minority discourses have in her absence? 

The canon of Native American literature is very small, particulariy before 

Scott Momaday won the Pulitzer Prize for House Made of Dawn in 1966. But 

the chronology of Native American literature is not blank between the white 

ethnographer taking down the old Indian's life story and Scott Momaday's 

Pulitzer Prize. We do have earlier texts, as Elaine Jahner has noted: 

. . .  w e  h a v e  t e x t s  o f  v a r y i n g  d e g r e e s  o f  s o p h i s t i c a t i o n  w h i c h  i n  
culture after culture tell us about someone's need to situate the self 
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in and thtxiugh language. We do not lack texts. We lack the 
qualities of attentiveness that allow us to learn from them. (184) 

Each early text was a linguistic negotiation of the cultural distance between the 

oral native and the literate colonialist, yet contemporary scholars seem to 

myopically assume that Native American literature began with Momaday. "It is 

the agonistic nature of Momaday's novel that empowered subsequent Native 

American writers of fiction''(21), writes Kari Kroeber. but in fact, Momaday was 

himself empowered by an agonistic tradition of Native American writers. Mary 

Stout makes this point at the beginning of her essay on Zitkala-Sa, another 

articulate tum-of-the-century Native American writer. 

Uloday's poets and writers did not burst forth as the result of a 
creative "immaculate conception." They follow in the footsteps of 
eariier Native American writers who used an unfamiliar written 
language for many of the same reasons as today's writers: to 
preserve and disseminate a shared cultural heritage, to express a 
social experience, to define a political relationship, to record a 
personal insight. It is important in the appreciation of contemporary 
Native American literature to know and understand something of 
the eariier and perhaps lesser-known forbears of today's authors. 
(70) 

Not by any measure was Momaday the first "to evoke an 'Indianness' for his 

readers (a majority of whom presumably will not be Indians) through an Anglo-

American literary structure that must prohibit any authentically Indian imaginative 

form" (18), as Kari Kroeber has written. In fact, eariier native writers' efforts to 

deal with this representational dilemma are inherently more interesting. Kroeber 

thinks Momaday's difficulties are "representative of the frustrating self-conflicts 
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faced by any Indian using an Anglo-American literary form to assert the validity 

of a native vision against the ovenA/helming power of Euro-American culture" 

(20). The same can said of the difficulties of Pauline Johnson. 

When Pauline Johnson published "A Cry From an Indian Wife" in 1885, 

she became one of the first generation of native North American writers who 

were "aware of themselves as writers ... rather than as representative Indians" 

(Murray 80). This generation of writers, which also includes Charies Eastman 

and Zitkala-Sa, required no ethnographers, no interpreters to mediate their 

presentation to the reading public, yet the politics of representation within 

colonial discourse problematized both their lives and their art. Each discovered 

that as a public figure, s/he could escape neither the fixity of ethnic signification 

nor the expectation, the totalizing projection, that s/he represented and spoke 

for all native peoples. As these writers struggled to articulate cultural differences 

and new strategies of identity, they found themselves as colonized subjects of a 

discourse in which they were contained as racial stereotypes (Bhaba, Location 

77). 

Both Zitkala-Sa and Eastman spent their eariy years as Sioux children 

speaking their native languages and living in tepees. Both were sent away to 

boarding schools to "learn the white man's ways" and language, and both found 

that "English language fluency was bought at the high cost of acculturation which 

undermined tribal values" (Wiget, Critical Essays 15). Both were successful as 
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writers, but neither could remain in the white man's society. Ziticala-Sa's entire 

opus was published within a two year period. Her brilliant short stories and 

legends appeared in magazines at the tum of the century, but she left writing 

when she mam'ed, and tumed her efforts to woricing with her husband for the 

political attainment of Indian rights. Charies Eastman recorded his Sioux 

boyhood, his introduction to Western civilization, his progress through college 

and medical school, and events he witnessed as a physician on the Rosebud 

Reservation during the Battle of Wounded Knee. According to Wiget, 

[t]he virtue of these stories is less artistic than polemical. Eastman 
used his fiction to illustrate that the cultural perspectives brought by 
Native Americans to roles Anglo Americans had taken for granted 
were not only novel but morally sound, practical, and valuable. 
(Native American Literature 66) 

Eastman's success in white society was limited, however, as he saw that despite 

his years of higher education, "western rationalism preserves the boundaries of 

sense for itself (Bhaba, Location 71), and he was ineffective at bringing about 

change. After Wounded Knee he gave up his medical practice and eventually, 

his mam'age and his writing. Eastman spent his final years in a reclusive cabin 

on an island in the Canadian wildemess. 

Pauline Johnson's experience was quite different, in that she had a long 

and successful public career as a writer and reciter of her own poems, yet for all 

her popularity, she, too, was compromised by racial differentiations that required 

"specific and strategic calculation[s] of their effects" (Bhaba, Location 67). Her 
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father was a clever and assimilated Mohawk chief who loved and married Emily 

Howells, an educated white woman, in 1848. Captivity narratives of the 1800s 

suggest the enormity of Emily Howells' choice of George Henry Martin Johnson 

as her husband. Their mam'age began only two years after the Oatman girls 

were dragged out of their family's covered wagon and held captive by Yavapai, 

Mohave and Yuma Indians in Arizona Territory. Their fourth and last child, Emily 

Pauline Johnson, was bom in 1861, two years before Sarah Wakefield wrote 

about her "capture" during the Dakota uprising in Minnesota. 

Emily Howells, a cousin to the American author, William Dean Howells, 

had met George Johnson when she arrived at the Six Nations Reserve near 

Brantford, Ontario. She moved there with her older sister, who had mamed the 

Anglican missionary, for whom George was the assistant and translator. The 

young couple courted in secret for eight years, for both families opposed the 

match. The couple persisted by passing notes in hiding places and worrying 

about what the postmaster might guess. In one recently discovered letter, dated 

August, 1850, and cross-written for protection from the casual glance or from the 

curious who might hold an envelope up to the light, Emily fretted excitedly: 

Is it possible George that our secret has been found out in 
Brantford and that we correspond through a different Post Office. 
That horrid letter going to the Brantford office is enough to tell all 
the people in town, particularly Mrs. Willis [?] should have seen it 
and told... pllegible]... her [illegible]... secret... [illegible] 
(Appendix B) 

Very few white women had mam'ed Indian men at that time, yet this letter reveals 
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that young Emily was so independent, confident, and playful that she teased 

George that she might trot off with a 'pale white face'" if he was too slow in 

coming. 

That is a long sad thing about Mrs. Schoolcroft. Have you heard 
how Mr. Oberfield bears the disappointment. I really... [illegible]. 
.. him but sometimes I think that perhaps he deserved it for he may 
have been delaying his marriage month after month till she became 
tired of waiting. A woman at her time of life cannot be expected to 
be as patient as a younger person. Now be careful my old boy how 
you act for how do you know that should you long delay your 
coming I may be tempted in a weak moment to forsake you and trot 
off with a "pale white face." What a shock that would be to your 
nerves my poor old fellow. But do not look sad. I am not [illegible] 
have not seen a face [illegible] as dear to me as yours. (Appendix 
B) 

Emily was deeply In love with a man she knew to be kind, clever, handsome, and 

sophisticated. The letter closes with a touching, heartfelt prayer: 

May God guide my wandering feet through this worid and grant that 
we may live happily together till death shall separate us. Then may 
we meet in Heaven. 

Ever your affectionate Em//y (APPENDIX B) 

Finally married, Emily and George created an artistic, noble, gentle life 

together that was consciously an example of an altemative possibility for race 

relations: a non-coercive assimilation founded on cooperation and mutual 

enrichment. Their cultured lives, and their educated and artistic children were 

presentations of this possibility and countered the savage or degenerate Indian 

and half-breed stereotypes of the dominant colonial discourse. The Johnsons 

were unique among Iroquois families on the Six Nations Reserve in Ontario. 
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Figure 2. The three older Johnson children; Allen, Beverly, and Eva. 
(Brant County Museum) 

Canada, in that they were well off, well educated, and proficient in white society. 

On the reserve and beyond, the Johnsons were seen as an aristocratic family; 

they hired servants, and lived in a two-story home with its own name; 

"Chiefswood." A piano, Shakespeare, dresses and manners were presences in 

Pauline Johnson's childhood. She had read all of Byron by the time she was 

twelve. Her oldest brother, Beveriy, played the flute; Bev and her sister Eva 

attended college. Govemment officials, writers, and friends visited Chiefswood. 

George Johnson was a friend of Alexander Graham Bell. He helped Bell tack up 

the wires for the demonstration of the first telephone, and it was an amusing 

family joke that when George spoke Mohawk into the phone, the person at the 
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other end thought sonnething was wrong with the line (Johnson. "Interesting 

Description"). 

George and Emily Johnson believed strongly that the goal of the Indian 

should be to adopt and excel in white civilization, and the superiority of white 

civilization was a fundamental presupposition in their lives. This assumption of 

superiority applied only to the civilization, however, not to the individual, nor to 

the race. The quality of the individual Indian, his tradition of pride and bravery, 

and especially the equality of his talents with those of the white man was the 

second important tenant of the Johnson household. 

Figure 3. Pauline, Beverly, Allen, and Eva Johnson. 
(Brant County Museum) 
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A word must be said concerning terms such as "Indian," "Redskin," and 

"Paleface" which will appear throughout this dissertation. These were common 

terms in Pauline Johnson's day, and as they appear in her own texts, they will 

appear here. The issues surrounding the term, "Indian," are especially complex. 

Johnson's self-identification as an "Indian" was tentative as she started her 

writing career. Her eariiest writings were, for the most part, minor Victorian 

verses and essays on her favorite sport, canoeing. Those eariy works that dealt 

with Indian themes were written in the third person, as in her essay, "Iroquois 

Women of Canada" (Appendix E), or were told by an ethnically ambiguous 

narrator, as in her first published short story, "A'bram" (Appendix I). She did not, 

at first, write as an Indian, but as one close to Indians, as one who understood 

Indian issues. This ambiguity is reasonable, considering the complexity of her 

ethnic identity. Although George Johnson held one of the nine Mohawk 

hereditary titles on the Iroquois Grand Council, although the Johnson home was 

on the Six Nations Reserve, the Johnson children were not members of the 

Mohawk tribe. Among the Mohawk, inheritance was matrilineal, and Emily 

Howells Johnson was English. On the other hand, under Canadian law, the 

Johnson children were not white, but "Indian." Given this liminal identity, Pauline 

Johnson was neither the one nor the other, neither white nor Mohawk, but the 

ethnically incorrect term: Indian. 

Moreover, Pauline Johnson was a half-blood; pejoratively, a half-breed, at 
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a time when to be a half-blood was synonymous with being a degenerate. The 

year before her birth in 1861, Mary Howard's novel. The Black Gauntlet, was 

published. Howard, the second wife of Indian historian Henry Schoolcraft, wrote: 

The white man sins against the laws of Nature, when he inter-
mam'es with the Indian or the African, for no doubt all hybrids are 
subject to the same fixed laws of moral deterioration that the half-
breed Indian man almost universally develops, (qtd. in Scheick 22) 

Half-bloods were more generally the children of white men who, living on the 

frontier where white women were few, mam'ed Indian women. In 1857, the 

Report on the United States and Mexican Boundary Sun/ey was published under 

the auspices of the Secretary of the Interior of the United States. The author, W. 

H. Emory, reported that "the white makes his alliance with his dari<er partner for 

no other purpose than to satisfy a law of nature, or to acquire property" (qtd. In 

Scheick 4).̂  In his study of the half-blood in 19th century fiction, William 

Scheick concludes that the crude motives for these mam'ages contributed to the 

outcast status of the half-blood in white society. The half-blood 

. . .  t e n d e d  t o  f i n d  h i m s e l f  t r e a t e d  a s  i f  h i s  p a r e n t a g e  w e r e  d u b i o u s ,  
as if his hybrid integration of the red and white races betokened 
bastardy, whether or not his parents were actually married in 
accord with white or Indian custom. (4) 

Mary Howard noted that half-blood women were spared the degenerative fate of 

their brothers only because they were more restrained by social convention and 

^ W. H. Emory, Report on the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey 
Made under the Direction of the Secretary of the Interior (Washington, D.C., 
1857) 1:69. 
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were "always short-lived." 

In their early years, the four Johnson children were most likely unaware of 

such discourses. They were taught to have pride in their Mohawk heritage and 

values. In later years. Pauline occasionally became angry when confronted with 

the uninfomned who considered all Indians to be "savages," and she would 

deliver a lecture on Iroquois government, as she did in this interview for the 

London Sketch: 

I daresay, you, like the rest, think and write of [the Indian] as a poor 
degraded savage, walking around with a scalping knife in one hand 
and a tomahawk in the other, seeking whom he may devour. Go to 
my home on the Grand River Reserve, in Ontario, and you will find 
my countrymen under a free constitution, framed more than four 
centuries ago by that greatest of Indian statesmen, Hiawatha ... 
Here our chiefs are elected, our Councils conducted, and our civil 
policy decided as neariy as possible by the rules of the ancient 
league... 

These are my people, the six nations who form the Iroquois, (qtd. 
in McRaye 39-40) 

The Constitution of the Iroquois Confederacy was the model for the Constitution 

of the United States. 

As a young child, Pauline listened to stories, both historical and 

legendary, told by her father and her grandfather, and there is some evidence 

that she spoke or at least understood the Mohawk language. According to 

Marcus Van Steen's biography, Pauline Johnson: Her Life and Woric. 

. . .  s h e  w o u l d  v i s i t  h e r  g r a n d f a t h e r .  C h i e f  J o h n  S m o k e  J o h n s o n ,  
who helped her keep alive her knowledge of the Mohawk language 
as he stirred her imagination with vivid tales about the great past of 
her father's people. (11) 
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An essay, "Indian Medicine Men and Their Magic," published by Dominion 

Illustrated in 1892, contains this statement: "[AJs a little child I sat at my 

grandfather's feet listening, with wide-eyed curiosity, and a shrinking timid awe, 

to his wondrous tales of still more wondrous witchcrafT (140). While Interviewing 

Johnson In 1895, Bertha Jean Thompson commented, "You have a very rich 

vocabulary," to which Johnson replied, "I have a very small one ... My 

mother-tongue is the Mohawk; my English has been acquired" (104). While it Is 

debatable whether, with an English mother, Mohawk was in fact Johnson's first 

language, her proximity to monolingual Mohawk speakers, including her 

grandmother, makes it highly likely that she did understand the language. 

Figure 4. Pauline Johnson as a young girl, 8-10 years. (Brant County Museum) 
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As the offspring of a Mohawk chief, the Johnson children had reason to be proud 

of their heritage. As an eight-year-old, Pauline saw her father represent the 

Iroquois Confederacy as the escort of Prince Arthur, the third son of Queen 

Victoria, and later the Governor General of Canada, when young Arthur visited 

the Reserve and received the honor of the title of "Chief in the Iroquois 

Confederacy.̂  

Pauline admired her father, for George Johnson was a paragon and a 

prototype. He spoke seven languages: English and all six of the Iroquois 

languages, including his native Mohawk. From his position as official interpreter 

for the English church missions on the reserve, he became a warden of the 

reserve and was recognized for his courage and persistence In battling lumber 

poachers and whiskey traders. He was a kind husband, handsome, and stylish. 

In "My Mother," Pauline Johnson describes her father's appearance on his 

wedding day. He was 

. . .  d r e s s e d  i n  t h e  h e i g h t  o f  t h e  f a s h i o n  o f  t h e  e a r i y  f i f t i e s - v e r y  d a r k  
wine broadcloth, the coat shaped tightly to the waist and adorned 
with a silk velvet collar, a pale lavender, flowered satin waistcoat, a 
dull white silk stock collar, a bell-shaped black silk hat. (55) 

Her father had learned the white ways well, and to this understanding he added 

his own awareness of the importance of presentation, of re-presentation, and of 

performance. George was no less a Mohawk chief for wearing a lavender 

 ̂See discussion of "A Royal Mohawk Chief in Ch. 4. 
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waistcoat to his wedding. His daughter recounts that when his presence was 

. . .  d e m a n d e d  a t  O t t a w a ,  f i g h t i n g  f o r  t h e  c a u s e  o f  h i s  p e o p l e  
before the House of Commons, the Senate, and the Govemor-
General... he would always wear his native buckskin costume, 
and his amazing rhetoric, augmented by the gorgeous trappings of 
his office and his inimitable courtesy of manner, won him friends 
and followers. (71) 

Pauline Johnson observed the extent to which her father's public persona was a 

performance, and although he died in 1884, the year her poems began 

appearing in print, she followed his example as she herself became a public 

figure. 

From her first public notice, she was given strong cues as to what identity 

she should perform. The first public reading of her poetry was at the dedication 

of the memorial to Chief Joseph Brant in the Brantford square in 1886. Before 

the Master of Ceremonies read her poem, "Ode to Brant," he said: 

The lines I am about to speak are from the pen of Miss E. Pauline 
Johnson; they are creditable alike to the young Indian poetess and 
the race for whom she speaks, and serve to prove that our Six 
Nations are capable of fine literary culture and fully able to handle 
the pen as well as the sword.' (qtd. in Keller 48) 

If Pauline Johnson had not been conscious of her position before this public 

introduction, she could not miss hearing the proclamation that her writing proved 

"that our Six Nations are capable of fine literary culture." 

For the next six years, Johnson's poetry continued to appear occasionally, 

^ Brantford Expositor. 14 Oct 1886. 
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mostly In the Toronto papers, but in on Saturday, January 16,1892, her great 

opportunity am'ved. She was invited to an evening of readings by young poets 

sponsored by the Young Men's Liberal Club of Toronto. The evening's 

organizer, Frank Yeigh, was a school friend, and he gave Pauline's lineage and 

family history as he introduced her. Pauline's recitation of the dramatic poems. 

"A Cry from an Indian Wife" and "As Red Men Die," astounded the audience: she 

was the only poet called for an encore. She read of herself in the Toronto Globe 

the next morning: 

It was like the voice of the nations that once possessed this 
country, who have wasted away before our civilization, speaking 
through this cultured, gifted, soft-voiced descendant, (qtd. in Keller 
60) 

Now she was a representative not only of the Iroquois nation, but of all "the 

nations that once possessed this country." The next morning, Frank Yeigh sent 

a note, asking Johnson if he might arrange further engagements in which she 

would interpret her own poetry on the stage. She accepted, and over the next 

year made 1S5 appearances throughout Ontario. 

Johnson quickly stepped Into the role of spokesperson for the Indian. 

Two months after her first recital, her powerful literary article, "A Strong Race 

Opinion: On the Indian Girl in Modem Fiction" was published in The Toronto 

World (Appendix D). More articles followed, and her well-known short story, "A 

Red Giri's Reasoning." Ironically, some of her clearest cues as to creating her 

most effective voice came from the reviewers who were the most colonial in their 
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world view. For example, her earliest review was by London critic, Theodore 

Watts-Dunton, who wrote that in Johnson's poetry he heard the new "note of the 

Red Man's Canada." Her unique identity as Indian poet attracted attention to 

both her literary and her platform performances. The announcement for her 

second recital, for example, included this opinion of the Canadian poet, Charles 

G. D. Roberts: "She is the aboriginal voice of Canada by blood as well as by 

taste and special trend of her gifts" (qtd. in Keller 62). 

Johnson had always wanted a stage career, and had performed in 

amateur productions near home, but acting was "generally considered ruinous to 

morals," and her family had objected (Foster 62). But Johnson was now 31 

years old and unmarried; it was unavoidable that she should find a way to 

support herself. Those who feel Johnson's dramatic performances detract from 

her stature as a "serious" writer should consider Johnson's options. There were 

no writers' grants, no positions as Poet in Residence at prestigious universities, 

no teaching jobs In creative writing at the local community college as there are 

for modem native writers. The recital circuit was therefore a welcome and 

exciting solution. In the days before television and radio, live entertainers 

travelled from city to city, town to town, providing a variety of offerings. Johnson 

now joined these performers, sometimes travelling alone or with a manager, and 

sometimes as a part of a group, as when she joined a chautaqua circuit in the 

United States that included, among others, William Jennings Bryant. 
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When Johnson had recited at the Young Men's Liberal Club, she was 

speaking for the Indian. Very quickly, the poet learned that her public saw her 

speaking as the Indian. Unlike her contemporaries, Zitkala-Sa and Charies 

Eastman, Johnson concluded that her most effective response was to adopt the 

stereotype for her own ends. Aware that "many people in her audiences paid to 

see her mainly because they wanted to see an Indian ... [Johnson] allowed 

Yeigh to bill her as The Mohawk Princess"* (Keller 64). The Inaccuracy of the 

billing was lost on the public, for "the princess' and the squaw' constitute[d] the 

semiotic valences within which Native women have long been represented" 

(Godard 189). As eariy as the sixteenth century, the Indian Queen, "nurturing 

but dangerous" was a sign for the New Worid. "Her daughter, the Princess ... 

leaner and more Caucasian, figure[d] in the allegories of nationalism as the 

colonies move[d] towards independence" (Godard 189). Pauline Johnson, fairer 

and "more Caucasian," found the stereotype of the Indian princess was her key 

to gaining access to the spotlight. 

As she began touring, Johnson assembled the accouterments appropriate 

to her role; a bearclaw necklace, a wampum belt, moccasins. She sewed a 

buckskin dress that, to her white audiences, was beautiful and convincing, as 

this contemporary account shows: 

She read her own poems and appeared in costume, a beautiful 
buckskin dress trimmed with ermine skins, and with silver brooches 
scattered over the bodice. These were very old and had been 
hammered from silver coins by the native Indian silversmiths. Two 
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Figure 5. Pauline Johnson as the "Mohawk Princess." (Brant County Museum) 
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scalps hung suspended from her waist, a Huron scalp and one given 
her by a Blackfoot Chief. Around her neck was a beautifully graded 
cinnamon bear-claws necklace, and on her wrists bracelets of 
wampum beads. Draped around her shoulders was the red broadcloth 
blanket... in her hair was an eagle feather. (McRaye 61-2) 

But Johnson's adoption of the role of the Mohawk Princess became infinitely 

more complex when she began the practice of changing into an evening gown 

during the intermission. For half the evening, Johnson performed the narrative, 

"Indian," just as her father had as he wore his buckskins when representing the 

Iroquois in Ottawa. And as George Johnson had also worn fine broadcloth and a 

tophat to his wedding, his youngest daughter startled her audiences by also 

appearing in a white evening gown. Eyewitness accounts of Pauline Johnson's 

performances are rare, but Nellie L. McClung provides one in her memoirs. 

Pauline's advertising had shown only the Indian giri in her beaded 
chamois costume and feather headdress, so when a beautiful 
young woman in white satin evening dress came out of the vestry 
door and walked to the platfomi, there was a gasp of surprise from 
the audience. Pauline smiled at us reassuringly, knowing what was 
in our minds. 

"I am going to be a white woman first," she said in her deep 
voice, "the Indian part will follow..." 

In the second part of the program, the grand lady was gone 
and a lithe Indian giri took her place, telling us stories of her 
people, and their battle for existence. (29) 

Thus, Johnson performed the "Mohawk Princess" stereotype and simultaneously 

subverted the expectations of that stereotype, revealing a slippage in the 

demarcations of ethnic identity. When the McClung account took place, "Pauline 

was at the zenith of her power and beauty ... having recently returned from her 



Figure 6. Pauline Johnson in her London evening gown. 
(Brant County Museum) 
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triumphal tour of England" (29). For Nellie McClung, Pauline had pre-presented 

herself as the re-presented Indian Princess, yet she presented herself to Nellie 

and the audience as a white woman, boldly displaying the ability - and claiming 

the right - to CHOOSE her identity, including ethnic identity. 

The change of costume was a part of Pauline Johnson's recital throughout 

her career, although she apparently varied or changed the order of her 

appearance. According to Walter McRaye, Johnson appeared first in the dress, 

which "was laid aside in the second half of the programme when she appeared 

in conventional evening dress" (62). Perhaps, as more and more In her 

audiences had seen her perform, Nellie McClung's initial surprise was less 

possible to achieve. Pertiaps Pauline reversed the order of the costumes so that 

while watching the buckskinned Indian princess recite her blood-chilling 

"Ojistoh," for example, anticipation for the white evening gown would add 

suspense and relish to both halves of the perfomiance. McRaye was careful to 

add that Pauline "was equally handsome in each" dress (62). 

This change of costume in the middle of a performance called into 

question the fixity of racial identity by making visible, in front of an audience, the 

transformation of an individual from one race to another. The effect was to open 

up what Homi Bhaba has called "a place of hybridity," where Johnson's 

performance as both the Mohawk princess and the English poetess "presented 

an ... object that [was] new, neither the one nor the other alienatpng]. .. 
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expectations, and changpng]... the very forms of [her audience's] recognition" 

(Bhaba, Location 25). In this manner she was able to suspend, for an evening, 

the colonial discourse which labeled native peoples as savage and primitive. 

Her dialectic ethnicity cracked rigid stereotypes and allowed for "an originality" 

which is normally "threatened by the differences of race, colour, and culture" 

(Bhaba, Location 75). 

As she told the audience about her home, it was not a wigwam or a tepee, 

but 

"Chiefswood," at Brantford on the Grand River, built by her father, 
of black walnut from his own land - land given by the British Crown 
to the Brotherhood of the Six Nations, founded over four hundred 
years ago by Hiawatha. (McClung 29) 

A home built of prized black walnut, a land grant, a four hundred-year history, a 

"Brotherhood of the Six Nations," and the famous name, "Hiawatha," did not 

belong in the colonial stereotype, "Indian." This information "antagonize[d] the 

implicit power... of the dominant discourse ... to generalize, to produce the 

sociological solidity" of that stereotype (Bhaba. "DissemiNation" 306). 

Pauline's disruption of the colonial narrative included the use of sharp 

humor in her program which she used to "liberate the signifier of skin/culture 

from the fixations of racial typology, the analytics of blood, ideologies of racial 

and cultural dominance or degeneration" (Bhaba, Location 75). The McClung 

account recalls that Pauline told her Manitoba audience the following account of 

her exchange with a London countess who said, raising her lorgnette. 
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"My dear,... your skin is really very clear and white, and yet you 
say your father is an Indian." Pauline acknowledged the fact, and 
the countess blundered on; "Really," she said, "I would not have 
known it." But before the interview was over, the Mohawk Princess 
scored. She blandly asked her interrogator if it was true that she 
was of pure white blood, at which the countess snorted in 
indignation. "Of course I am," she said ~ to which Pauline 
murmured politely, "I would never have known it!" (29) 

For fifteen years, Pauline Johnson performed as "the Mohawk Princess" 

from Nova Scotia to Vancouver, from London to the gold-mining towns of British 

Columbia. She explored, she entertained, but she always also used what 

Richard Bauman calls in Verbal Art as Performance, the "rhetorical power of 

performance and its potential for social control" (44) to transform the social 

structure of Canadian colonialism and to give new interpretations to the colonial 

construct. "Indian." Bauman explains. 

When the performer gains control in this way, the potential for 
transformation of the social structure may become available to him 
as well... Through performance, [the performer] is able to take 
control of the situation, creating a social structure with himself at 
the center. (44) 

Homi Bhdba agrees that the "[t]erms of cultural engagement, whether 

antagonistic or affiliative, are produced perfomnatively" (Bhaba, Location 2), and 

certainly, Johnson's contemporaries recognized her power. 

Better than any schoolbook would, these recitals bring home, to the 
young people who heard, the poetry and romance of the great of 
the great race of red men who once reigned as kings where now 
they are perhaps erroneously regarded as a vanishing race. 
(MacKay 277) 

Through the power of her performance, Johnson took control and placed herself 
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at the center - a woman who was neither white nor Mohawk-and yet both. 

The commercial trappings of Johnson's recital career which in her day 

added to the effectiveness of her perfomnance have in recent times called Into 

question her authenticity. The buckskin dress was a stage costume, copied after 

Catlln's painting, "Minnehaha" (Foster 46). It was a two-piece dress, with a 

waistline, unlike the traditional Mohawk dress which hung loosely from the 

shoulders. The costume was a composite, and if scalps were badges of merit In 

battle, It Is most likely that only men, and not women, ever wore them from their 

waists. She also assumed her great-grandfather's Mohawk name, 

Tekahionwake, for the publication and performance of her poetry. There is no 

record that she had been given her own Mohawk name, and only after the 

deaths of both her father and her grandfather did Johnson begin signing her 

poems "E. Pauline Johnson, Tekahionwake." Yet Johnson claimed her great 

grandfather's name and with it the right to tell the story of her people as she saw 

It. 

Oh, why have our people forced on me the name of Pauline 
Johnson? ... Was not my Indian name good enough? ... I am an 
Indian ... Forget that I was Pauline Johnson, but remember 
always that I was Tekahionwake, the Mohawk that humbly aspired 
to be the saga singer... the ... historian of her own race. (Seton 
7) 

Her beauty, manners, and wit often raised such doubts that she felt required to 

respond. "I am a Red Indian, as you know," she told one reporter, then added 

melodramatically, quoting her own eariy poem, 'The Re-lntemment of Red 
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Jacket," "and feel very proud of my 'copper-tinted face and smouldering fire of 

wilder life'" (Seton 39). Johnson was. in fact, light skinned and grey-eyed, but 

she bristled when her authenticity was called into question. Isabel MacKay 

interviewed Pauline Johnson after she retired from traveling, and remembered 

Johnson telling the following amusing story: 

There was a critic on The Manchester Guardian, who, after reading 
The White Wampum." said: This lady thinks she knows something 
about Indians, but it is plain upon the face of it that she has never 
seen a real Indian.' Next week Black and White had a full-page 
portrait of myself in Indian costume surrounded by a belt of white 
wampum, and I will say this for The Manchester Guardian critic -
he climbed down gracefully! (274) 

it appears that Johnson was quite aware that her hybrid ethnic identity was a 

powerful challenge to the fixity of colonial stereotyping, and she seemed to 

understand and enjoy the challenge. Sangari explains: 

. . .  t h e  h y b r i d  w r i t e r  i s  a l r e a d y  o p e n  t o  t w o  w o r i d s  a n d  i s  
constructed within the national and intemational, political and 
cultural systems of colonialism and neocolonialism. To be hybrid is 
to understand and question as well as to represent the pressure of 
such historical placement. (239-40) 

Johnson believed deeply in the value of assimilation that her parents expressed 

in their lives together. "Put a pure-blooded Indian in a drawing-room, and he will 

shine with the best of you" (qtd. in McRaye 40), she once retorted. Photographs 

show her exquisitely dressed in an evening gown, in a fur trimmed coat, or in a 

tailored traveling suit with a stylish hat and gloves, her hair coifed in the fashion 

of the day. She was a success in the highest Canadian and London social 
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scenes, and she was constantly aware that in her historical placement, she was 

representing not just Pauline Johnson, poet, but all native peoples of North 

America. 

On the other hand, questions of authenticity continue to trouble Pauline 

Johnson's reputation to this day. Leslie Monkman pairs her with the Englishman, 

Archie Belaney, who in the buckskinned persona of "Grey Owl," became a 

spokesman for "the Indian" in the 1930s. Monkman uses quotation marks 

around "Indian" when he calls Johnson one of "Canada's best-known 'Indians,'" 

and also around "authentic" when he writes that Johnson and Belaney "gained 

greater popularity and recognition as exponents of 'authentic' Indian views than 

any writers before or after them, red or white" (96). 

While recent studies of early Native American autobiographies recognize 

and allow for the several layers of cultural mediation that were unavoidable in the 

production of those works, Johnson, educated, writing without a translator or 

mentor, has not been given such allowances. Arnold Krupat's describes Native 

American autobiography as 

. . .  a  b o o k  i n  w h i c h  a  s t i l l - l i v i n g  a n d  f o r m e r i y  u n h e a r d  v o i c e  
emerged to speak for itself, thus questioning the very discipline, 
authority, and form which enabled it to speak. And this Indian 
voice-translated, transcribed, edited, polished, interpreted, 
thoroughly mediated as it may be~had not sounded before. (272) 

Johnson also raised a previously "unheard voice," "thoroughly mediated" as it 

may have been, to question colonial authority. A reexamination of Pauline 
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Johnson in the fuller context of the colonial discourse of her time, and inclusive 

of her later stories and her unreprinted articles, discovers that she worked 

constantly to tum the represented Indian into the re-presented Indian, the Indian 

presented again. 

Johnson's angry and cynical responses to colonial brutality or insensitivity 

to native peoples, especially those works that were not published or not 

reprinted, reflect her own experience. She was seventeen when her father 

suffered yet another beating as he tried to curb the illegal activities of the 

whiskey traders and timber poachers. This was the second time he had been 

left for dead, and this time he never fully recovered, lingering until his death, six 

years later. The family could no longer keep up Chiefswood, and the home built 

by George Johnson for his bride was abandoned as the family retreated to a 

modest house in Brantford. Johnson's anger is undisguised in a number of her 

stories and poems. "Her Majesty's Guest," a story included in The Moccasin 

MakSE, exposes the illegal timber and whiskey trade. An author's note says that 

"this tale is founded upon actual incidents in the life of the author's father" (164). 

Johnson's anger, often expressed in the words of an Indian woman, appears in 

various works throughout her career, firom her first published dramatic poem, "A 

Cry From an Indian Wife" (1885), to the bitter The Cattle Thief (1894), and in 

the later short stories, such as "As It Was in the Beginning" (1913). 

Other native performers of the time also faced questions of authenticity. 
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The wild west shows—Buffalo Bill's Wild West, 101 Ranch Real Wild West, 

Pawnee Bill's Historic Wild West, and many others—brought Indians before the 

public in re-enactments of raids and war parties, but there were also lesser 

known performances on the intellectual lecture circuit. One example was the 

Mohawk, John Ojijatekha Brant-Sero, who presented an evening of "Grand High-

Class Entertainment" on May 7,1902, eight years after Pauline Johnson's first 

trip to London, and two years before her second trip and appearance in Steinway 

Hall. Brant-Sero's circular calls him "Hhe only full-blooded Canadian Mohawk 

Indian now before the British Public in a Lecture, Concert and Dramatic Tour."  ̂ It 

is not unlikely that the emphasis on "only full-blooded" is an oblique reference to 

Pauline Johnson. Brant-Sero claims to be "^he most prominent and natural 

successor" of 

Capt. Joseph Thayendanegea Brant, 
the man, whose ancestor might have been the 

KING OF AMERICA, 
had his people not have come in contact with the advancing progress of 

European Civilization. 

Brant-Sero, who is billed as "Student and Traveller," promises to lecture "on the 

early History of America, Industrial progress of the American Indian, their habits, 

customs, past and present" and to illustrate his lecture with "Original Scenes, 

Real Indian Songs, Weird Indian Music, Quaint Indian Dances, and Real Indian 

Costumes." This emphasis on the "real Indian," and on lull-blood" suggests that 

Circular in Vancouver Archives. 
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any Indian engaged in traveling and performing Ihe Indian" needed to defend 

his authenticity. The Brant-Sero tour combined drama, lecture, humor and music 

in a hybrid performance similar to that of Pauline Johnson, although performing a 

"quaint Indian Dance" is a perceptual universe away firom reciting "A Cry From 

an Indian Wife." A quotation fî m a review on the Brant-Sero circular, however, 

suggests a striking similarity on a more important issue. "[H]e stands alone and 

quite contrary to the popular conception of the American Indian," comments the 

reviewer. Although the style and content of the Johnson and Brant-Sero 

performances differed, both had the clear intention of dispelling the colonial 

stereotype, of unfixing the fixed signifier, "Indian." 

Johnson's middle class upbringing has also been used to call into 

question her authenticity as an "Indian," but this is a matter of class, not ethnicity. 

Johnson was not less exposed to her father's Mohawk culture because the 

family was well off. Her writing and her performances reflect a childhood that 

included storytellings; she shows a deep respect for the oral tradition and a keen 

interest in the old stories. Two of her eariy poems, "As Red Men Die" and 

"Ojistoh," appear to t>e retellings of Iroquois legends her father or grandfather 

may have told her. Several of the stories in Legends of Vancouver include a 

portion or a synopsis of an Iroquois legend which is compared to the Squamish 

legend. Recently, American poet Wendy Rose (Miwok/Hopi) has commented 

that she sees a childhood connection to the oral tradition as the defining factor of 
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"real Indian writers." 

The lack of exposure to traditional storytelling has been a big gap 
in my background and when I have encountered the storytelling, in 
my teens and as an adult, I have been aware that I am in the 
presence of something big and important, something that has held 
people together when military defense couldnt. I envy those Indian 
writers who were able to move smoothly and naturally from the oral 
tradition to the written. My tendency is to acknowledge that they 
are the real Indian writers while I am not. (Hunter 48) 

Given Wendy Rose's definition, Pauline Johnson qualifies as a "real Indian 

writer." it can be argued, furthermore, that Johnson's best writing was her 

project of recasting tribal legends of the Northwest Coast into stories for a white 

reading public. Legends of Vancouver. As she worked with the ancient stories, 

she felt she was preserving an oral tradition that was fast disappearing. She 

spent most of her last two productive writing years on these legends, where she 

was finally able to integrate her many voices and come to terms with her ethnic 

identities. 

Johnson's exposure to her grandfather's stories and orations was evident 

in her talent for verbal performance. It is unfortunate that she lived decades 

before technology could provide the modem reader access to her live 

performances, for her effect was considerable. 

It would be misleading to ignore the lustre and power that her own 
personality added to her verse compositions, and it is safe to 
predict that no person will ever again repeat with equal significance 
'A Cry from an Indian Wife* or The Cattle Thief.' For Miss Johnson 
... was able to win the sympathy of her audience by sheer force of 
artistic and dramatic eloquence. For she combined two great arts, 
and only those of us who have heard her render her own 
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composition can have a full appreciation of her powers. (Rev. of 
Flint and Feather 299) 

Johnson's skill as a verbal artist was seen by her contemporaries as convincing 

proof of her native heritage. Her grandfather. Chief "Smoke" Johnson, had been 

a famous Mohawk orator, and J.D. Logan observed that during her "brilliant" 

career as a performer, Pauline Johnson displayed "the same dramatic intensity 

and the same gift for dramatic picture as the grandfather" (64). Charies Mair 

found her performances to be "the perfection of monologue, graced by a musical 

voice, and by gesture at once simple and dignified" (282). Few reviewers failed 

to comment on Johnson's oratorical skills, and few failed to acknowledge the 

connection to the oral tradition, which they often call "blood." or "heredity." Mair, 

for example, felt that "[i]ntense feeling distinguishes her Indian poems from all 

others: they flow from her very veins, and are stamped with the seal of heredity" 

(282). J. D. Logan made a specific and clear connection between the 

grandfather's oratory and the granddaughter's writing. 

[T]he old Warner's granddaughter in her ballads and poems of 
Indian wrongs and Indian heroic deeds wrote with the same 
dramatic intensity and the same gift for dramatic picture as the 
grandfather displayed in his speech and eloquence. (61) 

While Logan was delighted with the mam'age of Iroquois eloquence and 

European literary fomn. Hector Chariesworth was patemalistic in his praise. 

Indians speak even the commonest communications in metaphor 
and allegory... their wood and water lore is delicate, picturesque, 
and warmly coloured. Their songs are poems, their prayers 
poems; in both cases a sort of blank verse chant, but with decided 
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meter and form. It will then be easily imagined that Miss Johnson's 
poetry is but the fulfilment and expression of a latent national 
poetry, which has hitherto lacked the nourishing hand of civilization 
for its development. (The Indian Poetess" 190. Emph. added) 

For Charlesworth, European literacy was needed to "develop" the more primitive 

oral poetry of the Iroquois, but the power of Pauline Johnson's oral performances 

seems to have swept most such considerations aside for her audiences. 

Johnson's own consideration of her connection to the oral tradition 

sun/lves in an interview printed In The Canadian Magazine In 1913. The 

interviewer was Isabel MacKay, a Canadian author. 

I asked Miss Johnson once how she accounted for the fact 
that she alone of her father's race had translated its beauty of 
thought Into verse? 

"I do not know," she answered thoughtfully, "for at heart 
almost every Indian is a poet. He is quick to respond to the call of 
poetry, often where many white people would be quite untouched. 
The language of many of the tribes in its pure form is the very 
language of poetry. I would have needed but little to transform 
some of my grandfather's speeches into sonorous blank verse. So 
beautiful was his voice and so delicate and so fine his handling of 
words and phrases that he was known everywhere as the 'Mohawk 
Warbler.' White men who heard him described his language as 
'pure music.'" 

"Then it is, perhaps from him," I suggested. 
"Partly, no doubt; although I have always thought that much 

of my fascination for verse writing was bom of my mother's longing 
for poetic expression. The desire to write was in her blood-many 
of the Howells were literary-and once I remember her saying to me 
'Pauline, you say in your verses exactly what I have so often felt 
and never could express.' But when I talk of the Indian being 
inarticulate," she added, "I refer of course only to his inability to 
express himself by the written word, and this after ail is natural 
enough. Writing was never the Indian's mode of expression. It 
was the speech, the oration which was his great achievement. And 
that, like all the old customs, is dying out." (273-4) 
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Johnson had neither a vocabulary nor a theoretical construct to articulate her 

experience. Recent studies of the distinctions between oral and literate cultures, 

however, now provide us with some objective markers with which identify the 

residual elements of the oral tradition in Johnson's work, elements which add 

credence to her authenticity. 

For example, Johnson stays close to what Walter Ong calls in Orallty and 

Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word, "the human lifeworld." 

In the absence of elaborate analytic categories that depend on 
writing to structure knowledge at a distance from lived experience, 
oral cultures must conceptualize and verbalize all their knowledge 
with more or less close reference to the human lifeworid, 
assimilating the alien, objective world to the more immediate, 
familiar interaction of human beings. (42) 

Johnson eschewed abstract analysis and made her points instead through the 

"immediate, familiar interaction" of her characters. Works such as "My Mother," 

"A Night With 'North Eagle,'" and "We-hro's Sacrifice" are "[ejmpathetic and 

participatory rather than objectively distanced" (Ong 45). In her essay, "The 

Race for Theory," Barbara Christian posits that such narrative storytelling 

approaches abstract or theoretical issues fix^m the viewpoint of a minority 

discourse. 

For people of color have always theorized — but in forms quite 
different from the Western form of abstract logic. And I am Inclined 
to say our theorizing ... is often in narrative forms, in the stories 
we create, in riddles and proverbs, in the play with language, since 
dynamic rather than fixed ideas seem more to our liking. (38) 

As might be expected, such human immediacy and lack of abstraction were seen 
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by some critics as a deficit in Johnson's writing. Sir Gilbert Parker wrote in his 

1913 introduction to the first edition of The Moccasin Maker that "mere charm 

was too often her undoing. She could not be impersonal enough, and therefore 

could not be great; but she could get very near to human sympathies" (6). 

JanMohamed and Lloyd, however, have an explanation: 

[E]ven the very differences that have always been read as 
symptoms of inadequacy can be reread transformatively as 
indications and figurations of values radically opposed to those of 
the dominant culture. (8) 

The deficiency Sir Gilbert Parker found in Pauline Johnson's stories and poems, 

that she "could not be impersonal enough," can be reread, according to Ong, 

Christian, and JanMohamed, as residual elements of the oral tradition. Her lack 

of objective distance and her close reference to the familiar human lifeworid are 

indications of the difference in values between an abstract dominant discourse 

and a minority discourse based on oral tradition. 

Other characteristics of oral culture identified by Ong are also apparent in 

Pauline Johnson's written work. Many of her poems and stories—"A Cry of an 

Indian Wife," "A Red Giri's Reasoning," and "As It Was in the Beginning" stand 

out here—illustrate the struggle of the Indian to accommodate or resist the white 

man. According to Ong, "orality situates knowledge within a context of struggle" 

between characters "[b]y keeping knowledge embedded in the human lifeworid" 

(44). In each of the above examples, the struggle is not an abstraction, but a 

personal dilemma faced by an Indian woman. In "A Cry of an Indian Wife," she 
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struggles with herself, urging her husband to battle, then relenting as she thinks 

of the nnothers and wives of the young White soldiers. Both "A Red Girl's 

Reasoning" and "As It Was in the Beginning" depict the struggle of an Indian 

woman and a white man trying to maintain a loving relationship in a milieu of 

colonial discourse. In other works such as "Little Wolf-Willow" and The Cattle 

Thief," the focal point of struggle is the disappearance of the buffalo and the 

starvation of the native people whose former lives depended on it. 

Pauline's use of local materials and her deft management of her audience 

during her performances exemplify yet another of Ong's markers of oral tradition. 

A reviewer for the Boundary Creek Times of Greenwood, British Columbia, noted 

. . .  t h e  c l e v e r  w a y  i n  w h i c h  s h e  i n t e r s p e r s e d  d e s c r i p t i o n s  o f  t h e  
humorous incidents in her public career... Miss Johnson is really 
a dangerous person to be abroad. Nothing apparently escapes her 
Mohawk eye and in each town she finds materials for entertaining 
In the next. (Rev. in Kamloops Standard) 

At every performance, Pauline recited from the same limited selection of poems, 

much as a storyteller In an oral culture might retell the same stories. But as a 

storyteller adapts each telling to his audience, Pauline did likewise with her 

collection of local and personal anecdotes. Ong notes that in an oral culture, 

. .. [n]anrative originality lodges not in making up new stories but In 
managing a particular Interaction with this audience at this time - at 
every telling the story has to be introduced uniquely into a unique 
situation. (41-2) 

Thus we can see from this brief examination that significant and pervasive 

residual elements of oral tradition in Johnson's work argue for her authenticity as 
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a native writer, despite her assumed name, her stage costume, and her 

assimilated upbringing. Furthermore, the costume and assumed name that 

today's scholars find probiennatic were highly effective, as this review from her 

second trip to London shows; 

Miss Pauline Johnson, known as Tekahionwake" among her own 
people, the powerful Iroquois tribe of Canadian Indians, gave a 
recital at Steinway Hall last night, and afforded obvious pleasure to 
a large audience. Miss Johnson's success lies in the fact that she 
can bring before one the mind, the thoughts, and traditional habits 
of a great moribund nation ... Miss Johnson, dressed in a 
historical and native dress, delivers her tale in a telling and 
unexaggerated manner that is as refreshing as it is effective. 
(McRaye 102) 

There is no doubt that Johnson's travels across the continent left little time 

for peaceful composition, but she did retum to writing when she retired from the 

recital circuit in 1909. Her career as a writer paralled her career as a performer 

in that in both, Johnson was continually experimenting as to just how much a 

minority writer could criticize the dominant culture. She teamed what all writers 

who would damn the societal sins they see must leam. These writers must leam 

to write either in a subtext, as did Jane Austen, or with a high degree of 

sentimental pulling on emotions, in the style of Dickens or Ham'et Beecher 

Stowe. Pauline Johnson learned to do both. 

Dressed in a white evening gown, then dressed in a buckskin dress, 

Pauline Johnson presented, then re-presented the narrative, "Indian" in a 

perfonnance whose disruption of the colonial version was cleariy heard and 
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understood by her audience. As a London reviewer saw it, 

[A] charming young Mohawk Indian lady... has come to England 
... to awaken us to a truer sense of the mental power and high 
qualities of the people who have the best claim to the title-deeds of 
the vast continent of North America. (McRaye 39) 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE "POOR. DEGRADED SAVAGE" AND COLONIAL DISCOURSE 

A hundred years ago, neither Pauline Johnson nor her reviewers had 

available a vocabulary that could adequately describe her experience as a 

Native American woman writer. Recently, literary theorists have identified and 

developed strategies for discussing colonial and minority discourse which prove 

to be extremely helpful in opening up the complexities of Pauline Johnson's 

work. Conversely, rereading Pauline Johnson is useful in illuminating the ideas 

of these theorists, who often provide few textual examples themselves. In fact, 

the interplay between Pauline Johnson and her reviewers is one of the finest 

illustrations extant of the dialogue between colonial and minority discourse. After 

a brief look at the fundamental ideas of colonial discourse theory, this chapter 

will first examine examples of colonial discourse in the reviews by Johnson's 

contemporaries of her work, then explore the effects of this discourse on 

Johnson's writing. 

Within Clifford's reading of Said's Orientalism is a good starting point for a 

discussion of the conditions of colonial discourse: 

"It seems a comnnon human failing," Said writes, using the word 
human with significant ambivalence, "to prefer the schematic 
authority of a text to the disorientations of direct encounters with 
the human" (p. 93). In certain conditions this textual attitude 
hardens into a body of rigid cultural definitions that determine what 
any individual can express about a certain acutality [sic]. This 
"reality" coalesces as a field of representations produced by the 
discourse. The conditions for discursive hardening are not cleariy 
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defined by Said, but they appear to be related to an ongoing 
imbalance of power that permits-perhaps obliges-a politically and 
technologically stronger culture or group to define weaker groups. 
(264) 

In this somewhat benign interpretation, a natural human desire for structure can 

lead to a "discursive hardening" in which a dominant culture defines a weaker 

one. Clifford seems to imply that this process is both natural and unconscious, 

for the stronger group is either "permitted" or "obliged" to define the weaker. 

Homi Bhaba, however, finds colonial discourse to be ominous, purposefiji, and 

political: 

The objective of colonial discourse is to construe the colonized as a 
population of degenerate types on the basis of racial origin, in order 
to justify conquest and to establish systems of administration and 
Instruction. (Location 70) 

While the question of intentionality is open for debate, it is clear that colonial 

discourse Is about the power of one group to define another in ways that 

preclude self-definition. Bhaba's analysis finds that colonial discourse depends 

on "the concept of 'fixity* in the ideological construction of otherness," and Its 

"major discursive strategy" is the stereotype (Location 66). He explains that "the 

stereotype impedes the circulation and articulation of the signifier of'race' as 

anything other than its fixity as racism," and gives the example that "We always 

already know that blacks are licentious, Asiatics duplicitous ..." (75). And here 

we can add Pauline Johnson's personal example: "I daresay, you, like the rest, 

think and write of [the Indian] as a poor degraded savage, walking around with a 
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scalping knife in one hand and a tomahawk in the other, seeking whom he may 

devour" (qtd. in McRaye 39). Johnson's writing and actions were profoundly 

affected by the blatant and pervasive "racist stereotypical discourse" (Bhaba, 

Location 83) that was, a hundred years ago, almost without exception, the only 

discourse available when the topic was the Native American. 

Pauline Johnson's collected poetry was published as a volume, Flint and 

Feather in 1912, and republished in 1917. The Introduction in the second 

edition was entitled "In Memoriam: Pauline Johnson," and was written by the 

most eminent British critic, Theodore Watts-Dunton. He began thus: 

I cannot say how deeply it touched me to leam that Pauline 
Johnson expressed a wish on her deathbed that I, living here in the 
mother country all these miles away, should write something about 
her. (Watts-Dunton xiii) 

For fully two pages, Watts-Dunton's introduction to Flint and Feather dwells on 

Pauline Johnson's gratitude to him personally. "She had made herself believe, 

quite erroneously, that she was largely indebted to me for her success in the 

literary worid." Johnson and the British reviewer had met in person backstage at 

Steinway Hall, after her grand London performance. He reports that he had 

been "quite affected ... [as]... [w]ith moist eyes she told her friends that she 

owed her literary success mainly to me" (xiv). Watts-Dunton had been the first to 

call attention to the unknown poet. He noticed two of Johnson's poems in 

Lighthall's anthology of Canadian poetry. Songs of the Great Dominion, and in 

his 1889 review called them the new "note of the Red Man's Canada" (xv). 
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"Never was a reviewer so royally overpaid," he wrote. He found that she had 

read the article "so assiduously that she might be said to know it by heart: she 

seemed to know every word of it" (xv). 

But besides a brief reference to Johnson's "genius and her work" (xiv), 

Watts-Dunton's introduction assumes both European superiority and a colonialist 

worid view. In Watts-Dunton's opinion, literature of the "new English worlds-

Canada, the United States, the Australias, the South African Settlements" -

cannot reflect the life of man so well as the literature of Europe, for the colonies 

lack the "historic associations ... [in which]... almost every square yard of soil 

is so suggestive of human associations that it might be made the subject of a 

poem" (xvii). The mass emigration of European civilization Is a great step In "the 

development of the human race, in the growth of the great man. Mankind," but it 

will be "a thousand years' time ... [before events in the colonies]... may be as 

ripe for poetic treatment as the voyage of the Argonauts" (xvii). 

Watts-Dunton's colonial myopia made him oblivious to the "historic 

associations" of North America preserved within the oral tradition of the native 

peoples who had inhabited these places before they had become "new English 

worids." At the time, Franz Boas and other ethnographers had been collecting 

native stories for thirty years. Pauline Johnson's Legends of Vancouver 

demonstrated that British Columbian landmarks such as Siwash Rock, Point 

Grey, and the mountain peaks called The Lions" were, for the Squamish tribe, 
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reminders of complex stories of human bravery, folly or virtue, just as similar 

European landmarks were touchstones for Greek, Roman, or Celtic mythologies. 

Contemporary experts such as Keith Basso are even today documenting "native 

claims about the symbolic importance of geographical features and the 

personalized relationships that individuals may have with them" (48). 

Yet in a colonial discourse, Canada before European settlement was 

uninhabited. The newly completed Canadian Pacific Railway offered the 

opportunity "of seeing the great virgin forests and prairies before settlement has 

made much progress ... [so that the poet]... can confront Nature's face as it is, 

uncoloured by associations of history and tradition" (Watts-Dunton xix). Watts-

Dunton minimizes the Native American's ten thousand years of habitation by 

acknowledging him only as a previous immigrant; firom the railroad, one can see 

the forests and prairies as they existed "before even the foot of the Red Man trod 

on them" (xx). Gayatri Spivak has identified this act of discounting non-

European inhabitants as "the imperialist project which had to assume that the 

earth that it territorialized was in fact previously uninscribed" (1). 

It is puzzling, therefore, how Pauline Johnson could have been so grateful 

to Watts-Dunton, who erased her native forebears, who belittled and patronized 

herself. Her gratitude which so impressed him was a rare human trait, 

And when we consider how rare a human trait true gratitude is~the 
one particular characteristic in which the lower animals put us to 
shame-it can easily be imagined how I was touched to find that 
this beautiful and grand Canadian girl remained down to the very 
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last moment of her life the impersonation of that most precious of 
all virtues, (xiii) 

How could this reviewer admire in Pauline Johnson a characteristic of "the lower 

animals," - gratitude? Although she was 51 years old at the time of her death, 

he referred to her as a "beautiful and grand Canadian gid [emph. added]." He 

was "delighted to find that this success of hers had no damaging effect upon the 

grand simplicity of her nature" (xxi). Johnson was grand, but simple, a "daughter 

of the soil" who "was cultivating herself in a thousand ways-taking interest In the 

fine arts." Pauline Johnson, who grew up in the unique cultural environment at 

Chiefswood, was commended by Watts-Dunton for "cultivating herself." As for 

her native heritage, "she inherited the blood of the great primeval race now so 

rapidly vanishing, and of the greater race that has supplanted it" (xxi). 

Certainly Pauline Johnson would not have agreed with Watts-Dunton, for 

we have seen that the most basic premise of her childhood was the conviction 

that the Indian was the equal of the white man. Why, then, did she ask that such 

a blatant colonialist as Watts-Dunton write the introduction to Flint and Feather? 

Of course, there are many possible reasons for Johnson's actions, but the 

most obvious is her dependence upon the approval and actions of white men. 

Her first public readings were arranged by Frank Yeigh; her first volume of poetry 

was brought out by the British publisher, John Lane; the appearance of her last 

stories, which became Legends of Vancouver, required the approval of L. W. 

Makovski, publisher of the Vancouver Province. Her contemporary reviewers 
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were all males, all white, and all either British or Canadian: in addition to 

Theodore Watts-Ounton, the best known were Hector Charlesworth, J.D. Logan, 

and Charles Mair. Like many nineteenth century women writers, Johnson found 

it necessary to secure the approval of powerful individuals from the very group 

she may have wished to protest, educate or expose. Anne Foster's biography. 

The Mohawk Prinress, describes how Johnson cleveriy dealt with Clement Scott, 

an English critic, when she was trying to secure his support in publishing her first 

volume of poetry. 

...I took it to Clement Scott, the great English critic. I had a note of 
introduction and recommendation from Professor Clark of Trinity 
University, and it was the best thing 1 could have secured, for a 
word of recommendation from him is considered in England to be 
the greatest honour any of the colonies could give. 1 was told that I 
would be very fortunate if I could secure an interview with Scott, but 
decided to leave no stone untumed. On inquiring for him I was told 
he was busy. 

"I must see him," I said, and finally was shown into his "den." 
He was a regular lion and glanced up through an awful scowl, 

growling out: "well?" There is only one way to deal with a man-that is 
through his vanity-so I tumed to the door again saying, "I'm afraid to 
come in." 

"Come back here!" he growled louder. "What are you afraid of?" 
I went back. "I'm always afraid of a man who can make one or ruin 

one with a stroke of his pen," I answered. 
He looked over my work then scribbled a line of recommendation to 

John Lane, the best London publisher. (Thompson 105) 

Johnson's wit and intelligence won over her audiences and her 

publishers, but her colonial reviewers were another matter. Elaine Jahner has 

recently pointed out that because "critical discourse is always implicated in its 

own history ... criticism must establish itself as a conscious part of the dynamic 
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shaping the very cultural phenonnena which it analyzes and articulates" (183). 

But Pauline Johnson's reviewers, completely "unmediated by a theoretical 

perspective" (7). as JanMohamed and Lloyd would describe them, could discuss 

her only from within the context of colonial discourse. Johnson's achievement, 

for example, was frequently presented as "symptomatic of what (given a certain 

level of "development") a depoliticized 'humanity' in general is capable" 

(JanMohamed and Lloyd 7). As we shall see, cultural supremacy and colonial 

superiority are fundamental assumptions in every review. 

Pauline Johnson's reviewers were, for the most part, careful, while 

acknowledging her talent, to maintain the superiority of the white male. Hector 

Chariesworth provides numerous examples: 

The Indian ballads are fresh and stimulating to healthy people with 
dramatic intelligences, and there is a fine Mohawk barbarity about 
them. 

As a balladist Miss Johnson is endowed with the qualities of 
swiftness and terseness, and is happy in the fact that she is not 
much of a rhetorician. 

Her vocabulary is limited at all times, and for this reason she 
sometimes fails to give definite expression to her thought; but the 
deficiency enables her, in her lyrics, to make music with simple 
words. 

The red skinned muse is healthful and simple, and eamest; more 
marî edly is sensuous and musical. (Chariesworth, "Miss Pauline 
Johnson's Poems" 478-80) 

It is difficult to imagine words such as "barbarity," "not much of a rhetorician," 

"limited vocabulary," "simple," and even "healthful" being applied to poetry of a 
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white male, but Chariesworth seems quite unselfconscious about using these 

temris in describing the poetry of a female Indian. 

J. D. Logan summarized Johnson's poetry in terms that praise, yet belittle; 

her poetry is distinctive because of 

. . .  i t s  r e a l  s i n c e r i t y ,  i t s  n a i v e t e  o f  t h o u g h t ,  i t s  s i m p l i c i t y  o f  s t r u c t u r e ,  
its lovely color images, its winning music, its passion, pathos, and 
womanly tendemess. (68) 

In his autobiography. Candid Chronicles, Charlesworth's references to his 

personal acquaintance with Pauline Johnson similarly undercut his praise. "I 

never met any native-bom Canadian who gave a more complete sense of 

aristocracy than Pauline Johnson," he writes, but then adds, "though when I first 

met her she was very poor" (96). In talking of the success of her first trip to 

London, he writes, "Throughout the London season of 1893 she was a social 

lioness" but again follows with a caveat:"- a woman who but two years 

previously could hardly afford the money to put stamps or return envelopes for 

her manuscripts" (101-2). 

This diminishment is accompanied by the patronizing familiarity of colonial 

discourse which, according to Homi Bhaba, "produces the colonized as a social 

reality which is at once an 'other* and yet entirely knowable and visible" (70-1). 

Johnson's poetry was recognized instantly as a discourse of the "other." 

Charies Mair, her friend, and author of the popular Indian poem, Tecumseh," 

wrote that "When her poetry first appeared its effect upon the reader was as that 
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of something new and strange" (281), just as Watts-Ounton's attention was 

caught by what he called the new "note of the Red Man's Canada." But as 

quickly as Watts-Dunton identified Johnson's "othemess." he moved to make her 

"entirely knowable and visible," as Bhaba describes, by claiming a strong 

"spiritual intimacy" (xiv), even while admitting that he did not know her well. 

"Circumstances made my personal knowledge of her all too slight" (xiv). 

Bhaba has also described how colonial discourse uses "genealogies of 

'origin'" to establish "claims for cultural supremacy and historical priority" 

("DissemiNation" 307). None of Pauline Johnson's reviewers could discuss her 

work without first considering her genealogy. In reviewing Flint and Feather. J. 

D. Logan was typical in suggesting that 

to understand, appreciate, and appraise the book, we must first 
understand the nature and origin of her genius ... 
Is Miss Johnson's genius Indian, or English? (64) 

Her Indian poems "flow from her very veins, and are stamped with the seal of 

heredity," wrote Charies Mair (282). "Of unusual interest is the manner in which 

the heritage of red and white race have combined in the genius of Pauline 

Johnson," wrote biographer Anne Foster (106). Although recognizing that "[t]he 

traits of the two races are so intenvoven that to disentangle them would be like 

unraveling a tapestry" (Foster 106), and while admitting that "Miss Johnson 

cannot be reduced to inherited elements of blood and temperament" (Logan 65), 

her reviewers repeatedly attempted just such an unraveling and genetic 
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reduction. 

One of the earliest reviews of Johnson's poetry was The Indian Poetess" 

by Hector Charlesworth. Here, Charlesworth reasoned that what she "owes to 

her white blood" is 

. . .  f i n a l i t y ,  i n  t h e  c r e a t i o n  o f  h e r  s o n g s ,  a n d  t h e  h e r i t a g e  o f  a  h a b i t  
of expression. The rich and burning poetry of her Indian ancestry 
grafted on this unimaginative mechanical habit of expression has 
brought forth poetry as we find it; but her genius is wholly Indian. 
(81) 

Foster, Johnson's biographer, agreed; 

Her singing sense she did not get from her white blood. It is, too 
evidently the product of the swinging paddle, the choral dance of 
the redman. The power came from him, [her father] though the 
form of expression may have been of the white race. By far the 
greater part of her inheritance was of her red ancestry, as she 
herself often insisted. (96) 

On the whole, the debate over the origin of Pauline Johnson's "genius" 

suggests a nervous undercurrent on the part of her reviewers and biographers. 

Johnson was the first Native American woman to receive intemational 

recognition as a writer. Her genetic identity as a mixed blood, a type that within 

colonial discourse was associated with ethnic degeneracy, and her mother's 

relation to the literary Howells family made it both inevitable and necessary that 

many reviewers would argue that her writing came from her mother. 

J. D. Logan acknowledged that the "poetess herself always insisted, with 

considerable pride, on her Indian origin," but he dismissed that origin as the 

source of her "literary gifts." 
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[T]he only one of her Indian ancestors who had anything like 
literary gifts was her grandfather, The Mohawk Warbler," and his 
gifts were those of the "tongue" in vivid eloquence. (64) 

Logan's narrow definition of literature as a written expression, of oral gifts as only 

vaguely "like" literary gifts, was the colonialist assumption by which he concluded 

that Johnson's maternal (white) and not her paternal (Mohawk) relations were 

the "origin of her genius." 

Miss Johnson's loyalty to the Indian side of her ancestry, and her 
pride in it, are admirable; but, if heredity is to be accepted as a real 
cause of genius, her taste for literature, and her bent towards 
literary expression, must have come from her mother's side. For 
her mother was both a cultured and a romantically-minded woman, 
and a member of the Howells family. If, however, we are to grant 
the poetess any gift from her Indian ancestry, we must remember 
her brilliant career as a reciter or dramatic reader. (64) 

William Clements' recent study of Native American verbal art such as that 

practiced by Johnson's grandfather suggests, however, that producing an oral 

performance has, in fact, more in common with producing a work of enscripted 

literature than it does to a rote recitation or dramatic reading. Iroquois oratory 

was composed for the occasion, as is a poem, an article, or a story. Clements 

has examined the voluminous writings of the early Jesuits in New France as the 

clearest record of pre-contact oral tradition, and has found many references to 

the sophistication of Iroquois eloquence. The terms used by the Jesuits in 

describing Iroquois oratory-allegory, metaphor, personification, for example-are 

the same as those one might use in describing a literary work. 

The use of figurative tropes by Native speechmakers particularly 
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impressed the Jesuits, since it forcefully revealed the influence of 
reason... References to the sauvages' use of "allegories and 
metaphors" (JR 43:169), "comparisons, time-words, and proverbs" 
(JR 10:123), "figurative expressions and Personifications" (JR 
12:59), and "various circumlocutions, and other rhetorical methods" 
(JR 10:219) at)ound in the Jesuits' writings ... Only speakers 
whose intellect was rooted in reason could choose figures as 
appositely as did the Native orators. (66) 

Clement's work makes J. D. Logan's assumption that Pauline Johnson's affinity 

for writing was a white trait less than secure, and adds substance to the theory 

that the oral tradition had a substantial influence on Pauline Johnson's writing. 

Perhaps the most difficult, yet pervasive movement of colonial discourse 

centers around the issue of assimilation. George and Emily Johnson, and their 

daughter Pauline, had their own conception of assimilation as a demonstration of 

the equal ability of the Indian. For Pauline Johnson, it was proving that, given a 

chance, an Indian could "shine in the drawing room with the best of you" (qtd. In 

McRaye 40). It was not about being absorbed and losing one's cultural Identity. 

George Johnson was equally eloquent before the Iroquois Grand Council and 

the Canadian Senate in Ottawa. But what happened to Pauline Johnson was 

another kind of assimilation, the assimilation of the colonized. For her work to be 

accepted at ail required, according to JanMohamed and Lloyd, "passage through 

the hegemonic culture," which is, for a minority writer, "always ultimately 

assimilative and tends to restore the canonical forms of majority domination" (ix). 

Pauline Johnson left behind a number of unpublished essays and poems which 

will be examined In a later chapter. It appears that some of these, at least, may 
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not have been accepted for publication due to a content that was openly and 

angrily critical of certain aspects of white society; these worics were unable to 

pass through the "hegemonic culture." Those that did pass, and were published, 

were assimilated and integrated into the colonialist canon which Canadianized 

and universalized her work, while denying, ignoring, and erasing her ethnic 

specificity. J.O. Logan provided a perfect example of this when he argued: 

...in "Flint and Feather"--her complete poems-there is not one 
concept, or bit of color, or rhythm, or anything else, that may be 
described as specifically Indian, but rather as Canadian, or British, 
or universal. We can find in her poems Indian themes, the 
protesting against British ruthlessness in governmental treatment of 
the Indian, and the celebration of Indian valor and love; but these 
are human utterances. (64) 

"[S]uch premature integration Is exactly what is to be avoided," warn 

JanMohamed and Lloyd (7), and what happened to Pauline Johnson stands as a 

warning for all minority writers who followed and for all subsequent minority 

discourse. 

Johnson was colonized and used as more than one universalizing symbol 

of the Canadian consciousness. As a half-blood, she was a sign for the mixed 

heritage of Canada, and her poetry was seen as the meeting place of these "Iwo 

great races." As an "Indian," her canonized poetry was a balm for the Canadian 

conscience that might have doubts about an aggressive colonialist policy of 

expansion. A.M. Buckley's "Spectator" column, published in Vancouver two 

weeks after Johnson's death, provides an example of the first sign. 
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Will not history tell, sometimes, how the spirits of two great races, 
one passing away and resigning charge of a great country and the 
other finding its strength for the shaping of a mighty civilization, met 
in the singing soul of a woman who loved both? (n.pag) 

Watts-Ounton's Introduction to Flint and Feather written during the following 

year, echoes this sentiment: 

I believe Canada will, in future times, cherish her memory more and 
more, for of all Canadian poets she was the most distinctly the 
daughter of the soil, inasmuch as she inherited the blood of the 
great primeval race now so rapidly vanishing, and of the greater 
race that has supplanted it. (xxi) 

These samples of colonial discourse may be seen today as embarrassingly 

insensitive: one race "passing away and resigning charge," as If the Sioux and 

the Cree were willing evacuees. As constructed in and by colonial discourse, the 

great primeval race, however, was vanishing. Johnson herself did not ascribe to 

such social Darwinism, and certainly did not agree to passively "resigning 

charge." Watts-Dunton's colonial discourse ignored and erased these 

electrifying lines from "A Cry of an Indian Wife": 

Curse to the fate that brought them from the East 
To be our chiefs—to make our nation least 
That breathes the air of this vast continent. 

Go forth, nor bend to greed of white men's hands. 
By right, by birth we Indians own these lands, 
Though starved, crushed, plundered, lies our nation low... 

Johnson was assimilated, constructed as "the singing soul of a woman who 

loved both" colonist and colonized. The theme of Johnson's "love" for "both," her 

"love" for Canada, is a common one in the reviews and biographies that followed 
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her death, as if Johnson's love in sonne way legitimized the colonialist expansion 

and represented a native approval. Foster even suggested that it was Johnson 

who foresaw and kept alive Canadian patriotism. 

Long before "national consciousness" was a Canadian 
concept, Pauline Johnson was blazing a trail far ahead. Then, as 
the years drew on, tarrying as one who faithfully tends a little fire by 
a sadly neglected trail, she kept alive the sparks of Canadian 
patriotism, lovingly overiaid with Indian traditions. 

So may Canada be guided by the vision of the Indian maiden who 
loved her. (113) 

Thus was the angry Indian wife, handing her husband his knife to "drink the life-

blood of a soldier hosf erased, to be assimilated into "hegemonic culture" as a 

loving Indian maiden faithfully tending a little fire of Canadian patriotism. As the 

maiden, as the "singing soul," Johnson was to be "cherished" as the 

personification of a Canada that was just completing its ethnic supplantation. 

That the colonized Pauline Johnson could represent Canada in this totalizing 

way is only possible because Canada was herself a colony, colonized, in a 

colonial relationship with England, and to some degree with the United States to 

the south. 

Thus, we see that JanMohamed and Lloyd have it right, at least in Pauline 

Johnson's case, that integration and assimilation "have never taken place on 

equal terms, but always as assimilation by the dominant culture" (7). Reviewers 

could write that Johnson's "genius is wholly Indian" (Chariesworth, "The Indian 

Poetess" 81) and "the romance of her origin ... marked her off from the ordinary 
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poets of Canada" (letter from Frederick George Scott, qtd. in McRaye 57). but 

such remarks were always made within a context of the assumed superiority of 

colonial civilization. 

Logan provides more excellent examples by declaring that Johnson's 

development was not one of "craftsmanship and art, but of spiritual vision" (67), 

and then outlining four developmental stages from Indian protest to an 

affirmation of universal humanity: 

First, Miss Johnson appeared as the voice of her people, 
who before her coming had been dumb or inarticulate. Her point of 
view was. at this stage, Indian, and she passionately protested 
against the abuses Indians of Canada have suffered, or, as 
passionately, sang of Indian valor and love. 

Next her point of view became Canadian. She tumed from 
lamenting the free and glorious past of her Indian ancestors to 
paint in verse the land of her birth 

The third stage ... was also Canadian ... But... 
broadened ... to remark the progress of the Canadian national 
spirit and the civilization which binds the Dominion from ocean to 
ocean. 

The final stage ... was marked by cosmopolitanism, pure 
humanity, and mysticism. She had lost the Indian and the 
Canadian points of view ... She was wholly a human being and 
sexless (68) 

Logan's "developmenf makes an orderly colonialist progression, but is difficult to 

con'oborate with a chronology of Pauline Johnson's writings. Although it is true 

that "A Cry From an Indian Wife" (1885) was one of her eariiest published 

poems, that the fiercely patriotic The Grand Old Nat'l Policy" (1895) was 
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published ten years later, and that her brave response to her impending death, 

"'And He Said, Fight On'" (1910) was written fifteen years after that, Logan's 

"development" does not account for the protest writings that appear periodically 

throughout Johnson's career. A second voice can be clearly discemed, but 

Logan did not want to hear it. He does not appear to have been familiar, for 

example, with the last stories Johnson wrote before her death, the stories that 

became Legends of Vancouver. Through her storyteller, Joe Capilano, Johnson 

characterized the white men who come to the Northwest Coast as greedy, with 

"greedy, clutching fingers, greedy eyes, greedy hearts" (The Sea Serpent" 53). 

In "The Lost Island," a powerful medicine man hears voices which forewam him 

of the arrival of the white men who would destroy Indian culture: 

"Between the two nanrow strips of salt water the white men will 
camp, many hundreds of them, many thousands of them. The 
Indians will leam their ways, will live as they do, will become as 
they are. There will be no more great war-dances, no more fights 
with other powerful tribes; it will be as if the Indians had lost all 
bravery, ail courage, all confidence." (62) 

This is certainly not a "stage of pure humanity" In which Johnson has "lost the 

Indian ... points of view." If anything, the "Indian points of view" become 

stronger in the later works as Johnson embraces her ethnic positionality. 

Nor do the later works support Logan's comment that Johnson became 

"wholly a human being and sexless." Notwithstanding the offensive assumption 

that neither Indians nor females are wholly human, Logan appears again to be 

unaware of more than thirty essays and stories Johnson wrote for Mother's 
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Magazine between 1907 and 1912. With titles such as "Heroic Indian Mothers," 

"Mothers of a Great Red Race." "Winter Indoor Life of the Indian Mother and 

Children," and "Mother o' the Men," Johnson clearly was interested in women's 

issues. "As It Was in the Beginning," which was collected in The Mornasin 

Maker, is an angry, vengeful story told from the female perspective. Johnson's 

final project, the exquisitely balanced Legends of Vancouver include numerous 

examples of female honor. "The Lost Salmon-Run," for example, is a story in 

which a tribe is punished because it prefers a male child to a female child. The 

Two Sisters" is a story of two young women who bring peace to wam'ng tribes. 

The young hero of The Sea-Serpenf credits his strength in slaying the monster 

to his mother's faithfulness in keeping his bed at home clean with fresh furs 

every day, even when he does not come home for four years. 

The assimilation of Pauline Johnson as a cherished symbol of Canadian 

identity was a unifying touchstone in the development of the new nation. For all 

her efforts to educate the white public about the value, the beauty, and the 

sophistication of the native people, for all her efforts to disrupt the colonial 

discourse, "Indian." Johnson was herself co-opted for use as a symbol within that 

discourse. As a patriotic Canadian, as an Indian maiden who loved and 

forgave  ̂the whites, the assimilated Pauline Johnson assuaged colonial guilt. 

® From the eariy poem. The Re-lntemment of Red Jacket." 1884: 
O. free, unfettered people that have come 
And made America your rightful home— 
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The assimilated Pauline Johnson left out the discourses that did not fit, 

but Pauline Johnson, the author, was not silent. She accommodated her 

publishers, sometimes more than is comfortable for the modem reader, but she 

also challenged them by pushing the limits of what they would publish. 

Numerous works were highly critical of the colonial situation, but were told in 

such a good story, or were couched in such terms of exquisite sentimentality that 

they managed to appear in print. Every word Pauline Johnson wrote was 

required to pass through the severe stricture of colonial discourse. 

The most caustic and cynical protest works were erased, if published at 

all. A rare unpublished essay has been discovered recently at the Vancouver 

Museum. This handwritten manuscript, "Stings of Civilization" (Appendix H), is 

unarguably the most critical prose written by Pauline Johnson on the subject of 

the effect of colonization on the colonized. In the following passage, she 

explains the Indian's horror of the white man's collection plate, and using this 

example, painfully describes how the colonized Indian mother is now required to 

teach her child to offer "^vhat she firmly considers an insult to his God." 

The Indian in his native paganism pays nothing to his God except 
tribute of Thanksgiving in the religious dances of his faith. It is 
against all his principles to pay money for this privilege. The 
instant he enters a Christian church he is confronted by the 
collection plate and it horrifies him. The Indian mother is taught 
that it is an insult to the Great Spirit to speak of, or handle, money 

Forgive the wrongs my children did to you. 
And we, the red-skins, will forgive you too. 
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in connection with worship of Him. Yet she must teach her child 
not to onnit money firom his pocket when he goes to Church, he 
must offer what she firmly considers an insult to his God. She 
shudders at it, but civilization demands it. 

While "Stings of Civilization" was too strong, too disruptive of colonial discourse 

to be published, other outspoken stories which did pass by the newspaper and 

journal editors were not admitted into the collections, Shagganappi. Moccasin 

MaKer, and Legends of Vancnuver Only fifteen of the twenty-two individual 

legends published in the Vancouver Province were selected for inclusion in 

Legends of Vancouver only seven of the twenty-eight stories published in 

Mother's Magazine were collected in The Moccasin Maker. Another six of the 

Mothers Magazine stories reappeared in Legends of Vancouver and one more, 

"Hoolool of the Totem Poles," was republished In The Shagganappi. In all, only 

half of the stories published by Mother's Magazine were anthologized. 

One of those not included was The Legend of the Seven White Swans," 

a story of infidelity. The storytelling begins with Chief Capilano interpreting 

Johnson's sighting of seven flying swans as Very good luck... your sweetheart 

very true to you, he not got two faces; not got one face for you when he with you, 

and another face when he away." Johnson laughs outright, then replies: "A 

woman's sweetheart is never true to her, but a man's always is." Pauline 

recognizes her own cynicism, for she observes her remark is made "with a 

cynosure bom of much observation, and some little experience." The legend is 

one in which an unfaithful husband sees his error... too late. Old and twisted, 
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he returns to his wife years after his defection 1o look upon her beauty, to hear 

her laughter and to learn that a true woman's love will keep her young and 

flowerlike forever." But the Sagalie Tyee would not let the unfaithful husband 

have her again: "Untruth can not mate with truth." The Sagalie Tyee continued; 

"I shall place her and her children where their youth, their beauty, 
their laughter shall fore ever taunt your crooked, mis-shapen heart. 
They shall never grow old or ugly... Watch the moming skies, oh! 
Hunter of the double face, the double heart, and in the first light of 
the rising sun you will see the beauty, the grace, the laughter, the 
youth, the fidelity, the love, the truth — you have forfeited these 
seven glorious things that you have cast aside." 

In the moming. against the gold of the rising sun, there arose a 
group of seven peari-white swans. 

The strong words and critical feminist stance of this story, which appeared in the 

October 15.1910 edition of the Vancouver Province, were effectively 

suppressed by the selection process of the editing committee which rejected it 

for the collected volume. Legends of Vancouver In this manner, the filter of 

colonialism modified the breadth of Pauline Johnson's opus; writings that could 

not be assimilated into the dominant discourse were either not published or. if 

published, not reprinted. 

The long term effect of this colonialist abridgement has been the erasure 

of Pauline Johnson. Erasure is not quite the right word, for Johnson still has at 

least two recently reprinted volumes, is still remembered and beloved amongst a 

certain loyal band of Canadians, and has her own Home Page on the Web in the 

McMaster University Archives. Yet despite her continuing popularity, she has 
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been excluded from the literary canon. JanMohamed and Lloyd have identified 

this asymmetry as another characteristic of colonial discourse; 

. . .  s y n c r e t i c  m o v e m e n t  i s  a l w a y s  a s y m m e t r i c a l :  a l t h o u g h  m e m b e r s  
of the dominant culture rarely feel obliged to comprehend various 
ethnic cultures, minorities are always obliged, in order to survive, to 
master the hegemonic culture (without thereby necessarily gaining 
access to the power that circulates within the dominant sector). (7) 

Widely published and popular, it could be said that Johnson did indeed "master 

the hegemonic culture," but edited and suppressed, and her status today is proof 

that she did not gain access to the power of that culture. What happened to 

Pauline Johnson? How is it that she could have been Canada's favorite poet in 

1913, yet be so entirely forgotten in Canadian literature today? And how, one 

has to wonder, do the eariy editing and suppression relate to her present day 

absence from serious consideration in the canon of Native American literature? 

The opinion of Leslie Monkman, a contemporary scholar of the native 

image in Canadian English-speaking literature, offers insight into the problem 

when he questions Johnson's authenticity. Monkman "reveals" Johnson's 

already well-known family history: her mother was English, and her father, while 

a Mohawk, was the grandson of Catherine Rolleston, a Dutch or Gemian girl 

captured in a raid somewhere between 1774 and 1777. But Monkman does not 

consider what it meant to Johnson's formation that her father was a fully 

participating Mohawk chief on the Iroquois Grand Council, or that young Pauline 

grew up on the Six Nations Reserve, that she knew her Mohawk grandparents, 
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probably understood the Mohawk language, and that according to Canadian law. 

she was officially an "Indian." Or that twice Johnson saw her father nearly die at 

the hands of white lumber poachers. 

Monkman objects to Johnson's nationalism, as well as to what he calls 

her "reverence for the imperial ties linking Canada to the British crown." 

Apparently Monkman is unaware of the history of how the Mohawk came to live 

in Ontario. The Mohawk were one of the Iroquois tribes living in New York State 

who supported the British against the American colonists during the 

Revolutionary War. When it became clear that they had backed the losing side, 

pah  ̂of the tribe migrated northwest into Canada, accepting the British offer of a 

reserve on the Grand River in Ontario. The Mohawk in Pauline Johnson's time 

were still proud of their loyalty to the British crown, and of their bravery in the war 

against the Americans. Johnson's "reverence" for the British crown was a 

distinct feature of her father's Mohawk heritage.® 

But we retum to the question of Pauline Johnson's absence from the 

canon of Canadian writing sisters. When Monkman writes that Johnson was 

"evidently able to make tribal distinctions," yet "often speaks indiscriminately of 

the 'Indian'" (98), the ghosts of censorship long past rise up to haunt us. For 

Pauline Johnson was more than "able" to make tribal distinctions; a hundred 

 ̂Here is the clearest possible case to be made for the critical importance of 
historical context in reading any work by Pauline Johnson. 
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years ago, she was among the first to raise this issue, "fllhere seems to be an 

impression amongst authors that such a thing as tribal distinction does not exist 

amongst the North American aborigines," she wrote her eariy, but unrepublished 

essay. "A Strong Race Opinion" (1892). She gives numerous examples. The 

tenn 'Indian' signifies about as much as the term 'European,' but I cannot recall 

ever having read a story where the heroine was described as 'a European.'" 

This essay, a beautifully articulated argument against the stereotype of the 

Indian maiden as currently portrayed in popular literature, has sadly never been 

seen in print since that day in March 1892 when it appeared in the Toronto 

newspaper. Monkman's comments suggest that he had not read "A Strong 

Race Opinion," for it is unlikely he had access to this one hundred year old 

newspaper article. The selection process of Johnson's original editors has left 

behind an incomplete and warped record that has results such as Monkman's 

inaccurate understanding of Pauline Johnson. 

Norman Shrive's 1961 essay. "What Happened to Pauline?" illustrates this 

point, for Shrive had found a newspaper copy of "A Strong Race Opinion." 

Although he found Johnson's poetry to be "overiy sentimental" and "self-

indulgenf (29), and her readings in the Iradition of the music-hall, not of the 

concert recital" (30), he also found that certain "fugitive newspaper articles" are 

Ihe most perceptive, the most unaffected writing she did" (32). He discusses "A 

Strong Race Opinion" at length, quoting liberally. Contrasting the article with the 
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artificiaitty of her "Indian" stage persona, Shrive could see the irony in that 

Johnson "in some respects became part of that artificiality, either deliberately or 

knowingly" (34). Monkman, who did not have the newspaper article to examine, 

could not see the complex issues it raised on the subject of authenticity, and of 

ethnicity. The pieces of Pauline Johnson's opus which have not been collected 

into a volume have had only an ephemeral existence, a fleeting impact. 

Regrettably, the result is that although Pauline Johnson produced some of the 

earliest and strongest examples of Native American minority discourse in writing, 

much of it was erased, with the result that it is possible for today's reader to 

mistake Johnson for a phony Indian, a sell out to a colonial worid view. The truth 

appears to be in fact quite different when we reinsert the missing pieces into her 

bibliography. 

On the other hand, Johnson could not help but be profoundly affected by the 

colonial context in which she started to write. With the exception of "A Cry From 

and Indian Wife," her published wori(s before the concert debut in January, 1892, 

exude innocence and idealism, and most make no reference at all to a Mohawk 

identity. Those that do, speak of a hope for peace and brotherhood. Her poem, 

"Brant," was read at the October 8,1886 unveiling of the Brant Memorial in 

Victoria Square, in her hometown of Brantford. Joseph Brant was a famous 

Iroquois chief who fought with the British during the war against the States, and 

this was the occasion of a dedication of a large bronze memorial statue in 
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Brantford, the town the sprang up at the place where he forded the Grand River. 

The young poet first reminds Canada of the Indian's contributions: 

So, Canada, thy plumes were hardly won 
Without allegiance from thy Indian son. 

The presentation of the Brant Memorial is a sign of peaceful union. 

Then meet we as one common brotherhood 
In peace and love, with purpose understood 
To lift a lasting tribute to the name 
Of Brant-who linked his own with Britain's fame. 

Both optimism and longing hang heavily in the words; meet, common, 

brotherhood, peace, love, understood, lasting. But it is the last line which cam'es 

an awkward colonial punch. Here is the good Indian, a son, giving his allegiance 

to Britain, and to Canada, and this was the sort of nationalism to which Leslie 

Monkman objects. One could simply excuse Pauline Johnson's fawning lines as 

appropriate to the particular occasion. On the other hand, a subtler reading of 

the last line, especially paired with the eariier reminder of Indian allegiance, 

suggests that Pauline Johnson was intentionally calling attention to Canada's 

debt to the Iroquois and to Joseph Brant. Her language, her manner of 

expression, was heavily colonial, for this was the only discourse available to her, 

but her message was a serious and significant expression of Native American 

concem. 

The eariiest published narrative works are also replete with awkward 

colonialisms. Johnson's first published fiction, a story entitled "A'bram," 
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appeared in the Brantford Expositor in 1891. shortly before the recital debut. 

"A'bram" (Appendix I) was not included in any of the subsequent collections, but 

the work is especially fascinating as a sample of colonized writing. The class 

difference between Johnson as narrator, and A'bram as her subject, is stronger 

than any ethnic commonality. The young girl nanrating speaks in voice very 

much like that of a white daughter of a white landlord. The strange, heavy-

handed use of colonialist stereotypes painfully illustrates the conflicted nature of 

Pauline's position as an upper class daughter of a Mohawk father and an English 

mother. While she is extremely fond of A'bram, her depiction of him is 

hon^endously stereotyped. For example, the story begins with this description: 

He was a curious old customer, industrious but slow, intelligent but 
superstitious, in sort, a typical old Indian to whom honesty was a religion 
and fidelity a creed. (13) 

Just as each positive trait is tempered by a negation, "industrious but slow, 

intelligent but superstitious," Johnson's fondness is continually tempered with a 

sense of the difference in their stations. 

Every June of my childhood was particulariy identified with A'bram's 
presence on the old estate, for my father never entrusted the cutting of 
the June grass and the haying thereof to anyone else, and many of my 
happiest young hours have been spent in sprawling out in the sunshine 
on the terraces while I watched him mow the laws with the big crooked 
scythe. (13) 

While June may have been identified with A'bram's presence, and these may 

have been her "happiest young hours," we are reminded that she is the young 

aristocratic daughter by the words "estate" and "terraces." The "familiar swish of 
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the scythe" floats in through "French windows" and makes Johnson forget her 

"young-ladyisms." A'bram, on the other hand, is remembered "as he wiped his 

forehead with the back of his hand," and "indolently sharpen[ing] his scythe" with 

his whetstone. Johnson thinks of him with the nostalgia and affection of the 

aristocrat for the faithful peasant; she is "homesick for the faithful old fellow, who 

I considered more amusing than anything else in those days." Although 

"amusing" in this usage is closer to "interesting" than "humorous," the pronoun 

"anything" rather than "anyone" shows an unconscious lack of respect that Is 

corroborated when Johnson finds it "a trying ordeal for me to compose my face 

to gravity" when faced with A'bram's "superstition." The sample of dialogue 

Johnson provides gives a clearer picture of this relationship: 

At last he spoke. "I don't like it what happen d'his momin'," he said. 
"Why! what happened?" I asked. 
"Your father he's zhooting squirrels, daylight." 
"Yes. I heard the gun," I said. 
"Well! one squin'el when he fall, he stop in the fork of the dree-dead." 
"Well! what of it?" 
"It's bad," replied the old man, solemnly. 
"Bad?" • 
"Very bad, someone here die, sure." 
"Now Abe," I said impatiently, "that's an old silly yam. I believe you 

made it up." 
"No, its ole Indian sign, sure; neferfail." 
"I don't want to know about its failing, but did you ever know it to 

come true," I asked, anticipating a good old superstitious story. 
"Yes, alwas, once to me." 
It was a trying ordeal for me to compose my face to gravity, but I 

succeeded in doing so, and deferentially requested him to tell me all about 
it. 

Pauline's attempt to depict A'bram's language is a forerunner of similar 
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attempts in the Legends of Vancouver. But what follows is even more 

interesting, for the narrator, who until this point has been ethnically transparent, 

listens to A'bram's story told in the Mohawk language. 

He pushed back his wide straw hat, laid down his scythe, attempted a 
few more words in English, then dropped into the quaint and beautiful 
Mohawk of which the following is but an unworthy interpretation:- (13) 

Within the story, this revelation makes visible not only Johnson's ethnicity, but 

the previous invisibility of that ethnicity. The question is, did Pauline Johnson 

want her ethnicity to be invisible? Or did she just not know what to do with It, 

having no role models to follow? 

The story gives every appearance of being a true incident from Johnson's 

girlhood. The organizational structure is much like that of most of the stories 

later published in Legends of Vancouver an old Indian, well-known to Johnson, 

tells her a story. The circumstances of the telling and the oral narrative are 

woven together to form the published story. A'bram, the storyteller, worics for 

Pauline's father at a variety of jobs. As young Pauline watches him mowing hay 

one summer day, she asks why he seems 1o be in the dumps." A'bram tells her 

he has seen an ill omen that morning: a squirrel shot by Pauline's father had 

landed in the crotch of a tree. When Pauline presses for an explanation, A'bram 

tells a story from his childhood, when his father had also shot a squinrel which 

landed in the crotch of a tree. A'bram's father had been worried, and three days 

later, A'bram's little sister died suddenly and unexpectedly with a pain in her 
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chest. Pauline is saddened by the story, and says "lef s hope this squirrel won't 

be such an ill omen." A'bram, however, shakes his head, replying, "It's warning; 

some one here dead, sure." The next day A'bram goes to town for a holiday, but 

does not retum for three days. The story ends with Pauline's discovery of 

A'bram's obituary in the newspaper. 

An early essay published in the Brantford Expositor displayed both the 

colonized early voice of Pauline Johnson and her conflicted awareness of 

colonialist stereotyping. "Iroquois Women of Canada" begins bluntly: 

To the majority of English speaking people in Canada, an Indian is an 
Indian, an inadequate sort of person possessing a red brown skin, 
nomadic habits, and an inability for public affairs. (Appendix E) 

She then counters that stereotype, first by pointing out that "the various tribes 

and nations of the great Red population of America, differ as much one from 

another as do the white races of Europe." She illustrates her point by turning 

the tables: "the average Englishman would take some offense if one were unable 

to discriminate between him and a Turk-though both are 'white.'" Johnson calls 

attention to tribal difference in order to establish Iroquois superiority. Ironically, 

she enlists the authority of a white male, Francis Parkman, lhat ablest and most 

delightful historian, that accurate and tmthful chronicler of North American Indian 

tribes, customs, legends and histories," to declare 

. . .  t h e  u n d e n i a b l e  f a c t  t h a t  h a s  b e e n  f o r  m a n y  d e c a d e s  a s s e r t e d  b y  
historians, explorers, voyagers and traders, that FOR PHYSICAL 
STRENGTH, INTELLIGENCE, MENTAL ACQUIREMENT, MORALITY, 
and blood thirstiness, the Iroquois stands far in advance of any Indian 
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tribe in America/ 

Although later in her career Johnson promoted her kinship with all North 

American tribal peoples, at this point she is in competition with them. Her 

interest In proving Iroquois superiority fonms a complex, layered colonialism: 

white to Indian, Iroquois to other tribes. She offers as general evidence the four 

hundred year constitutional govemment of the Iroquois. She focusses the rest of 

the article on her subject, Iroquois women, but again, begins with the assertion: 

That the women of this Iroquois race are superior In many ways to their less 

fortunate sisters throughout Canada, is hardly necessary to state." Such 

superiority is the result of "a noble and pure blooded ancestry," and a history as 

"MOTHERS OF FIGHTING MEN," but also because the daughters of Iroquois 

women of today will be "mothers of men elt}owing their way to the front ranks in 

the great professional and political arena in Canada." Thus, twice already in the 

essay, Johnson has established a white referent: Parkman as the white authority 

on Indians, and success as measured by participation in the "front ranks" of the 

white colonial "professional and political arena." 

Johnson's youthful optimism and idealism are, in retrospect, painful to read. 

She so cleariy believed that the future lie with the Indian people adopting and 

excelling at the white man's civilization. The "thrift and care and morality" of 

Iroquois women "will count for their nation" as it moves "toward civilization and 

 ̂Capital letters in original newspaper article. 
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advancement." The "arts of cookery, of needlework, of housewlfellness" have 

been already acquired, for THE IROQUOIS WOMAN IS BEHIND HER WHITE 

SISTER IN NOTHING pertaining to the larder, the dairy or the linen press." 

Johnson enthusiastically espoused the adoption of white civilization by Iroquois 

women, even though she reported background grumblings by the men. The 

Iroquois woman 

. . .  b a k e s  t h e  l o v e l i e s t ,  l i g h t e s t  w h e a t e n  b r e a d ,  o f  w h i c h ,  b y  t h e  w a y .  
her men folk complain loudly, declaring that she forces them to eat this 
new-fangled food to the absolute exclusion of their time-honored com 
bread, to which the national palate ever clings. 

The competition with white women is frequently won at the provincial fair in the 

arenas of patchwork quilts, baby garments, knitted mittens and stockings, 

embroidery and fancy work - even her underwear is so excellent that "YOU 

GAZE, AND ADMIRE AND MARVEL AT HER ACCOMPLISHMENTS." The 

adoption of the trappings of white civilization is also evident in the Iroquois 

daughters. Although the mothers may be "clad in the regulation Iroquois fashion, 

a short broadcloth petticoat," the daughter, referred to as " îss Iroquois," 

. . .  h a s  m o s t  l i k e l y  a r r a y e d  h e r s e l f  i n  a  v e r y  b e c o m i n g  s t i f f  g o w n  m a d e  
in modem style. She wears gloves, and a straw hat, decorated with 
bright ribbon and a few pretty flowers. She is altogether LIKE THE 
DAUGHTER OF ONE OF ONTARIO'S PROSPEROUS FARMERS. 

Here is the language of the colonized at its worst. Advancement is seen as how 

closely the Iroquois woman can copy her white sisters. 

Only in the final paragraph, almost as an afterthought, does Pauline 
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Johnson speak briefly — and defiantly — in a voice that does not conform to 

colonial discourse. She refers to the Iroquois system of government, in which 

one woman from each of the fifty-two noble families possesses Ihe divine right 

of transmitting the title" of chief to the male members of the Iroquois Grand 

Council. She refers also to the "privilege that titled Iroquois women have to 

speak in the great council of their nation, and the difference [sic] with which the 

old chiefs listen to these speeches." Finally, in a sly sideswipe at the Canadian 

govemment, in which women were not allowed to vote, she closes thus: 

I think the reader will admit that not ALL civilized races honor their 
women as highly as do the stem old chiefs, wam'ors and braves of the 
six Nations Indians. 

The unevenness of "Iroquois Women of Canada" demonstrates the difficulty 

Johnson experienced with what Bariaara Godard has called "the ambiguity of 

[her] within/without position with respect to power" (193). In the midst of 

sentimentalities and melancholic reveries we find a wide variety of experiments 

In creating a critical minority discourse. Writing for a white audience, Johnson 

teetered constantly on the divide between adopting the temis of colonial 

discourse and seeing a too critical manuscript rejected. David Murray has 

described the difficulty of Johnson's position: 

It would be a mistake to assume that in moving to a work authored and 
published by an Indian we are necessarily moving further towards ... 
an autonomous expression or an authentic voice. Anything that was 
published, at least until the point of widespread Indian literacy, was 
likely to reflect the tastes of a white audience, and conform to a large 
extent to what at least some of them thought it was appropriate for an 
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Indian to write. (57) 

But this was only the practical consideration of getting into print. The more 

complex, the more subtle consideration, especially for Pauline Johnson, writing 

without peer or predecessor, without the supportive tradition of a written minority 

discourse, without maricers placed by minority critics or by a theory of minority 

theory, was the question of positionality: how can what is positioned as object 

"inside" discourse take up a position as subject "outside" discourse? 

Where Pauline Johnson has been Ignored is exactly where she is most 

interesting: as a prototype, a century ahead of our modem Native American 

writers, experimenting with what she could write, how she could write, perfonning 

what she wrote, all against the background of colonial discourse. As we have 

seen, when Johnson began to write and publish, the only context available to her 

was colonial discourse, and she was herself a colonized subject within that 

discourse. In the next chapter, I will examine Johnson's spectacular an'ay of 

efforts at appeasement and resistance as she attempted to create a new position 

outside colonial discourse. Her works are original examples of Native American 

literary responses to an almost universally dominant discourse, and provide a 

case study of the struggle for an independent, uncolonized voice. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE "NEW NOTE OF THE REDMAN'S CANADA": A MINORITY DISCOURSE 

The concept of a minority discourse which resists and disrupts the dominant 

colonial discourse is a familiar one to the modem reader, but one hundred years 

ago, such expressions, in writing, at least, were new, and rare. The 

technological superiority of the European immigrants established military and 

geographical dominance over the native civilizations of the Americas, but it was 

the cultural innovation of inscription, of written knowledge and information, that 

established political and discursive dominance. The exclusive possession of 

writing allowed white colonialists to establish a reality that defined and limited 

native peoples in ways that precluded native self-definition as well as self-

determination. As individual Native Americans began to write, however, colonial 

possession of reality was challenged in increasingly sophisticated ways. Pauline 

Johnson was one of the first Native American writers to mount such a challenge, 

and her popularity suggests she was also one of the most successful at 

balancing her criticisms with what a white reading public would accept. 

Many of her readers had seen her recite, and had seen that a change of 

dress transformed her from a buckskinned Indian maiden to an elegantly-

gowned white lady. This simple performative act became a moment of minority 

discourse, prodding her audience to Ihink beyond narratives of originary and 

initial subjectivities and to focus on those moments or processes that are 
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produced in the articulation of cultural differences" (Bhaba, Location 1). Her 

elaborate buckskin costume was, in on some level, a mimicry of the colonial 

definition, "Indian," an example of what Bhaba has called an "authorized 

version...of othemess" (Location 88). Bhaba describes 

. . .  t h e  f i g u r e s  o f  a  d o u b l i n g ,  t h e  p a r t - o b j e c t s  o f  a  m e t o n y m y  o f  c o l o n i a l  
desire which alienates the modality and normality of those dominant 
discourses in which they emerge as "inappropriate" colonial subjects. 
(Location 88) 

Today, we have no access to the disruptions Pauline Johnson's performances 

caused to the authority of the colonial voice, but an examination of her writings 

reveals numerous, although not consistent, examples in which she overcame 

. . .  t h e  g i v e n  g r o u n d s  o f  o p p o s i t i o n  a n d  o p e n [ e d ]  u p  a  s p a c e  o f  
translation: a place of hybridity, figuratively speaking, where the 
construction of a political object that is new, neither the one nor the 
other, properly alienat[ing] our political expectations, and chang[ing]. as 
it must, the very forms of our recognition of the moment of politics. 
(Bhaba. LocatiOQ 25) 

Before we tum to the individual works, Johnson's entire opus should be 

considered-and re-considered~in all its discontinuous, hybrid forms, for the 

variety itself is, according to Barbara Godard's 1990 study," The Politics of 

Representation," a characteristic of minority discourse, particularly native 

women's discourse. Godard explains: 

Native women's narratives have adopted entirely different formal 
strategies, discontinuous tales rather than coherently plotted quests, 
symbolic events rather than psychologized reactions. Moreover, they 
write miscellanies-hybrid genres-mixtures of sermons, narratives, 
poetry, ethnographical treatises. (190) 
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Godard is observing contemporary native women writers, yet these examples 

apply to Pauline Johnson's writings as well. To Godard's list we can add; literary 

criticism ("A Strong Race Opinion"), political speech, (The Cattle Thief), 

newspaper report ("Among the Blackfoots"), humor, poetry recitation, and 

performance. Even Johnson's performance was a hybrid, a mixture of Westem 

literary forms she had leamed firom her mother - the poem, the short story made 

into a playlet - and Mohawk oratory tradition from her father and grandfather -

reciting, narrating, telling histories and stories, humor. "[P]ut me down for 

"Ojistoh" only on the first part of the programme," she wrote ahead to her next 

engagement, "as it is necessary for me to supplement my readings with some 

brief stories etc." (Letter to Mr. James). These hybrid genres, these "brief stories 

etc." which are "neither the one nor the other" (Bhaba, Location 25), were then 

the platfomns from which Pauline Johnson placed in front of her audience a 

discourse that did not assimilate into the colonial stereotype. 

There is evidence that Johnson's eariiest love was drama, and that before 

beginning her recital career, she performed in amateur theater productions in 

and around Brantford. A program in the Brant County Museum collection 

indicates that two perfomnances by the Brantford Amateurs at Stratford's Opera 

House on December 14,1885, included Miss Pauline Johnson as the actress 

playing Mrs. Foxton in Thirty Minutes for Refreshments," and Mary Moss in "Old 

Soldiers." She was 24 years old, and her first poems, including "A Cry From an 
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Indian Wife" had just been published. Johnson's biographers suggest that her 

family disapproved of an acting career as not being respectable (Foster 62), but 

approved of her writing. Once she had the opportunity to begin touring, 

however, the poetry recitals became yet another hybrid, a blend of writing and of 

perfomriing on stage. 

Pauline Johnson's selection of "A Cry firom an Indian Wife" as one of the two 

poems she recited at her platform debut in 1892 at a literary evening of the 

Young Men's Liberal Club of Toronto was both bold and propitious. Her 

published poems up to that point were, for the most part, meditative reflections 

and reveries with little ethnic content and no note of ethnic protest whatsoever. 

This poem was the unique and startling exception. It had first been published 

seven years eariier, in 1885, in response to the outbreak of the Northwest 

Rebellion in Saskatchewan. The recent death of her beloved father, the result of 

an attack by white lumber poachers he was trying to apprehend, fueled the 

intense anger of the poem. The poem depicts an Indian wife's vacillation 

between fear for her husband's life in taking up arms against the white soldiers 

and her anger at the wrongs her people had suffered. With the anger and 

anguish that seethed throughout the poem, a new discourse of protest, an 

articulate native woman's perspective, was introduced to Canadian literature. 

Because this poem may not be familiar to the reader, I will reproduce it here in 

full. 
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A CRY FROM AN INDIAN WIFE 

My Forest Brave, my Red-skin love, farewell; 
We may not meet to-monrow; who can tell 
What mighty ills befall our little band. 
Or what you'll suffer from the white man's hand? 
Here is your knife! I thought 'twas sheathed for aye. 
No roaming bison calls for it to-day; 
No hide of prairie cattle will it maim; 
The plains are bare, it seeks a nobler game; 
Twill drink the life-blood of a soldier host. 
Go; rise and strike, no matter what the cost. 
Yet stay. Revolt not at the Union Jack, 
Nor raise Thy hand against this stripling pack 
Of white-faced wam'ors, marching West to quell 
Our fallen tribe that rises to rebel. 
They are young and beautiful and good; 
Curse to the war that drinks their harmless blood. 
Curse to the fate that brought them from the East 
To be our chiefs-to make our nation least 
That breathes the air of this vast continent. 
Still their new rule and council is well meant. 
They but forget we Indians owned the land 
From ocean unto ocean; that they stand 
Upon a soil that centuries agone 
Was our sole kingdom and our right alone. 
They never think how they would feel to-day 
If some great nation came from far away. 
Wresting their country from their hapless braves. 
Giving what they gave us-but wars and graves. 
Then go and strike for liberty and life, 
And bring back honour to your Indian wife. 
Your wife? Ah, what of that, who cares for me? 
Who pities my poor love and agony? 
What white-robed priest prays for your safety here. 
As prayer is said for every volunteer 
That swells the ranks that Canada sends out? 
Who prays forvict'ry for the Indian scout? 
Who prays for our poor nation lying low? 
None-therefore take your tomahawk and go. 
My heart may break and bum into its core. 
But I am strong to bid you go to war. 
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Yet stay, my heart is not the only one 
That grieves the loss of husband and of son; 
Think of the mothers o'er the inland seas; 
Think of the pale-face maiden on her knees; 
One pleads her God to guard some sweet-faced child 
That marches on toward the North-West wild. 
The other prays to shield her love from harm, 
To strengthen his young, proud uplifted arm. 
Ah, how her white face quivers thus to think. 
Your tomahawk his life's best blood will drink. 
She never thinks of my wild aching breast, 
Nor prays for your dark face and eagle crest 
Endangered by a thousand rifle balls. 
My heart the target if my warrior falls. 
O! coward self I hesitate no more; 
Go forth, and win the glories of the war. 
Go forth, nor bend to greed of white men's hands. 
By right, by birth we Indians own these lands. 
Though starved, crushed, plundered, lies our nation low... 
Perhaps the white man's God has willed it so. 

According to reports, the white audience sat in stunned silence at the end of 

the poem, then offered a thunderous applause. A young soldier who had fought 

in the Northwest Rebellion came to Johnson aftenA/ards and said, "When I heard 

you recite that poem, I never felt so ashamed in my life of the part I took in it!" 
% 

(Keen 96). She had hit her mark; this was the response she sought to elicit; and 

she had succeeded. "Conceived with all art and dignity," a reviewer wrote, "the 

intensity of the mighty sob which throbs through the poem stirs the very fibres of 

those who read it - or better still, hear Miss Johnson recite it" (Chariesworth, 

The Indian Poetess" 81) 

Both anger and despair flash through the poem. Due to the white man: 
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"who knows/What mighty ills befall our little band;" 

"the plains are bare," with "no roaming bison;" 

our nation has been made "least;" 

They never think how they would feel;" 

"they gave us~but wars and graves." 

The crucial complaint, however, is that the white woman does not think of how 

she, the Indian wife, feels: 

She never thinks of my wild aching breast. 
Nor prays for your dark face and eagle crest. 

The strength of the poem is the wrenching vacillation of the Indian wife as she 

argues with herself. She lists the white man's injustices until she bursts out, 

"Go; rise and strike, no matter what the cost." 

But resolution is followed by a quick reversal; 

"Yet stay. Revolt not at the Union Jack 
Nor raise Thy hand against this stripling pack." 

But as her sympathy for the "young and beautiful and good" white soldiers is 

overcome by her increasing anger during another recitation of white man's 

thoughtless treatment of the Indians, the wife again bursts out: 

"Then go and strike for liberty and life, 
And bring back honour to your Indian wife." 

Then another abrupt break: 

"Yet stay" she says again, and thinks of the white mothers and wives praying 

for the safety of their soldier sons. But when she considers that although she is 
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thinking of the white woman, the white woman never thinks of her, the Indian 

wife, she becomes very angry; 

Go forth, and win the glories of the war. 
Go forth, nor bend to greed of white men's hands. 
By right, by birth we Indians owned these lands. 

The final break and last two lines are an enigma. The first is a sad litany of the 

current state of Indian affairs: Though starved, crushed, plundered, lies our 

nation low..." The line trails off, incomplete, leaving the anticipation that the 

final line will be an uplifting prediction of success over great odds. 

But the final line is, instead, deeply disturbing: 

"Perhaps the white man's God has willed it so." 

There may be many ways to read this line, but two seem foremost. One reading 

would be of hopeless despair. Leslie Monkman, in A Native Heritage, sees this 

as "Johnson's resigned acceptance of the fate of her people... a resigned, 

fatalistic note" (98). Another possibility, however, is that, conscious that her 

audience and her readers would be stung by the accusation that our Father in 

Heaven who says "Come unto me" would will the starvation and plundering of a 

people, the line is a sharp reminder of racist Indian policy and its relation to the 

church. The word, "perhaps," adds a delicacy to the line, an indefiniteness. The 

temn, "white man's God," also adds distance; this is not an all-inclusive "god" or 

"God," but the God of only a segment of the human race. Bitter irony, rather 

than "hopeless despair," could also describe this last line. 
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The angst of the Indian wife presents the Indian wars from a perspective that 

had been missing in the colonial narrative, "Indian." And as she recited this 

angry, accusative outpouring, Johnson discovered that a voice of protest and 

indignation could be quite effective. Her depiction of the Indian wife's humanity, 

of her concem for the young white soldiers and their wives and mothers, shamed 

the young white soldier who had been there, and many more, no doubt. 

Up until her concert debut, Johnson's poems had appeared primarily In the 

local Brantford Expositor and in the Toronto weekly paper. Suddenly the larger 

Toronto newspapers took notice and she was a sought-after commodity. Within 

a month, Toronto Saturday Night presented the canoeing poem. The Song My 

Paddle Sings," which became a Pauline Johnson favorite. Two months after the 

recital. The Toronto Worid published "A Strong Race Opinion: On the Indian Giri 

in Modem Fiction" (Appendix D). This powerful intellectual essay still stands as 

arguably the most persuasive, logical, and academic literary analysis as has ever 

been written on the fictional Indian heroine. In it, Johnson systematically 

deconstructs example after example of one-dimensional stereotyping with a 

perceptiveness that is hard to believe from the colonized, ethnically transparent 

nan^ator of the story, "A'bram," written the previous year. 

Beginning with the premise that "Individual personality is one of the most 

charming things to be met with," she notes that an author must allow his heroine 

"to evolve an individuality ungovemed by nationalisms." There is no such thing 
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as a heroine with "American-colored eyes, an American carriage, an American 

voice, American motives, and an American mode of dying." Johnson's objection 

is that the same is not true of the Indian heroine. Not one Indian heroine exists 

in fiction with "an originality, a singularity that is not definitely 'Indian.'" She then 

calls into question the general term, "Indian": "there seems to be an impression 

amongst authors that such a thing as tribal distinction does not exist amongst the 

North American aborigines." it is most unfortunate that this essay has not been 

reprinted in a collection or anthology, for what follows is probably the eariiestand 

possibly still the most coherent argument against the collapse of tribal 

distinctions into the monolithic concept, "Indian." It is both sad and ironic that 

one hundred years later, Johnson is accused by Leslie Monkman of speaking 

"indiscriminately of the 'Indian'" (98). This essay, following as it did closely after 

her recital debut, was probably the one closest to her heart. She deconstructs 

the aggregated Indian maiden in detail: 

The term "Indian" signifies about as much as the terni "European," but I 
cannot recall ever having read a story where the heroine was described 
as "a European." The Indian giri we meet in cold type, however, is rarely 
distressed by having to belong to any tribe, or to reflect any tribal 
characteristics. She is merely a wholesale sort of admixture of any 
band existing between the MicMacs of Gaspe and the Kwaw-Kewiths of 
British Columbia, yet strange to say, that notwithstanding the numerous 
tribes, with their aggregate numbers reaching more than 122,000 souls 
in Canada alone, our Canadian authors can cull from this huge revenue 
of character, but one Indian giri, and stranger still that this lonely little 
heroine never had a prototype in breathing flesh-and-blood existence! 

"Yes," she continues, "there is only one of her, and her name is 'Winona.' Once 
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or twice she has borne another appellation, but it always has a 'Winona' sound 

about it." The heroine never has a last name, although her father is invariably a 

chief. 

Johnson objects to the "glaring errors" in the depictions of the Indian 

heroine's behavior. She flatly contradicts the trope of "suicidal mania" which 

results when an "unhappy, self-sacrificing life becomes such a burden both to 

herself and the author that this is the only means by which they can extricate 

themselves." Johnson argues that "as a matter of fact suicide is an evil 

positively unknown to Indians." She ridicules the inevitable doom of the Indian 

heroine's love affairs: 

She is always desperately in love with the young white hero, who in tum 
is grateful to her for services rendered the gam'son in general and 
himself in particular during red days of war. In short, she is so wrapped 
up in him that she is treacherous to her own people, tells falsehoods to 
her father and the other chiefs of her tribe, and othenvise makes herself 
detestable and dishonorable. Of course, the white hero never mam'es 
her! 

She compares fiction to life, wondering "why mam'age with the Indian giri is so 

despised in books and so general in real life?" and "why the book-made Indian 

makes all the love advances to the white gentieman, though the real... Indian 

girl... is the most retiring, reticent, non-committal being in existence?" 

Apparentiy, Johnson is not averse to making broad generalizations about the 

"real Indian girl" when those generalizations conform with her experience. She 

wonders why "we are never given any stories of educated giris, though there are 
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many such throughout Canada." 

She sums up: 

Alas, for all the other pale-faced lovers, they are indifferent, almost 
brutal creations, and as far as for the red skin girls that love them, they 
are all fawn-eyed, unnatural, unmaidenly idiots and both are merely 
imaginary make-shifts to help out romances, that would be 
immeasurably improved by their absence. 

Foreshadowing her own literary mission, Johnson challenges Canadian authors: 

The story-writer who can create a new kind of Indian girl, or better still 
portray a "real live" Indian giri will do something in Canadian literature 
that has never been done, but once.° 

"Above all things." she concludes, "let the Indian girl of fiction develop from the 

'doglike,' 'fawnlike.' 'deer-footed.' 'fire-eyed.' 'crouching.' 'submissive' book 

heroine into something of the quiet, sweet womanly woman she is, if wild, or the 

everyday, natural, laughing girl she is, if cultivated and educated." 

Johnson's next writing project addressed her own challenge to create an 

example of a "'real live' Indian giri." The story, called "A Red Giri's Reasoning," 

won the Dominion Illustrated short story contest, and appeared in the February, 

1893 issue. Christie, the half-Indian wife of golden-haired Chariie, only appears 

to be docile and submissive. When Chariie reveals a fundamental disrespect for 

Christie's parents' tribal wedding vows, Christie exhibits an implacable will in her 

decision to leave him. 

® Johnson was refemng to the epic poem, Tecumseh," written by her friend, 
Charies Mair. 
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"A Red Girl's Reasoning" is a sharp critique of the innate arrogance of the 

Canadian colonial narrative, "Indian." Young golden-locked Chariie McDonald 

marries the lovely half-breed, Christie, and leams too late how difficult it is for a 

member of a colonial society to set aside the racist stereotypes and 

presuppositions that justify colonization by construing the colonized as an inferior 

race. 

Chariie has been a lifelong lover of "Indianology." 

As a boy he had had the Indian relic-hunting craze, as a youth he had 
studied Indian archeology and folk-lore, as a man he consummated his 
predilections for Indianology by loving, winning and marrying the quiet 
daughter of the English trader, who himself had married a native woman 
some twenty years ago. (103) 

Chariie collects Indian relics and studies Indian archeology, but it Is significant 

that the "consummation" of his interest is his selection of a wife. For Chariie, 

"well-meaning" as he is, is unaware that he harbors a racism that will destroy his 

"deliriously happy" marriage. He has a shallow understanding of Christie's 

Indian culture, and an idealized, unrealistic idea of what he is doing in marrying 

Christie, despite her father's attempt to caution him: 

" . . .  y o u  d o n t  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e s e  I n d i a n s  a s  I  d o . "  
"But I'm just as fond of them, Mr. Robinson," Chariie said 

assertively, "and I get on with them too, now, dont I?" 
"Yes, pretty well for a town boy, but when you have lived 

forty years among these people, as I have done; when you have had 
your wife as long as I have had mine ... I tell you now, youngster, 
you'll know more than you know now." (102) 

To Chariie, Christie is "the most beautiful woman he had ever seen in his life," 
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yet Pauline Johnson tells us that she "looked much the same as her sisters, all 

Canada through, who are the offspring of red and white heritage" (104). His 

idealism causes him to miss the "wistful, unfathomable expression" which is "the 

forerunner... of the white man's disease,' consumption" (104), just as he 

cannot see how his society will extinguish the Christie that he loves with an 

"almost godlike strength." He is "pathetically in love" and "trembling with 

absolute happiness" on his wedding day, yet there are intimations of the lack of a 

societal infrastructure to support the young couple. The wagon that transports 

them back to the provincial capital, for example, is an "old muddy buckboard" 

pulled by "an underbred-looking pony" over an "uneven trail" (105). 

Pauline Johnson's sympathetic portrayal of Chariie makes possible the 

shock of the readers and audience at Charlie's racist betrayal. The problem, for 

Charlie, is that he has discovered, and so has his social set, that Christie's 

English father and Indian mother were mam'ed in an Indian ceremony, rather 

than in a Christian church. Furthemnore, when a Christian priest talked to them 

about a remarriage in the Church, Christie's mother had angrily rejected the 

offer, laying bare the racist suppositions of the offer 

Never-never-l have never had but this one husband; he has had none 
but me for wife, and to have you re-marry us would be to say as much to 
the whole worid as that we had never been married before.* You go 
away; I do not ask that your people be re-mam'ed; talk not so to me. I 
am mam'ed, and you or the Church cannot do or undo it. *Fact. (115-6) 

Johnson used a peculiar, awkward technique, illustrated in this passage, for 
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underlining key points in her short stories: she interrupted the narrative with a 

footnote which said simply, "Fact." It is a "facT that a remarriage in the Christian 

church would be an admission that the original mam'age, the native one, was not 

a true mam'age. The rude, ignorant behavior of Chariie and his "set" result from 

colonialist thinking. More than once Christie inverts colonial assumptions, and 

min^ors them back to Chariie: "Why should I be ashamed of the rites of my 

people any more than you should be ashamed of the customs of yours?" (114) 

"Why should I recognize the rites of your nation when you do not acknowledge 

the rites of mine?" (117) Following her mother's logic, Christie reveals the racism 

of the assumptions underiying Chariie's thinking by reversing those assumptions 

and turning them on Chariie: 

I tell you we are not mam'ed ... According to your own words, my 
parents should have gone through your church ceremony as well as 
through an Indian contract; according to my words, we should go 
through an Indian contract as well as through a church mam'age. If their 
union is illegal, so is ours. If you think my father is living is dishonor with 
my mother, my people will think I am living in dishonor with you. (117) 

She expands her argument by proposing the hypothetical colonization of the 

White man: 

How do I know when another nation will come and conquer you as you 
white men conquered us?" And they will have another mam'age rite to 
perform, and they will tell us another truth, that you are not my husband, 
that you are but disgracing and dishonoring me, that you are keeping 
me here, not as your wife, but as your-your squaw. (118) 

Chariie becomes incredibly angry when he hears the suppositions of colonialism 

applied to his own mam'age, but after a six-mile walk into the country and back 
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again, he has calmed down. He is still functioning, however, from within the 

colonial narrative. 

Ah. well, they would never quan-el again like that, he told himself. She 
loved him so, and would forgive him after he had talked quietly to her, 
and told her what an ass he was. She was simple-minded and awfully 
ignorant to pitch those old Indian laws at him in her fury, but he could 
not blame her.... He had been tem'bly severe and unreasonable .... 
(120) 

Charlie recognizes that he has been severe and unreasonable, but not that he 

has been wrong, or disrespectful of Christie's mother's culture. Instead, he 

excuses Christie for being "simple-minded" and "ignorant." In her room, 

however, he finds not Christie, but her discarded blue velvet evening gown and a 

bunch of dead daffodils, signs that she had left her life with him and her young 

marriage. 

Chariie's remorse is overwrought and melodramatic. "[A]ll his future was ... 

darkened and shadowed forever" and he cries in agony. He searches for 

months before finding Christie, but although he pleads with her to retum to their 

mam'age, she is resolute. "[I]t is all such a bitter mistake—I did not understand," 

he cries. It is too late, for now Christie tells him, "I do not like you." 

It is the discourse, the colonialist stance, which is attacked in "A Red Giri's 

Reasoning," and not the idea of interracial marriage. Christie's parents, a white 

trader and an Indian woman, are happily married, but her father is pointedly 

concerned that Chariie's understanding of Indians is shallow. Nor are the evil or 

ignorant deeds of individual white people universalized. When Charlie betrays 
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Christie in firont of his social set, Pauline Johnson provides Charlie's brother as a 

sympathetic foil; he is understanding of Christie's hurt and ashamed of his 

brother's behavior. This trope of the sympathetic white person is a pervasive 

characteristic of Johnson's minority discourse, and is evident from her eariiest 

writings. The vacillation of the speaker in "A Cry From an Indian Wife," and her 

empathy for the mother of the white soldier is one example, and we shall see 

several more in this chapter. It could be argued that this sympathetic trope is 

merely a gesture to ensure publication for a white reading audience, but given 

Pauline Johnson's background, it is more likely that her reasons are more 

genuine, and more complex. There was the example of her mother, who taught 

her children to respect and appreciate not only the traditions of her husband's 

people, but the forms and sensitivities of her own European culture. There was 

also her father, who as a Mohawk leader was extremely successful at 

negotiating the interstices between Iroquois and white civilization. Johnson 

herself was very fond of the nobler impulses of white society, and this affection Is 

evident particularly in her short stories. In some instances, an older Indian 

character will exhibit care and even personal sacrifice to help a younger white 

person. In other stories, an older white person is the authority figure whose 

approbation is the seal of success for a young Indian. 

Although the publication of "A Red Giri's Reasoning" appeared to signal the 

am'val of a major new literary talent on the Canadian scene, Johnson's time-
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consuming recital career was already underway, it is easy to imagine how 125 

recital appearances in 50 towns and cities in her first year would interrupt 

Pauline Johnson's fledgling writing career. She had no more time for writing 

fiction. Instead, she rewrote the short story as a playlet which she used as the 

grande finale during her eariy years, when she traveled with humorist Owen 

Smiley as her performance partner. For five years, Pauline and Owen, as 

Christie and Chariie, performed the tense emotional drama for thousands, 

perhaps hundreds of thousands, of Canadians. As a playlet presented to 

hundreds of audiences each year, "A Red Giri's Reasoning" had an enormous 

impact, for Johnson's prolific and pervasive performance domain included not 

only the expanse of Canada, but the Chautauqua circuit in the United States and 

across the Atlantic to London. 

An essay, "Iroquois of the Grand River," appeared in the June, 1893 issue 

of Harper's Weekly, and Johnson's poems graced an art calendar and the 

yearisook of the American Canoe Club. But after 1893, Johnson's writing 

dropped off abruptly as she devoted herself to touring, and only occasionally did 

anything new appear in print. Her demanding, restless schedule left little time for 

the peaceful contemplation required for composition. As Johnson traveled, she 

observed more of white civilization, and she formed a more critical opinion. She 

saw that her parents' ideal of assimilation was, in the end, problematized by 

colonialist assumptions, especially by the assumption that white civilization was 
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in all ways superior to the cultures it was in the process of supplanting. Her 

article, "Iroquois Women of Canada," praised Iroquois women for how well they 

perfomied the household arts of their white sisters. She had begun her career 

with a firm belief in "advancement," a belief that native peoples should emulate 

and adopt the ways of western civilization. But the more she traveled, the more 

she leamed that the white man's civilization was not all positive, and that 

"advancement" could have detrimental effects on native peoples and cultures. 

Among the few poems, essays and stories that Johnson wrote during this time 

were several which showcased the moral and cultural strengths of native 

peoples, and others which criticized the weaknesses, hypocrisies, cruelties and 

injustices of the colonialists. 

The angriest of this latter group was The Cattle Thief," which did not appear 

in one of the big Toronto newspapers that had been clamoring to publish Pauline 

Johnson poems and essays, but in The Week, the weekly paper which had 

published much of her eariier poetry. It is possible that the World and Toronto 

Saturday Night rejected the bitter diatribe, and only The Week would take it, for 

nowhere is Johnson more confrontational than in this poem. Through the voice 

of a Cree chiefs daughter, Johnson accuses the English settlers of robbing the 

Cree of their land and their game, starving the old chief and his people, thus 

forcing him to steal the cattle. Recklessly angry, the woman declares. "When 

you pay for the land you live in, we'll pay for the meat we eat." 
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The Cattle Thief 

They were coming across the prairie, they were galloping hard and fast; 
For the eyes of those desperate riders had sighted their man at last-
Sighted him off to Eastward, where the Cree encampment lay. 
Where the cotton woods fringed the river, miles and miles away. 
Mistake him? Never! Mistake him? the famous Eagle Chief! 
That terror to all the settlers, that desperate Cattle Thief-
That monstrous, feariess Indian, who lorded it over the plain. 
Who thieved and raided, and scouted, who rode like a hum'cane! 
But they've tracked him across the prairie; they've followed him hard and fast; 
For those desperate English settlers have sighted their man at last. 

Up they wheeled to the tepees, all their British blood aflame. 
Bent on bullets and bloodshed, bent on bringing down their game; 
But they searched in vain for the Cattle Thief: that lion had left his lair, 
And they cursed like a troop of demons-for the women alone were there. 
The sneaking Indian coward," they hissed; "he hides while yet he can; 
He'll come in the night for cattle, but he's scared to face a man." 
"Never!" and up from the cotton woods rang the voice of Eagle Chief; 
And right out Into the open stepped, unarmed, the Cattle Thief. 
Was that the game they had coveted? Scarce fifty years had roiled 
Over that wrinkled, tawny skin, unfed by the warmth of blood. 
Over those hungry, hollow eyes that glared for the sight of food. 

He tumed, like a hunted lion: "I know not fear," said he; 
And the words outleapt from his shrunken lips in the language of the Cree. 
"I'll fight you, white-skins, one by one, till I kill you all," he said; 
But the threat was scarcely uttered, ere a dozen balls of lead 
Whizzed through the air about him like a shower of metal rain. 
And the gaunt old Indian Cattle Thief dropped dead on the open plain. 
And that band of cursing settlers gave one triumphant yell, 
"Cut the fiend up into inches, throw his carcass on the plain; 
Let the wolves eat the cursed Indian, he'd have treated us the same." 
A dozen hands responded, a dozen knives gleamed high. 
But the first stroke was arrested by a woman's strange, wild cry. 
And out into the open, with a courage past belief. 
She dashed, and spread her blanket o'er the corpse of the Cattle Thief; 
And the words outleapt from her shrunken lips in the language of the Cree, 
"If you mean to touch that body, you must cut your way through me" 
And that band of cursing settlers dropped backward one by one, 
For they knew that an Indian woman roused, was a woman to let alone. 
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And then she raved in a frenzy that they scarcely understood. 
Raved of the wrongs she had suffered since her earliest babyhood: 
"Stand back, stand back, you white-skins, touch that dead man to your shanne; 
You have stolen my father's spirit, but his body I only claim. 
You have killed him, but you shall not dare to touch him now he's dead. 
You have cursed, and called him a Cattle Thief, though you robbed him first of 
bread-
Robbed him and robbed my people-look there, at that shrunken face. 
Starved with a hollow hunger, we owe to you and your race. 
What have you left to us of land, what have you left of game. 
What have you brought but evil, and curses since you came? 
How have you paid us for our game? How paid us for our land? 
By a book, to save our souls firom the sins you brought in your other hand. 
Go back with your new religion, we never have understood 
Your robbing an Indian's body, and mocking his sou/with food. 
Go back with your new religion, and find-if find you can— 
The honest man you have ever made from out of a starving man. 
You say your cattle are not ours, your meat is not our meat; 
When you pay for the land you live in, we'll pay for the meat we eat. 
Give back our land and our country, give back our herds of game; 
Give back the furs and the forests that were ours before you came; 
Give back the peace and the plenty. Then come with your new belief. 
And blame, if you dare, the hunger that drove him to be a thief. 

The first half of the poem presents the narrative action, which sets the scene 

for the accusatory speech of the second half. At first, the cattle thief is described 

as "a tenror to all the settlers" and a "monstrous, fearless Indian." Yet his 

appearance is not what is expected; 

Was that the game they had coveted? Scarce fifty years had rolled 
Over that wrinkled, tawny skin, unfed by the warmth of blood. 
Over those hungry, hollow eyes that glared for the sight of food. 

Instead of a terror, a monster, the settlers see a starving man. The Cattle Thief 

is, however, feariess, for he cannot stay in hiding when he hears his pursuers 

call him a coward. Although unarmed, he shouts "I know not fear" and continues 
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on in hopeless bravado, "I'll fight you. white-skins, one by one, till 1 kill you all" 

His defiance is all the more poignant by its brevity as "a shower of metal rain" 

drops the gaunt old man dead. 

As the angry settlers are about to fall upon his body with knives, they are 

an-ested by the fierce speech of his daughter. "If you mean to touch that body, 

you must cut your way through me." Certainly Johnson identified with the 

daughter standing over and defending the dead father; her own father had been 

murdered by white men. The Cree daughter then functions as an angry chonjs, 

making the critical connection between the settlers taking the land and killing the 

buffalo without compensating the Cree, Cree starvation, and Cree cattle thievery. 

The lost buffalo becomes a familiar trope in Johnson's work, and cattle thievery 

appears again thirteen years later, in the story, "Little Wolf-Willow." The most 

shocking lines, however, concern Christianity's part in all this: 

How have you paid us for our game? How paid us for our land? 
By a book, to save our souls from the sins you brought in your other hand. 

Johnson reduces Christianity to a metonymical sign, "a book," stripping its power 

and scoffing at its spirituality. It is not "the Bible," not even The Book," but 

simply "a book." Acerbic irony turns into caustic fury as Johnson points out that 

Indian souls did not need saving until the white man introduced the concept, as 

well as the implements, of sin. Johnson's disillusionment with white treatment of 

the Indian saturates the poem, and causes one to pause to wonder how 

Johnson's editors accepted such critical discourse, unless they themselves 
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agreed with or admitted to the truth of her complaint. 

After The Cattle Thief appeared in late 1894, Pauline Johnson fell, for the 

most part, silent. It was twelve years before she published anything more that 

resembled resistance writing or minority discourse. Her travel schedule was 

largely responsible, for she found time to write only an occasional poem or 

article. Perhaps she was so much among the whites, performing for white 

audiences, traveling on the white man's railroad, that critical pieces seemed 

inappropriate. Instead, Johnson was storing up a wealth of observations and 

experiences upon which she was able to draw in the prolific period after her 

retirement from the recital platform. While many of these experiences involved 

negotiating her successes in Canadian and English society, the interfacings 

which had the most profound effect on the development of Johnson's discourse 

were her interactions with the "uncivilized" tribes of the west. The first indication 

of this was the lengthy article, "Among the Blackfoots," an account of a three-day 

train delay in the middle of the Alberta prairie. Most of the article describes the 

washout that caused the delay and the valiant efforts of Canadian Pacific 

Railway crews to overcome the crisis that interrupted the pulse of the east-west 

artery of the nation. Johnson describes various passengers and the activities of 

the forced holiday. 

Of greatest interest here is her description of the Blackfoot encampment - "a 

dozen tepees, neat, orderiy, and picturesque ... not 500 yards from the siding 
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where we lay." Her meeting with the Blackfoot made a large impression on 

Pauline. She who, in buckskin gown and bearclaw necklace, had been for ten 

years perfonning "the Indian" for audiences on two continents was face to face 

with "a wild Indian." Johnson's position came into relief for a brief emban'assing 

moment. 

A curious Chinaman came forth from his car, and a tourist asked the 
Blackfoot, "Is this your brother?" indicating the Mongolian. Such scom 
and hauteur as the reply "No" expressed, such a lifting of the red chin, 
and indignant glance. It amazed some, but I was proud of my color-
cousin of the prairie, and of his fine old aristocratic red blood, that has 
come down through the centuries to pulse in his conservative veins. 

Looking out from within the colonial construct that was her stage performance, 

Johnson was stirred deeply by the bearing of the Blackfoot. Perhaps the long 

silence of her minority critique had been due in part to her being so much 

"among the whites," and she had to be taken back to "Among the Blackfoots" to 

remember her own mission. The Blackfoots dignity rekindled her desire to 

translate, to prove the quality of the natural Indian. She donned her 

anthropological mode and visited the camp, carefully describing what she saw. 

The travois, for example, interested her. 

Beside every tepee was a travois, the peculiar vehicle that supplies the 
place of a cart. It is a fixture like two shafts, fastened at the lower end 
by a horizontal pole, finmly lashed in place by deer sinew. An immense 
amount of duffle can be stowed on this contrivance, and when the band 
"treks" the clothing, utensils, tepees and the smaller children are all 
packed atop the travois, a horse or dog is harnessed between the 
shafts, and the cavalcade starts up the trail. 

Several brownish snapshots survive in the Pauline Johnson Collection at 
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McMaster University Archives which show the tepees, each with a travois parked 

outside. Johnson was invited inside a tepee, which she also described in detail. 

The interior of the tepees was a delight. A fire burned in the centre, the 
smoke ascending through the apex of the canvas. Beautiful beadwork, 
buckskin garments, fringed and ornamented elaborately, hung about in 
profusion. Well-blanketed women cared for tiny children, whose painted 
cheeks glowed vemnillion and yellow in the fire and sunshine. 

The romance of the situation carried her away, and she waxed poetic. 

The gay coloring of the tepees, the silently-moving, graceful figures of 
the red folk, the sleek, fat herds, the camp fires, and the glorious carpet 
of coral-colored prairie flowers, the overhanging blue of the wide 
territorial skies, the far-off Rockies, with their snowy coronets, made a 
picture beyond the limitations of the artisfs brush or pen ... 

Over the next ten years, the images she observed reappeared in several of her 

poems, in her London essays, and most specifically in the story, "A Night with 

North Eagle," published in Boys Worid in 1908. 

In 1906, Pauline Johnson spent much of the summer in London. According 

to Isabel MacKay: 

It was while upon this visit to England that Miss Johnson was engaged 
by Mr. Arthur Pearson, the well-known magazine publisher, to write a  ̂
weekly "special" for his paper. The London Daily Express, the first 
sketch of which appeared under the title of "A Pagan in St. Paul's." 
(MacKay 275) 

Although many of her texts illustrate what David Murray has called "^he 

representation and expression of Indian difference within the available 

intellectual and artistic discourses of the time" (3), nowhere was the difficulty of 

expressing Indian difference within the limitations of colonial discourse more 
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apparent that in these two articles. The articles are the productions of a triply 

colonized person - colonized as a Native Annerican, as a woman, and as a 

Canadian - as she responds to being in the homeland of the original colonizer. 

Johnson's sense of her role and of her audience are particularly strong in these 

articles, for she feels most acutely that she is representing the Native American, 

and more specifically the Iroquois, to the English people. Although both The 

Lodge of the Law-Makers" and "A Pagan in St. Paul's" were published in the 

newspaper, only the latter was reprinted in The Moccasin Maker. Interestingly, 

neither article gives a hint that her own mother was bom in England. Instead, 

Johnson wrote as if she were a "naive primitive," looking at London with eyes of 

wonderment. 

It is a far cry from a wigwam to Westminster, fî m a prairie trail to the 
Tower Bridge, and London looks a strange place to the Red Indian 
whose eyes still see the myriad forest trees, even as they gaze across 
the Strand, and whose feet still feel the clinging moccasin even among 
the scores of clicking heels that hurry along the thoroughfares of this 
camping-ground of the paleface. ("Pagan" 139) 

Her tone is as if she were writing what she thinks the Londoners expect an 

Indian to write and think. She has come to see the "camp, known to the white 

man as London." The tower of Big Ben is "the white man's strange timepiece set 

in the carven square tower that rises majestic and inviolate as the tallest pine in 

the undiscovered wildemesses of the West"; Buckingham Palace is the "Tepee 

of the Great White Father"; the Pariiament building is the "huge council-house by 

the river." 
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But these primitive allusions are a disguise, a cloak under which Johnson is 

setting up an ambush for the complacent Londoner. "A Pagan" begins with 

wonderment and appreciation: "So this is the place where dwells the Great White 

Father, ruler of many lands, lodges, and tribes." Of her first impression of St. 

Paul's Cathedral, Johnson wrote: "As I entered its doorways it seemed to me to 

be the everiasting abiding-place of the white man's Great Spirit." But the essay 

steadily evolves toward an affirmation of pagan, not Christian religion. The first 

hint of this follows the headline, "What the Indian Sees." Johnson notes that St. 

Paul's is constructed of stone, 

. . .  n o t  t h e  s a m e  k i n d  o f  s t o n e  f r o m  w h i c h  m y  f o r e f a t h e r s  f a s h i o n e d  
their carven pipes and com-pounders, but a greyer, grimier rock that 
would not take the polish we give by fingers dipped in sturgeon oil, and 
long days of friction with fine sand and deer-hide. (140) 

The stones of St. Paul's are not stones friendly to humans, they will not take the 

polish given by human fingers, they are not useful in daily life as pipes or com

pounders. As narrator, Johnson has difficulty focussing on the cathedral, for her 

mind is constantly "looking beyond all this wonderment, back to the land I have 

left behind me." Johnson later related to Isabel MacKay, "I remember when I 

was in London, how tembly homesick I became for the Westem woods and 

mountains" (MacKay 274). She sees tepees and hears war-songs; the "grey 

dome above me faded," and instead of "paleface kneeling worshippers," she 

sees "a band of stalwart, sinewy, copper-colored devotees." She evokes the 

mood and ceremony of the White Dog Sacrifice, the beat of the drum, the 
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shakes of the turtle rattle, and the dance of the worshippers, "^hy may we not 

worship with the graceful movement of our feet? The paleface worships by 

moving his lips and tongue; the difference is but slight" (142). 

From here on, the essay builds a strong case for the pagan religion. There 

seems to be no way in which the Christian religion is superior. The fire-keeper of 

the Onandaga ceremony compares well to the white clergy. 

I have seen their white bishops, but none so regal, so August as he. His 
garb of fringed buckskin and ermine was no more grotesque than the 
vestments wom by the white preachers in high places; he did not carry a 
book or a shining golden symbol, but from his splendid shoulders was 
suspended a pure white lifeless dog. (142) 

It can be imagined that Johnson's description of the fire-keeper lowering the 

dog's body onto the fire was shocking to London readers, but the fire-keeper's 

Incantation reveals Johnson's true intention; 

The Great Spirit desires no human sacrifice, but we. His children, must 
give to Him that which is nearest our hearts and nearest our lives. Only 
the spotless and stainless can enter into His presence, only that which 
is purified by fire. So do we offer to Him this spotless, innocent animal ~ 
this white dog - a member of our household, a co-habitant of our 
wigwam. (142) 

Johnson reminds us that at the heart of Christianity is a human sacrifice. The 

human Jesus, son of God, was himself spotless, sinless when he died upon the 

cross to atone for the sins of the worid. She passes on into a reverie of music 

and dancing feet, finding the Iroquois worship to be at least as dignified and holy 

as worship in the cathedral. 

While "A Pagan in St. Paul's Cathedral" compares English and Iroquois 
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religion, and finds no need to excuse the Iroquois. The Lodge of the Law-

Makers" compares English and Iroquois govemnfient, and finds the English form 

to be lacking (Appendix G). Johnson's first point in is that the constantly 

changing English Parliament provides a govemment that is lacking in continuity. 

"We of the ancient Iroquois race can but little understand this strange mode of 

govemment." 

We and our fathers, and their fathers before them, have always been 
pleased with our own Parliament, which has never varied through the 
generations-save when death leaves one seat empty, and another chief in 
the line of lineage steps forward to fill the vacancy. (Appendix G) 

She feigns ignorance, and a desire 1o more fully leam the wisdom of the white 

man's superior civilization" by observing Parliament in action, but the note of 

irony is unmistakable. It quickly becomes apparent that her purpose is not to 

affirm the superiority of the white man's civilization, but to reveal the quality or 

even superiority of the Iroquois Grand Council. She first notices that the speech 

of the British lawmakers "was not so pleasant, or so diplomatic, or so fraught with 

symbols as is the speech of our Indian rulers." 

[W]e say, use the speech that may breed dissension as one would use 
a stone war-club. We hide and wrap the stone in vari-coloured beads 
and brilliantly stained moose-hair; it is then more acceptable to the eye 
and the touch, but the weapon and the force are there nevertheless. 
The white man's speech shows the grim baldness of the stone alone-
no adomment, no colouring to render it less aggressive; but his tongue 
is amsw-headed, fleet, and direct, and where he aims is the spot he 
strikes. (Appendix G) 

Johnson concludes that the Iroquois chiefs "direct the affairs of their people with 
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no less wisdom and judgment than is displayed by these Palefaces here," but 

she adds an even bolder conclusion when she contrasts the role of English and 

Iroquois women in govemment. She uses the issue of women's suffrage to point 

out an area in which the Iroquois were the more advanced race. "Will the white 

man who considers us a savage, unenlightened race wonder if I told him that the 

fate of our "Senate" lies in the hands of the women of our tribes?" She describes 

how Iroquois women inherit the duty and power of selecting the replacement for 

any council member who dies. 

Just before this trip to London during which these two articles were 

published in the London Daily Express. Pauline Johnson began to submit short 

stories to Boys Worid, the Canadian and U.S. Boy Scout magazine. The first, 

"Maurice of His Majesty's Mails," was published in June, The Saucy Seven" 

appeared in August, and a long series followed, continuing through 1910. 

"Maurice" is a delightful story of a fifteen-year-old boy, the son of a half-Indian 

mountain man of the Canadian Rockies. When Maurice's father is injured, 

Maurice proves himself, first by bringing home fresh meat, then by stepping into 

his father's place and delivering the mail and pay to the gold mining camp back 

in the mountains, outwitting robbers on the way. Johnson does not make much 

of Maurice's Indian blood, except when describing his father, his love of wood 

and water lore, his endurance, his gift of strategy, were his birthright directly from 

his Red Indian mother." The second story. The Saucy Seven," is a canoeing 
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adventure with no Indian characters. The first story of the new year, however, 

was "We-hro's Sacrifice," a story of the Onondaga "Festival of the White Dog" 

referred to in "A Pagan in St. Paul's." 

This is the story in which Pauline Johnson takes on the white notion of 

"pagan," and the story begins in a much more combative tone than the previous 

ones: 

We-hro was a small Onondaga Indian boy, a good-looking, black-eyed 
little chap with as pagan a heart as ever beat under a copper-colored 
skin. His father and grandfather were pagans. His ancestors for a 
thousand years back, and yet a thousand years back of that, had been 
pagans, and We-hro, with the pride of his religion and his race, would 
not have tumed fixjm the faith of his fathers for all the world. (96) 

Johnson's purpose is didactic, and to make no mistake, she addresses her 

readers directly: "Now, the boys that read this tale must not confuse a pagan with 

a heathen." The distinction Johnson makes is that pagans worship a single 

spiritual god, while heathens worship idols. 

The heathen nations that worship idols are terribly pitied and despised 
by the pagan Indians, who are worshippers of "The great Spirit," a kind 
and loving God, who, they say, will reward them by giving them happy 
hunting grounds to live in after they die; that is, if they live good, honest, 
upright lives in this world. (96) 

As the story goes, little We-hro became the owner of a small dingy grey 

terrier when he interfered with a white man who was whipping the dog. 

"Bad! Bad! You die some day-you! You hurt that dog. White man's 
God, he no like you. Indian's Great Spirit, he not let you shoot in happy 
hunting grounds. You die some day - you badr 

"Well, if I am bad I'm no pagan Indian Hottentot like you!" yelled the angry 
driver. Take the dog, and begone!" (98) 
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The epithet seems extreme, even superfluous until we read We-hro's wise retort: 

"Me no l-lottentot... Me Onondaga, all right. Me take dog." 

It happens that the bishop of the Anglican Church was concemed about the 

pagan Onondagas, and asked if he might see for himself a ceremony, preferably 

the Festival of the White Dog. This ceremony was to be in February, but it could 

not be held until a white dog could be found to sacrifice. 

We-hro heard all the great chiefs talking of it all. He listened to plans for 
searching the entire Reserve for a dog, and the following moming he 
arose at dawn, took his own pet dog down to the river and washed him 
as he had seen white men wash their sheep. (99-100) 

To We-hro's horror, the dingy grey tem'er had become spariding white. He hid 

the dog in the cedars behind the house, but "one dark, dreaded day" his father 

spoke: 

"We-hro, your dog is known to me. I have seen him, white as the snow 
that fell last night. It is the law that someone must always suffer for the 
good of the people. We-hro, would you have the great 'Black Coat,' the 
great white preacher, come to see our beautiful ceremony, and would 
you have the great Onondaga tribe fail to show the white man how we 
worship our ancient Great Spirit? Would you have us fail to bum the 
sacrifice? Or will you give your white dog for the honor of our people?" 

The worid is full of heroes, but at that moment it held none greater than 
the little pagan boy, who crushed down his grief and battled back his tears 
as he answered: 

"Father, you are old and honored and wise. For you and for my people 
alone would I give the dog." (100-1) 

The Anglican bishop took off his hat with reverence as he entered the great 

ceremony and listened to the chanted speech:"... we offer this dog, pure as we 

hope our spirits are. that the God of the red man may accept it with our devotion, 
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knowing that we, too, would gladly be as spotless as this sacrifice" and watched 

as the small white tenier, dead, was carried in, "beautifully decorated with 

wampum, beads and porcupine embroidery." The presence of the bishop 

emphasizes the parallels of the pagan ceremony and Christian history: a 

spotless sacrifice - Jesus, the white dog - is offered as a substitution for the 

worshipers. The bishop's eye was caught by "a little brown figure, twisted with 

agony, choking back the sobs and tears" in the comer of the room. When 

We-hro's situation was explained, the bishop was blinded by his own tears. 

Then he walked slowly across the wide log building and laid his white 
hand tenderiy on the head of the little Onondaga boy. His kindly old 
eyes closed, and his lips moved-noiselessly, for a space, then he said 
aloud: 

"Oh, that the white boys of my great city church knew and practised 
half as much of self-denial as has this little pagan Indian lad, who has 
given up his heart's dearest because his father and the honor of his 
people required it." (102) 

This, for Pauline Johnson, was the punch line, the whole point. With "We-hro's 

Sacrifice," she succeeded in demonstrating that the honor, the moral quality, of 

Iroquois spirituality could conceivably surpass that of the Anglican Church. 

It must be noted how carefully Johnson managed to make such an anti-

colonial suggestion. Pauline Johnson had mastered the delicate art of 

sentimentality in which the reader cannot resist bursting into tears at a given 

point in the text. The scene of the small boy giving up his dog is one of those 

points. The sentimental tearwash, the emotional response of the reader, are 

quickly supported by the tears of the bishop, then the full weight of the white 
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male church demonstrates its approval of We-hro. The bishop walks "slowly" to 

We-hro and lays a "white hand tenderly" on his head. The bishop is "kindly," and 

"old," and he says a prayer over We-hro. Johnson's awareness of her audience 

of young Boy Scouts is apparent in her use of the bishop, an authority to be 

believed by the young white Scouts, as he proclaims We-hro's sacrifice as a 

model of self-denial for the "white boys of my great city church." 

Throughout 1907 Johnson continued to write arresting and instructive stories 

for Boys Worid. "Gun Shy Billy" and "The Broken Sting" contained no Indian 

characters, but the young hero of each story is different from his peers by being 

non-aggressive, or sickly. On December 7, however, "Little Wolf-Willow" 

appeared with as much impact as "We-hro's Sacrifice," full of Indian resistance to 

white presence and encroachment. The story retums to the subject covered in 

her adult poem, "The Cattle Thief," published thirteen years earlier an old Indian, 

starving because the bufTalo are all gone, steals the white man's cattle. The 

hero is a young Cree boy. Little Wolf-Willow. Little Wolf-Willow's father. Old 

Beaver-Tail, "hated the white man. He would sit for hours together in his big 

tepee counting his piles of furs, smoking, grumbling and stonning at the inroads 

of the palefaces on to his lands and hunting grounds" (247). Old Beaver-Tail 

decided, however, to allow Little Wolf-Willow, his oldest son, to go away to the 

Indian school in Manitoba. He wanted the boy to leam English to be a sharp 

trader like the men of the Hudson's Bay Company. Little Wolf-Willow had a 
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different dream; he wanted to grow up to be like his grandfather. Big Wolf-Willow, 

. . .  t h e  h e r o  o f  f i f t y  b a t t l e s  a g a i n s t  b o t h  h o s t i l e  I n d i a n  t r i b e s  a n d  
invading white settlers; to have nine scalps at his belt, and scars on his 
face; to wear a crimson-tipped eagle feather in his hair, and to five a 
war-whoop that would echo from lake to lake and plant fear in the hearts 
of his enemies. (247-8) 

But instead, Little Wolf-Willow left with the superintendent of the school, and 

suffered. Johnson's description of the dilemmas he faced suggest that she had 

some knowledge of Indian schools, and a photograph in her collection suggests 

she may have visited more than one such school in her travels. To Little Wolf-

Willow, the white people looked bleached and unhealthy and he hated the stiff 

shoes and clothes he was given. He refused to allow his hair to be cut, however, 

and to be assigned a white name. His interchange with the kind superintendent 

on these matters is charming and clever 

Mr. Enderby smiled. Thafs good; I like you, too. Little Wolf-Willow. 
Now tell me, do you like your new clothes?" 

"No good," said the boy. 
Mr. Enderby looked grave. "But, my boy, that is what you must wear if 

you are to be educated. Do you know what the word 'education' 
means? Have you ever heard the teachers or boys here use it?" 

"White man, English," came the quick reply. (249) 

The boy knows that his father sent him to school to leam English, not to leam to 

wear the white man's clothes. But the superintendent misunderstands Little 

Wolf-Willow. 

"That's it; you have described it exactly. To become educated you 
must try and wear and do what the white people do-like the English, as 
you say," Mr. Enderby went on. "Now what about your hair? White men 
don't wear long hair, and you see all the Cree boys in the school have 
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let me cut their hair. Wouldn't you like to be like them?" 
"No; hair good," said the boy. 
"Well, how at)out a 'white' name?" asked Mr. Enderby. The other boys 

have taken them. Wouldn't you like me to call you John? I'd like to." 
"Me Wolf-Willow, same grandfather," came in tones of pronounced 

decision. 
"Very well. Little Wolf-Willow, you must do as you like, you know." (249-

50) 

When Little Wolf-Willow returned home six years later, his father noted the uncut 

hair, and rejoiced. The young man spoke English fluently, but his mother "knew 

at first glance that they had not made him into a white man." Johnson dwells on 

this problem of identity that education at the Indian schools was causing. Little 

Wolf-Willow's father "had held for years a fear in his heart that the school would 

utterly rob him of his boy." 

"Some of our Cree boys go to school. They leam the white man's ways, 
and they are of no more use to their people. They cannot trap for furs, 
nor scout, not hunt, nor find a prairie trail." (251-2) 

Little Wolf-Willow had been almost afraid to come home, accustomed as he had 

become to the white man's clothes, shoes, food, and bed, but that first night 

home, "rolled in coyote skins, he slept like a little child once more on the floor of 

his father's tepee" (252). 

Little Wolf-Willow had been appointed translator for the Government Indian 

Agent, and soon was loved and trusted by the men of the Hudson's Bay 

Company, the Northwest Mounted Police, the white traders, and especially by 

his own people who 

. . .  n e v e r  f o r g o t  t h e  f a c t  t h a t ,  h a d  h e  w i s h e d ,  h e  c o u l d  h a v e  s t a y e d  w i t h  
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the white people altogether, that he was equal to them in English 
education, but he did not choose to do so—he was one of their own for 
all time. (252-3) 

But "one dreadful night" the Northwest Mounted Police received a report that 

Little Wolf-Willow had "gone wrong," that he had stolen cattle from a ranch "up 

north." Corporal Manan was in great agony as he set off to find and an^est Little 

Wolf-Willow, for "he loved the bright, handsome Cree boy." Little Wolf-Willow 

knew nothing of this. He, too, had heard terrible news: his grandfather. Big Wolf-

Willow, had been caught stealing cattle, and the Mounted Police were after him. 

The boy was horrified, for his grandfather, who spoke no English, would not 

understand, and would shoot anyone who attempted to arrest him. Although his 

grandfather was ninety miles distant, and it was the middle of winter. Little Wolf-

Willow set out on "the longest, most terrible ride of his life." The wind blew 

straight and level directly down from the Arctic zone, icy, cutting, numbing .... 

Not a human habitation, not a living thing, lay in his path The inresistible 

sleepiness that forebodes freezing began to overcome Little Wolf-Willow." Horse 
% 

and rider fell, exhausted. Corporal Manan came across the sad scene at 

daybreak, and after working for two hours to revive the boy, placed his own 

jacket on Little Wolf-Willow, put him on his own horse, and walked the remaining 

fifteen miles to the Indian camp. 

When Little Wolf-Willow revived in his father's tepee, he began to interpret 

between Beaver-Tail and Corporal Manan. Unaware that he was himself the 
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suspect, Lrttle Wolf-Willow tells the corporal his grandfather's story: 

Yes, my grandfather. Big Wolf-Willow, is here ... and I suppose you will 
have to arrest him. He acknowledges he took the cattle. He was poor, 
hungry, starving. You see. Corporal, he cannot speak English, and he 
does not understand the white men or their laws. He says for me to tell 
you that the white men came and stole all our buffaloes, the millions of 
beautiful animals that supplied us with hides to make our tepees, furs to 
dress in, meat to eat, fat to keep us warm; so he thought it no harm to 
take two small calves when he was hungry. He asks if anyone arrested 
and punished the white men who took all his buffaloes, and. if not, why 
should he be an-ested and punished for doing far less wrong that the 
wrong done by the white man? (256-7) 

Little Wolf Willow's excellent command of English allows him to eloquently 

charge the true robbery, the colonial one. Corporal Manan is dumbfounded, and 

tells Little Wolf-Willow that he had been the suspect. The boy declares that if he 

had known that, he would have allowed himself to be arrested, to protect his 

grandfather, who does not understand. Corporal Manan, shaken, apologizes to 

Little Wolf-Willow, and adds, "When I think of your grandfather's story of the 

millions of buffaloes he has lost, and those two paltry calves he took for food, I 

make no arrests here" (257). The admiration is mutual, for Little Wolf-Willow 

says to Manan, "And you saved me from freezing to death, and brought me 

home on your own horse, when you were sent out to take me to prison!" (257) 

It would be hard to argue that "Little Wolf-Willow" is a realistic story of 

respect and understanding between the white and Indian races. But when 

contrasted with her treatment of cattle thievery thirteen years eariier in the poem, 

"The Cattle Thief." we see that Johnson's effectiveness in eliciting a sympathetic 
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reader response had developed significantly, while her fierceness had mellowed. 

The protest of the lost buffalo is made in both the poem and the story, but in the 

story it is Corporal Manan, not angry ranchers, who provide the foil of listening 

white man or men. In The Cattle Thief," the lost buffalo protest is made by the 

slain old Indian's daughter, but in "Little Wolf-Willow" it is the old Indian himself, 

with his young, educated grandson translating, who makes the protest speech. 

In the poem, the speech is too late, but in the story. Big Wolf-Willow's 

explanation convinces Corporal Manan to make no arrests. 

The "good Indian" now became a familiar trope in the Boys World stories, 

and he occurred in two venues. Little Wolf Willow is an example of the young 

Indian as the protagonist. As such, he portrays honesty, bravery, morality, and 

intelligence in the struggle to come to an understanding with white civilization. 

Stories such as "A Night With North Eagle," "The Scariet Eye," and "The King's 

Coin" present the "good Indian" through the eyes of a young white boy who 

appreciates the wisdom and beauty of Indian culture. In each of these stories, 

the generosity or bravery of an Indian friend saves the boy's life or health. 

Boys Worid published "A Night With 'North Eagle,'" subtitled," A Tale 

Founded on Fact," in January. 1908, a month after "Little Wolf-Willow." The 

story is an imaginative reprise of the incident of the Canadian Pacific Railroad 

delay which Johnson wrote about in the newspaper article, "Among the 

Blackfoots" six years eariier. Sixteen year old Tony is aboard the stalled train 
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with his mother and father. Tony is excited to find himself in the Blackfoot 

reserve, especially when he meets a young Blackfoot t)oy his own age. The 

circumstances of the meeting are interesting, for the Blackfoot boy first notices 

Tony when he reproves a rude passenger who loudly offers the Blackfoot boy's 

father a dollar for the eagle feather in his hair. "What do you shout at him for? .. 

. He isn't deaf because he's Indian" (72). The Blackfoot ignores the passenger 

and walks away without speaking. The conductor explains that this is Chief 

Sleeping Thunder, a wealthy man who owns three thousand head of cattle. This 

incident may be based on Pauline Johnson's own rude attempt to purchase a 

scalp from a powerful chief, and recasting the interchange in this way illustrates 

what she learned from the exchange. 

There are two accounts of how Johnson obtained the scalp that hung from 

her waist during her perfomnances. This first is retold by Walter McRaye, her 

business partner, in his book, Pauline Johnson and Her Friends. According to 

McRaye, Johnson visited an encampment in the company of an officer of the 

Northwest Mounted Police. 

The governing Chief was a tall handsome old man, straight as an arrow, 
with eagle plume in his hair. He carried at his waist a dozen scalp locks. 
Through the interpreter they talked. Pauline Johnson made the mistake 
of trying to buy one of his trophies. The old man drew himself up and 
frowned. The interpreter pressed the point, and told him that Pauline 
was the daughter of fighting Mohawks; that they were great wam'ors and 
had many scalps to their credit. The old boy's eyes lighted up, and 
slowly untying one of, what were to him V.G. medals, he handed it to the 
agent with the words, "Give this to the daughter of fighting men, whose 
eyes are like the dawn. (McRaye 69) 
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The second account is firom Johnson's own Trails of Old Tillicums," published in 

the Vancouver Province in 1910, and it is quite different. Here, Johnson writes 

that she first asked the Mountie what he thought of her chances of securing one 

of the scalps hanging from the chiefs belt. "None, I am afraid," replied the 

Mountie. Johnson then offered "a sum of money far in advance of what I was 

able to spare," but was told "money would not count with the great Blood Chief; 

that he was worth at least $50,000, which he had made in cattle." This Is 

obviously the original model for Chief Sleeping Thunder's wealth of three 

thousand cattle in "A Night With 'North Eagle.'" According to Johnson's account, 

It was the Mountie who offered to approach the chief, appealing to him through 

Johnson's ancestors as great wam'ors against the British. Which account is the 

more accurate is open for speculation, but It seems quite likely that McRaye, as 

the outside observer, was closer to the truth, and that Johnson's two renditions 

illustrate her embarrassment at her own faux pas. In the Boys World story, 

Tony behaves con-ectly, and Chief Sleeping Thunder's son. North Eagle, 
% 

approves of Tony, saying "You not speak loud," and the boys strike up a 

friendship. 

Eventually, North Eagle invites Tony to ride to his camp, sleep ovemight In 

the tepee, and retum in the morning. Tony's mother wom'es that the Indians are 

dangerous: "But they look so wild!... they are wild. Fancy letting our Tony go 

alone into the heart of the Blackfoot country! Oh! I can't think of it!" (74) But the 
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evil in the city of Toronto as he will be with North Eagle in the prairie country, 

why, I congratulate you." North Eagle promised, "I bring him back safe, plenty 

time for train." And Chief Sleeping Thunder spoke for the first time: "'Safe.' Then 

pointing across the prairie, he repeated, 'Safe.'" And so, permission to go is 

granted, and Tony lopes off across the prairie with North Eagle. North Eagle 

shows Tony the animals, plants, and trails of the prairie, but also delivers a 

eulogy on the loss of the great buffalo herds: "they are only spirits now; they will 

never come to me, and I have waited so long, so many days, watching these 

trails, watching, watching, watching—but they never come; no, the buffalo never 

come." 

When they am've at the tepee, Tony meets North Eagle's mother, who Is 

described as "very handsome." The admiring description of the comfort and 

beauty of the tepee's interior is an expansion of the one in "Among the 

Blackfoots." Tony sleeps, for example, on a bed of wolf skins "as soft as 

feathers and as silvery as a cloud." He awakens suddenly to a commotion, 

however, as a rattlesnake had been discovered in the tepee, about to strike 

Tony, and North Eagle has killed it. Of course, this is all very improbable, as 

Johnson herself admits, saying "Rattlesnakes were so rare in the Blackfoot 

country that it gave them all a great shock." The dramatic incident is 

manufactured to show an Indian bravely risking his life for a white boy. 
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Before the boys ride back to the train the next morning, North Eagle's 

mother gives Tony a pair of moccasins and a string of elk's teeth. As North 

Eagle translates, she underscores the cultural "lesson" for this story: "she feels 

the sun's heat in her heart for you, because you do not speak loud to her." As 

the boys are riding. North Eagle gives Tony his very beautiful buckskin shirt he Is 

wearing. Tony returns to North Eagle his own shirt, which is a soft blue silk. As 

a final gesture, Chief Sleeping Thunder rides up to the train, "deliberately" takes 

the eagle plume from his hair, and gives it to Tony. North Eagle translates, once 

again, for a third time, the "speaking loud lesson"; "My father says you are brave, 

and must accept the plume of the brave. His heart turns to you. You do not 

speak loud to him" (80). 

Six months later. Boys World published "The Scariet Eye," which also 

appears to be based on a true story. By now, Johnson was manipulating the 

familiar tropes of colonial discourse as narrative devices to create suspense, a 

fear of danger, and a more exciting story. The first lines, for example, set up an 

ambiguous anticipation. 

"I tell you that fellow is an Indian! You can't fool me! Look at the way he 
walks! He doesn't step; he pads like a panther!" (113) 

The colonial stereotype, "Indian," coupled with the comparison to a panther, is 

ominous, but the hint of danger is brief, and is quickly reversed. 

"Any man is welcome," almost groaned little Jenry, "but, oh, how much 
more welcome an Indian man, eh, Billy?" 

"You bet! said Billy. "He'll show us a way out of this. Yes, he's Indian. I 
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can see his long hair now. Look! I can see the fringe up the sleeves of his 
shirt; it is buckskin!" (113) 

Johnson has given the fearful Indian stereotype a twist, because these boys, 

instead of being frightened, are relieved. Jerry sighs "contentedly," and says 

"'He'll help us out, Billy. There's nothing he won't know how to do!' And the little 

boy's eyes grew moist with the relief of knowing help was at last at hand." 

The boys' relief is an unexpected response, and one that would have had 

Johnson's young Boy Scout readers curious and interested. The Indian, when 

he gets close enough, is revealed as "a tall, splendidly made Cree, with eyes like 

jewels and hands as slender and small as a woman's." These terms-

"splendidly made,"" jewels," "slender and smair-suggest beauty and value, 

rather than danger. The Cree immediately sees "the outstretched figure, the 

pallid face, of young Jerry, whose forehead was wrinkled with evident pain." 

Billy explained that Jerry's horse had stepped in a badger hole, broke its leg. and 

Jeny had been thrown with the result of a possibly broken ankle. He adds that 

"Our father is Mr. Maclntyre, the Hudson Bay Factor at Fort o' Farewell." The 

Cree examines Jerry's ankle, and sees that it is broken. "We make camp." he 

announces. Billy, however, is anxious to get his brother to a doctor, fearing that 

without proper setting, Jeny will be lame for life. The boys had been riding home 

from school in Winnipeg, a distance of a hundred and sixty miles. 

The Cree reassures Billy that his brother will not be lame: "I good doctor." He 

tells them his name is Five Feathers, and Billy exclaims "Five Feathers!... Oh, 
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I've often heard father speak of you. Father loves you. He says you are the best 

Indian In the whole Hudson Bay country" (114-5). Five Feathers smiles, then 

begins "doctoring." "He was busy slitting one of the sleeves from his buckskin 

shirt, cutting it into bandages. His knife was already shaping splints from the 

scrub poplar." Five Feathers discovers "a small scarlet blossom" growing 

nearby, pulls it up, "root and all," and sets it in the teakettle which he gets to 

boiling on a small fire. "Sleeping medicine," he says to Billy. "He will not have 

pain." Five Feathers instructs Billy to ride on to Fort o'Farewell to get a wagon for 

Jerry. "I stay with him. Maybe four, five days before you get there and send 

wagon back. You trust me? I give him sleeping medicine. I watch him. You 

trust me~Five Feathers?" 

Billy says he trusts Five Feathers, and watches while the Indian takes the 

red liquid from the teakettle. 

Suddenly the Indian snatched up the prostrate boy to a sitting posture. 
One hand was around the boy's shoulder, the other held the tin cup, 
brimming with reddening, glue-like stuff. 

"Quick!" he saio, looking at Billy. "You trust me?" 
"Yes," said the boy, very quietly. "Give it to him." 
"Yes," said Jeny; "give it to me." (116) 

The boys must trust Five Feathers, and the trust is quickly rewarded. Jerry falls 

unconscious, and Five Feathers quickly peels off Jerry's sock, clicks the bone 

into place and splints it. Jerry wakes up almost immediately, saying "Oh, I wish I 

could have stayed ... with the scariet flowers!... I've been dreaming, I think... 

I thought I was walking among fields and fields of scariet flowers." Five Feathers 
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is satisfied, explaining that when one sees the red flowers, it means a rapid 

recovery. 

Billy leaves for help, and Jerry was "utterly alone, with leagues of untracked 

prairie about him, alone with Five Feathers, a strange Indian, who sat silently 

nearby." When Jerry awakens from a nap, the skills of Indian camping are 

apparent, for Five Feathers has made "the jolliest little tepee made of nnany 

branches of poplar and cottonwood, sides and roof all one thick mass of green 

leaves and branches woven together like basketwork" and a delicious stew of 

prairie chicken. Five Feathers asks Jerry if he dreamed again of the red flowers, 

and when Jerry says yes. Five Feathers responds, "It is good ... Very good. 

You will now have what we call The Scarlet Eye.'" He explains that this means 

Jenry will become a great medicine man, "what you white men call 'doctor*... 

You will be a great and humane medicine man. You have seen the Scarlet Eye. 

It is a sign of kindness to your fellow man." When Jerry falls asleep for the 

night. Five Feathers takes off his own buckskin shirt and folds it for a pillow for 

the boy. "Then, naked to the waist, he laid himself down outside near the fire-

and he, too, slepf (121). In "A Night With "North Eagle,'" the Indian gives the 

white boy his own buckskin shirt, so that he rides up to the train "stripped to the 

waist." In both stories the Indian is naked to the waist as a result of a generous 

or protective gesture toward the white boy. 

The third day Billy retums, along with Jenys mother and father, and all three 
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declare Five Feathers not only a "good Indian," but the "Best Indian in all the 

Hudson Bay country." Jerry is glad to see his parents, but he is sad to leave 

Five Feathers. Five Feathers reassures him, however, that "You not leave me, 

not for long ... You come back some day, when you great doctor. Maybe you 

doctor my own people. I wait for that time." The likelihood that the story is 

essentially true is sealed with the final paragraph: 

This all happened long ago. and last year Jerry Maclntyre graduated 
from McGill University in Montreal with full honors in medicine. He had 
three or four splendid offers to begin his medical career, but he refused 
them all. smilingly, genially, and to-day he is back there, devoting his life 
and skill to the tribe of Five Feathers, "best Indian in all the Hudson Bay 
country." (122) 

In 1909, the year following the publication of The Scariet Eye," Johnson 

retired from her travels and settled in an apartment in Vancouver, where she 

wrote prolifically for the next three years until cancer began to overtake her. 

Vancouver was a young and rapidly growing city, a favorite of hers, and she had 

many friends and supporters there. During 1909 she continued to write for Boys 

Worid and for Mothers Magazine. In 1910 she added the Vancouver Province to 

her clients, and occasionally the same story, or a rewrite of a story, would appear 

in more than one magazine. In all, more than forty separate articles, poems, and 

stories written by Pauline Johnson were published in 1910 alone. Although few 

of the eariy stories were predominantly native in theme, by 1910 neariy all the 

stories were on native subjects. 

A sizable number of these also focussed on women's stories and issues as 
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Johnson spoke out both as a native and as a woman. A handwritten manuscript, 

titled The Stings of Civilization," was recently found by the Vancouver Museum 

and was transcribed in 1993 (Appendix H). The essay was apparently intended 

for Mothers Maga7ine but the date of writing is unknown, and it was never 

published. The Stings of Civilization" is a demarcation of how far was too far in 

challenging the dominant discourse. What is debatable is exactly why this 

particular essay went unpublished. What passages in the text, specifically, 

triggered its rejection? 

The essay is written in an especially strong female voice. The voice Is 

native, but it is also unmistakably female in concern. "In her untaught and 

primitive state ... there was no happier woman in all this worid" than the Indian 

mother, she begins. Johnson reminds her reader that "In other articles 

published in this magazine," she has shown that the Indian woman, especially 

the mother, is honored by the men and children of the tribe. Johnson is aware 

that in saying this, she is contradicting one of the suppositions of colonial 

discourse, for she adds, "notwithstanding all that has been said and written to 

the contrary." She lists the duties of an Indian mother - carrying the burdens, 

chopping the wood, hoeing the com, but denies that these make the Indian 

woman "a beast of burden." Instead, "all this is woman's wori(," and is accepted 

in the same way an American or English woman accepts that washing, splitting 

wood, and carrying coal is woman's work. But Johnson does not stop here, and 
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gives two examples of white women working in ways that "No Indian Man ever 

asked or permitted his womankind to do." The first example, seen from railway 

carriage windows "right in the state of Ohio," are white women pitching hay and 

driving harvest machinery. The second, more shocking example, is from the 

Canadian Northwest. To make the example as shocking as possible, Johnson 

describes the women as "flaxen-haired" and "creamy-skinned," both signs of 

delicacy and beauty, but these women are "hitched to a plough in bands like 

horses." 

Johnson finds this use of women to be "a pitiful sight blotting the freedom of 

God's virgin prairies," and it reminds her of the travesty of wife abuse; "the vice 

that prevails amongst the lower orders of white men ... who from unbridled 

temper or mere brutality beat their wives if immediate submission is not given to 

them." These lines are probably the ones that prevented this article's publication 

in Mothers Magazine. It is after this, however, that Johnson warms to her 

subject, for the rest of the essay is a more focussed discussion of the dilemma of 

child-rearing the modem Indian mother faces. In order for an Indian child to be 

successful, she must not teach him in accordance with her time-honored ways. 

Instead, 

She must teach him to go the wrong way according to her own 
standards, to do the wrong thing, to commit follies, vulgarisms, crimes, 
everything that she abhors, she must guide him towards being a failure, 
to bury his pride, to disregard honour, to desert the ways of the very 
parents who bore him. If she fails to do this she knows her child will fail 
in the race with civilization (Appendix H) 
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She then gives powerful illustrations of the Indian mother's dilemma in three 

major areas: religion, combat, and possession. Under religion, she discusses 

three situations. In the first, the Indian mother "has been taught that the 

goodness of the Great Spirit - or God - is free to everybody... that it is an insult 

to the Great Spirit to speak of, or handle, money In connection with worship of 

Him." Yet she must teach her child to put money in the collection plate In a 

Christian church. The second is that she can no longer teach her child that the 

Great Spirit loves humankind and provides a Happy Hunting Grounds for them 

after death. Instead, "she must teach her child that wrongdoing will estrange him 

from this all good Great SpiriT and "thrust" him "into the horrors of the White 

man's Hell." Thirdly, "she has been brought up to believe that to supplicate the 

Great Spirit for favours and mercies, is an insult to his intelligence," but she must 

teach her child to kneel and pray. 

The second illustration is in the area is courage and combat: 

She has been reared to think that personal courage and bravery are the 
first and finest qualities in the character of man. That to meet your 
enemy, or an enemy of your fathers, or your household, to fight him and 
slay him in single combat is a matter of untarnished honour, of highest 
herohood. (Appendix H) 

But the Indian mother must teach her son "that bloodshed is a horror, not an 

honour," even though she feels she is teaching him to be "a weakling, a coward." 

The third illustration is what Johnson calls "a peculiar socialism." 

Traditionally, Indian children were taught to share what they have with the less 
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fortunate, lhat possession of means is nothing short of crime if any known being 

is without such possessions." With a touch of irony, Johnson observes that there 

are "consequently no Indian Camegies or Rockefellers." Now, however, the 

Indian mother must teach Ihe Whiteman's thrift," which she knows %vill all end in 

his acquiring an avarice, which is a crime unknown to his ancestors." 

Apart from these huge philosophical differences, there are the small ones, 

such as the White custom of boys wearing short hair. Although the Indian 

mother still considers long hair to be the "badge of the Indian's prowess as a 

wam'or and a brave," she knows that 1o compete with White boys, to be 

educated in the ways of the whiteman's civilization, her boy must never wear 

long hair." She can remember her mother telling her brother. 

Ah, Little Arrow, we shall have you wearing a fine long scalp-lock soon. 
Then when you are big like your sire and grandsire, you can fling the 
war whoop towards your enemies and defy them to take your hair. Jeer 
at them, dare them to do it, but remember, if that lock is ever shorn from 
your head, your honour goes with it. So guard it, treasure it with your 
life, do not lose your honour while you have life to fight for it. (Appendix 
H) 

The Indian woman's "position as a mother demands that she instruct her children 

in things that she does not believe in herself, in customs of which she does not 

approve, in walks of life which she regards as detrimental to their honor and 

manhood." The Indian mother "ignores her own convictions, stifles her own 

beliefs the better to fit her child to face the worid." By illustrating how the 

concept of hell affected even the relationship of an Indian mother to her children, 
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this text deconstructs nothing less than the fundamental Christian supposition of 

hell. 

The Great Spirit of her forefathers loves the human race, and after 
death will give them Happy Hunting Grounds for their heritage. Now 
however, she must teach her child that wrongdoing will estrange him 
from this all good Great Spirit, that he may be thnjst into the horrors of 
the White man's Hell. In her pagan heart she knows that there is but 
one worid for the Indian's soul, but she must teach her child of a good 
and bad worid to come though her heart will never believe it and she 
feels she is instructing falsity. (Appendix H) 

As "Stings of Civilization" illustrates, Pauline Johnson's series for Mothers 

Magazine was a forum for her concerns for women and as a woman; many of 

the stories, some of which were collected in Moccasin Maker, would easily fit into 

a feminist bibliography. Johnson's feminism was both a part of, and distinct 

from, her ethnicism. Her heroines are always also Indians, and the issues of 

race and gender are intricately bound together, especially when the Indian 

heroine falls in love with a white hero ... or more accurately, a white anti-hero. 

They account for A by the fact that I am a Redskin, but I am something else, 

too-1 am a woman." These first lines of "As It Was in the Beginning," a short 

story included in The Moccasin Maker, foreground a complexity in Pauline 

Johnson's writing that she considered important. Her writing can be neither 

examined nor explained as the discourse of an ethnic minority solely. Pauline 

Johnson was a woman, a strong-minded, independent, and intelligent woman, 

and her discourse was also already a feminist discourse. 

The exceptional power of "As It Was in the Beginning" is augmented by the 
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rare first person narration which heightens the immediacy and the realism of the 

story. The word "I" appears three times in the first sentence and twice in the 

second: "I remember the first time I saw him." The strongly gendered tone 

begins with this first mention of him," and is deepened by a string of masculine 

identifiers: 

He came up the trail with some Hudson's Bay /ma/e/trappers, and they 
stopped at the door of my father's tepee. He seem  ̂even then, 
fourteen years ago, an old man: his hair seemed just as thin and white, 
his hands just as trembling and fleshless as they were a month since. 
when I saw him for what I pray his God is the last time. (144) 

The narrator's parents are presented In heavily laden traditional male and female 

symbolism: "My father sat In the tepee, polishing buffalo homs and smoking 

[phallic]-, my mother, wrapped In her blanket [womb], crouched [childbirth] over 

her quill-work [a woman's proper occupation] on the buffalo-skin at his side [a 

woman's proper place]. The narrator, however, is identified as being outside the 

gender dichotomy, an Innocent, dreaming of other worids: "I was lounging at the 

doorway, idling, watching, as I always watched, the thin, distant line of sky and 

prairie; wondering, as I always wondered, what lay beyond it." 

Then he came." The innocence is broken: "He" cam'ed two symbols: "a 

long black coar which the narrator now knows as "the sign of his office," and "a 

black leather-covered book" which the narrator "in all the years" she has known 

him, has "never seen him without." There is a disjunction in this passage, a 

disjunction which reveals a purposeful disdain for Christianity. The narrator Is 
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recxsunting a story which began fourteen years earlier, and is bringing it to the 

present. In the present, considering what is about to befall the idling, dreaming 

Cree child of the narrator's past, she well knows that the book is the Holy Bible, 

yet she chooses, in the present storytelling, to identify it only by its physical 

appearance: a purposeful ignorance, a disdainful choice of words. 

The tone of ironic disjunction continues as the Hudson Bay trappers 

"explained" to the narrator's father that the black book of the "Blackcoaf 

contained a magic that "brought greater things than all the Happy Hunting 

Grounds of our ancestors." As the reader soon learns, the narrator is speaking 

ironically, even sarcastically, for this "magic," these "greater things," included the 

devastating loss of the Happy Hunting Grounds. Just as Adam and Eve were 

separated forever firom Eden by their sudden knowledge of the good-evil 

dichotomy, the "White man's Hell" forever separated the Indian from the secure 

knowledge of a peaceful afteriife. A peaceful afteriife was now not only in doubt, 

but contingent upon one's own behavior, for "wrongdoing" could result in one 

being "thrust into the horrors of the White man's Hell." 

"As It Was in the Beginning," a title which plays on liturgy, begins with a 

powerful fictional account of the original occurrence of this cultural and religious 

intersection. On the first day, the nanrator's father "listened, and listened." Like 

the serpent of Genesis, it is through the ear, through the use of words, that the 

missionary destroyed the Eden of the Cree. The Blackcoat "came, all the time 
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he came, and my father welcomed him." The narrator's mother, however, 

disliked the Blackcoat, and refusing to respond in this exchange between men, 

"always sat in silence at work with the quills." The nan-ator, on the other hand, 

was fascinated by the Blackcoats stories, especially those about heaven and 

hell. 

I used to listen intently to the tale of the strange new place he called 
"heaven," of the gold crown, of the white dress, of the great music; and 
then he would tell of that other strange place—hell. My father and I 
hated it; we feared it, we dreamt of it, we trembled at it. (145) 

With the wisdom of hindsight, the narrator now sees that the Blackcoat saw the 

effect of his talk of hell on his small audience, "and he used it as a whip to lash 

us Into his new religion." It Is the mother, again, who resisted the Blackcoat, 

laughing scornfully after he had left, "If the white man made this Blackcoat's hell, 

let him go to It. It is for the man who found it first. No hell for Indians, just Happy 

Hunting Grounds. Blackcoat can't scare me." But in the end, exchange was 

between the two men, and the girl-child narrator was the currency. One day, the 

missionary laid his hand on the child's head and said to her father, "Give me this 

little girl, chief. Let me take her to the mission school; let me keep her, and teach 

her of this great God and his etemal heaven." The mother, in the only word she 

ever spoke to the Blackcoat, snaps "No," but it does no good. It Is the father who 

smokes for a half hour, then speaks; 

"I am an old man, Blackcoat. I shall not leave the God of my fathers. I 
like not your strange God's ways-all of them. I like not His two new 
places for me when I am dead. Take this child, Blackcoat, and save her 
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from hell." (146) 

Fear of the white man's hell forced the father to give his daughter to the 

missionary. 

The nan^ator tells of her trials at the mission school, leaming to dress like the 

white people and to speak English. Years went by, and as she came into her 

womanhood, she became "strangely wearied of them all," and longed for her 

father's tepee. But the Blackcoat, who is now called by the obviously patriarchal 

title, "Father Paul" by the narrator, always refused her with a "gentle sigh." She 

would steal away to watch the sun set across the prairie, and her golden-curied 

childhood playmate, Laurence, nephew to Father Paul, would come calling for 

her. Truant, truant, Esther; can't we make you happy?" But one night 

something was changed, and the handsome young man said "Esther, Esther, 

can't I make you happy?" 

Laurence locked his amis around Esther, and as her blood rushed from her 

heart she knew that she loved him. "Stay, stay for me," Laurence begged, and 

Esther forgot her father's tepee, the "wild stretch of prairie," even her own Cree 

language. She could think only of this man, this fair, proud, tender man who 

held me in his arms, in his heart. My soul prayed his great white God, in that 

moment, that He let me have only this." The young couple retumed to the 

mission, and Esther went to her room. Laurence could not sleep, and was 

discovered by Father Paul at one in the morning. From her room, Esther could 
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overhear their conversation. Proudly, Laurence told Father Paul that he is in 

love with Esther. The "harsh ring" in Father Paul's voice as he asks "Did you 

speak of marriage?" is new to Esther and to Laurence. "Why, you can't many 

this girt," Father Paul insists. 

" . . .  p o o r  E s t h e r  c o m e s  o f  u n c e r t a i n  b l o o d ;  w o u l d  i t  d o  f o r  y o u ~ t h e  
missionary's nephew, and adopted son. you might say-to marry the 
daughter of a pagan Indian? Her mother is hopelessly uncivilized; her 
father has a dash of French somewhere-half-breed, you know, my boy, 
half-breed." Then, with still lower tone and half-shut, crafty eyes, he 
added: The blood is a bad. bad mixture." (152) 

Father Paul avows that he is very fond of Esther, and that his whole heart "is with 

the Indian people," that his whole life "has been devoted to bringing them to 

Christ," but "it is a different thing to marry one of them." Father Paul urges 

Laurence to marry, instead, the daughter of the Hudson's Bay factor. Again, two 

men are discussing the exchange of a woman for a political purpose. "A union of 

the Church and the Hudson's Bay will mean great things." 

Listening fi-om her room, Esther is frozen, scarcely able to believe these 

words from her "white father," her "life-long friend who pretended to love me, to 

care for my happiness." 

In a second all the care, the hollow love he had given me since my 
childhood, were as things that never existed. I hated that old mission 
priest as I hated his white man's hell. I hated his long, white hair; I 
hated his thin, white hands; I hated his body, his soul, his voice, his 
black book-oh. how I hated the very atmosphere of him! (153) 

While Laurence "sat motionless, his face buried in his hands," Father Paul 

continued: "you can't trust her, my son. What would you do with a wife who 
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might any day break from you to return to her prairies and her buckskins?" 

Father Paul's likeness to the serpent of Eden now becomes physical, as "His 

eyes grew smaller, more glittering, more fascinating." He makes "an odd, secret 

sort of movement towards Laurence." then continuing with his smooth, serpent

like words projects onto Esther his own character 

Think of her silent ways, her noiseless step; the giri slides about like an 
apparition; her quick fingers, her wild longings~l don't know why, but 
with all my fondness for her, she reminds me sometimes of a strange— 
snake. (153-4) 

Laurence, like Eve and the serpent in the garden. Is finally convinced, "You're 

right, uncle; perhaps I'd better not; I'll go away, I'll forget her, and then-well, 

then-yes, you are right, it is a different thing to marry one of them." Father Paul, 

his goal accomplished, arose, lost his "peering, crafty expression," "resumed the 

dignity of a minister of the living God," and said goodnight. Suddenly Esther 

understands everything: "He had robbed me of my native faith, of my parents, of 

my people, of this last, this life of love that would have made a great, good 

woman of me." In the closet of her room, Esther finds the bundle of her buckskin 

dress, slips it under her arm, and goes downstairs with the intention of finally 

running away, But as she stops to look one last time at the beautiful, sleeping 

Laurence, jealousy of the daughter of the Hudson's Bay factor rises up, and 

Something in my heart seemed to speak; it said over and over again, 
"Kill him, kill him; she will never have him then. Kill him. It will break 
Father Paul's heart and blight his life. He has killed the best of you, of 
your womanhood; kill his best, his pride, his hope-his sister's son." 
(155) 
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Esther recalls the old missionary calling her "a strange snake. A snake? The 

idea wound itself about me like the very coils of a serpent." She remembers, 

buried in the beaded bag of her buckskin dress, "a little thing rolled in tan" that 

her mother had given her. While it was her father who delivered her to the 

Blackcoat, it is the mother who provides her deliverance firom the Blackcoat with 

"a small flint arrow-head dipped in the venom of some strange snake" Esther 

scratches the sleeping Laurence's wrist twice with the arrowhead, then leaves 

the mission. Laurence's death appears to be a snake bite, and although Esther 

is suspected, there is no proof. The story closes with the same thought as it 

began: 

They account for it by the fact that I am a Redskin. 
They seem to have forgotten I am a woman. (156) 

These haunting words firaming the story affirm that within colonial discourse, 

ethnic identity supersedes gender identity. 

This intenA^eaving of Indian and feminist points of view is not unique to this 

late Pauline Johnson story, but was present from the beginning of her career. 

The most seriously critical speeches are often spoken by woman, so that 

ethnicity and gender are both foregrounded. In "A Cry From an Indian Wife" 

(1884), for example, the content of the protest is ethnic, but the speaker has a 

distinctive point of view as a woman and a wife. "A Strong Race Opinion" (1892) 

deconstructs a common fictional Indian stereotype, the gendered stereotype of 

the Indian maiden. In "A Red Giri's Reasoning" (1893), half-breed Christie 
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proves to have a stronger character, a greater moral sense, and more 

intelligence than her young blond-haired husband, Charlie. In The Cattle Thief 

(1894), it is again the chiefs daughter who delivers the powerfully persuasive 

speech over her father's slain body. 

The final quarter of her London essay, The Lodge of the Law-Makers," 

(1906) argues that because the Iroquois have a position for women in their 

system of govemment, the Iroquois are more advanced than the British in this 

area. "I have heard that the daughters of this vast city cry out for a voice in the 

Parliament of this land," she writes, yet among the Iroquois, fifty hereditary 

matrons have the sole right to choose the male members of the Iroquois Grand 

Council. The "wisdom" and "learning" of these fifty women prove that women in 

general are excellent judges of "men and their intellectual qualities, their aptness 

for public life, and their integrity." Johnson presents the Iroquois system as a 

model for the respectful incorporation of women into govemment. The old and 

powerful chiefs-in-council never attempt to question her decision; her 

appointment is final." On the occasion of the installation of a new council 

member, a matron may address the council herself, "and she is listened to not 

only with attention, but respect." In Johnson's view, women's suffrage is not in 

question; it is a self-evident sign of enlightenment. She concludes with a rude 

reminder to her English readers; "I have not yet heard of fifty white women even 

among those of noble birth who may speak and be listened to in the lodge of the 
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law-makers here." In this unusual nfiove, Pauline Johnson employs native 

tradition to support white feminist issues of suffrage, attention, and respect. 

In 1908, Johnson wrote a series of stories and articles about Indian mothers 

for Mothers Magazine. A partial list includes: 

Jan 3 "Mothers of a Great Red Race" 
Feb 3 "Winter Indoor Life of the Indian Mother and Children" 
Feb 4 "Mother o' the Men" 
June 3 "How One Resourceful Mother Planned an Inexpensive Outing" 
July 3 "Outdoor Occupations of the Indian Mother and Her Children" 
Sep 3 "Heroic Indian Mothers" 
Nov 3 "Mother of the Motheriess" 

Although these articles may not have contained much protest content, they 

nonetheless valued and highlighted the activities of mothers. Feariess 

motherhood was valued beyond all else, and in 1909, Johnson serialized a 

biography of her own mother, which proved to be a watershed for her as she 

depicted her mother's unusual life and heroism. 

This biography is entitled, simply, "My Mother The Story of a Life of Unusual 

Experiences." An author's note precedes Part 1: 

This is the story of my mother's life, every incident of which she related 
to me herself. I have neither exaggerated nor curtailed a single 
circumstance in relating this story. I have supplied nothing through 
Imagination, nor have I heightened the coloring of her unusual 
experiences. 

Despite this affinmation of truthfulness, Johnson alters the name of her heroine. 

The nan-ative begins in 1829 with eight-year-old "Lydia Bestman" standing on the 

deck of a sailing ship departing England for the New World. The girl was already 
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"grave and old," for her mother had died when she was only two, her father had 

remarried when she was six, and she had been sent away to boarding school 

until the family emigrated. The stepmother was a "very cold and chilling type of 

Englishwoman" who ignored her husband's first family, but it was the father, "a 

very narrow religionist, of the type that say many prayers and quote much 

Scripture" who tenrified his children, for he beat them, "both giris and boys-so 

severely that outsiders were at times compelled to interfere" (24). This eariy lack 

of love and understanding later drove "poor, little, love-hungry Lydia Into alien 

but, fortunately, loyal and noble arms ... where the first real kindness she had 

ever known called to her" (26). 

To escape this cruel, loveless household, Lydia's older sister, Elizabeth, 

accepted the mamage proposal of Mr. Evans, a thirty-year-old missionary. 

"Why, you can't many him, 'Liza!" exclaimed Lydia, "He's ever so old, and he 

lives way up in Canada, among the Indians" (28). But Elizabeth, with the 

youthful zeal of a seventeen-year-old, "desired to be a laborer in Christ's 

vineyard," and work among the Indians. And she took her younger sister along. 

As they am'ved at their new home, a handsome young Indian boy, "George 

Mansion," helped them out of the carnage. His gentlemanly manner amazed 

Lydia. "She had never seen an Indian, consequently was trying to refonm her 

ideas regarding them. She had not expected to see anything like this self-

poised, scrupulously-dressed, fine-featured, dark stripling" (32). 
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Over the next seven years. George t>ecame Lydia's best friend, for in him 

she found the kindness and warmth she had never experienced. But when she 

saw him assuming his title among the chiefs of the Grand Council, "she realized 

that her boy companion had gone a little beyond her, perhaps a little above her" 

(34). After the ceremony, George introduced Lydia to his mother. In words that 

echo The Lodge of the Law-Makers," Johnson depicts George's respect and 

reverence for his mother, and the power she holds as Chief Matron of her 

relatives. But when George's parents select an appropriate bride for the young 

chief, he declines, and confesses he has fallen in love with Lydia, the white girl. 

Unfortunately, if he marries Lydia, his sons will not inherit his title, which is 

passed from mother to son. His mother objects, but George is determined, and 

he proposes to Lydia. Lydia accepts, for she realizes that she, too. has been In 

love for a long time with this man. 

. . .  r e v e r e d ,  r e s p e c t e d ,  l o o k e d  u p  t o  b y  a  v a s t  n a t i o n ,  a  m a n  o f  s t e r i i n g  
worth, of considerable wealth as riches were counted in those days, a 
man polished in the usages and etiquette of her own people, who 
conducted himself with faultless grace, who would have shown brilliantly 
in any drawing room ... a man young, stalwart, handsome, with an 
aristocratic lineage that bred him a native gentleman, with a grand old 
title that had come down to him through six hundred years of honor in 
warfare and the high places of his people. (47-8) 

George began building a fine home, and they made plans for Lydia to travel to 

an older mam'ed sister's in Eastern Canada, where George would join her and 

they would be married. The sister, however, is outraged, and sneers at the idea 

of marrying an Indian. Lydia counters that her Indian can give her a better home 
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than the threadbare house of her sister, and that he has given her more love 

than she ever received from her harsh and chilly family. When the sister tells 

Lydia's news to her clergyman husband, he abruptly orders Lydia to leave. 

Tou will leave this house at once, to-night. Tonight, do you hear? I'll have 
no Indian come here after my wife's sister. I hope you quite understand 
me?" (51) 

As Lydia packs, she hears her sister entreating her husband not to send Lydia 

away when she has no place to stay, and she hears the clergyman's reply: "Not 

another night, not another meal, in this house while I am its master." As she 

says goodbye to her sister. Lydia says 

The man I am to marry loves me, honors me too much to treat me as a 
mere possession. I know that he will never tell me he is "master." 
George Mansion may have savage blood in his veins, but he has 
grasped the meaning of the word"Christianity" far more fully than your 
husband has." (52) 

Lydia finds help in the home of a friend, the wife of a major in the British army, 

and this kind and open-hearted woman assists the young couple. 

The mam'age is a happy one. and the children that were bom were "beings 

of a new worid, a new nation." and they were raised "on the strictest lines of both 

Indian and English principles" (69). Lydia "made it her life service to inspire, 

foster and elaborate within these children the pride of race, the value of that 

copper-tinted skin which they all displayed." "My Mother" ends with Lydia 

encouraging her youngest daughter in her attempts to write poetry, saying it was 

the thing she had always wanted to do herself. 
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The respect and sensttivtty for both the Indian and the female that permeate 

this personal narrative are inextricably intertwined. Lydia, married to a native 

man, Is treated with far more loving kindness and equality than her sister, 

mam'ed to a white man. The native husband and the white wife are free of the 

cx)lonial patriarchy which afflicts the other three mam'ages in the story. 

After publishing this long story in 1909, Johnson seemed freed to write 

prol'tfically on a variety of subjects over the next several years. Several of the 

stories published in 1910 were especially effective in depicting a woman's 

strength in behalf of her child or children. Although many of these heroines were 

native women, Johnson was not averse to telling a good story about a white 

woman, even a white settler. The Nest Builder," for example, is a true story that 

begins in a train station in rural Manitoba. A mother with nine children has 

dlsembarî ed to discover that her husband is not there to meet her, for he has 

gone to some remote ranch looking for work. It takes three days for the father to 

be found, but although the mother has no money and has no altemative but to 

wait in the bare little station, she is remarkably good-natured and without 

complaint. She and the children make a sport of "camping" until he comes. 

The Hendersons can build only a tiny lumber and tar-paper house, eighteen 

by twelve, for their new home, yet the woman's spirit is remarkable, and far 

stronger than her husband's. "Poor, unresourceful Henderson surveyed the 

crowded shack helplessly, but that round-faced, smiling wife of his was not a 
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particle discouraged" (197). Soon the father and children caught her 

enthusiasm. The children's beds were tucked away on little bunk shelves, and 

Mrs. Henderson began baking bread tor every English bachelor ranchman 

within ten miles." She did their washing and ironing as well, and made and sold 

berry jam. By spring she had enough money to buy a cow. When the children 

found three wild duck nests, she purchased chicken eggs and slipped six into 

each nest so that the unsuspecting duck mothers hatched them all, providing the 

Hendersons with a nice flock. 

The nanrator relates that all this happened twenty years ago, and Mrs. 

Henderson is now well off. When the narrator met Mrs. Henderson recently, "her 

wonderfully youthful face was as round and smiling as if she had never battled 

through the years in a hand-to-hand fight to secure a home in the pioneer days 

of Manitoba." Mrs. Henderson explains her success thus: "I just jollied things 

along, and laughed over the hard places. It makes them easier then" (200). 

In both The Nest Builder" and "My Mother" the heroines exhibit character, 

strength, and independence that were unusual for their time. Lydia opposes her 

family, particulariy her patriarchal brother-in-law, in her choice of a husband; Mrs. 

Henderson propels her family to success by an unusual show of good will and 

resourcefulness. Yet both women remain within traditional roles as wives and 

mothers. "Catharine of the'Crow's Nest'" is another matter. One of the last 

stories published, it originally appeared in the Dec. 5,1910 Issue of Mothers 
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Magayine. and was collected in The Moccasin Maker Catharine is a Kootenay 

native woman who lives alone, high in Crow's Nest Pass in the Canadian 

Rockies. She is hired to cook for the construction crew who are building the 

railroad through the pass. Although the foreman has a log cabin built for her at 

the camp. Catharine insists on traveling the treacherous trail to her own shack, a 

mile distant, every night. She is respected by the men, and Wingate, the young 

engineer in charge, admires her. "She was so silent, so capable, so stubborn" 

(91). Whenever he tries to convince her to stay at the cabin in camp, she is not 

swayed, and persists in returning home, even after the snows begin. 

Her Vague, haunting look" somehow reminds young Wingate of the great 

tragedy of his life: the drowning of his wife and baby daughter in Kootenay Lake 

while he had been out prospecting for gold. Their overtumed canoe had been 

found drifting, and the baby's bonnet washed up upon the shore. To try to 

forget, Wingate had thrown himself into the difficult task of engineering the 

construction of the railroad through Crow's Nest Pass, but Catharine's mournful 

eyes upon him seemed to divine his past. 

Now as the snows fell, he became increasingly concerned for Catharine, 

who insisted on walking through the snow to her home every night. One 

moming, after a fierce blizzard. Wingate became alamned when Catharine did 

not appear. With the foreman, he strapped on snowshoes and trudged to her 

cabin, fearing she had been lost in the storm. Catharine was safe, however, and 
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she invited the men in to wann themselves at the fire. As they did so, a small 

hand appeared from undemeath a pile of blankets, and the men discovered 

Catharine's secret: a small child was her reason for retuming home each night. 

When Wingate asks why she won't bring the child to the log cabin in the 

construction camp, Catharine replies, Tour camp no place for girl child." 

Your men they rough, they get whiskey sometimes. They fight. They 
speak bad words, what you call swear. I not want her hear that. I not 
want her see whiskey man. (96) 

Wingate is ashamed, as he tums to his foreman, "What a reproach! Here our 

gang is~the vanguard of the highest civilization, but unfit for association with a 

little Indian child!" Then he notices that the child is white. "Catharine, was your 

husband white?" he asks, to which she somewhat defiantly answers, "I got no 

husban.'" When Catharine pulls back the covers, Wingate is shocked to look into 

the face of his own lost daughter. "VburcMd-"Catharine "half questioned, half 

affimned." 

Catharine tells Wingate that she was among a band of Kootenay passing by 

Kootenay Lake when they found Wingate's drowned wife and the neariy dead 

baby. They had given the baby to Catharine because she could speak a little 

English. As they traveled through Crow's Nest Pass, the baby had become ill, so 

the band built a small shack and left Catharine and the baby behind with plenty 

of food. When the railroad crew came, Catharine had immediately suspected 

Wingate was the baby's father, for "the little thing was the perfect mirror of him." 
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Catharine had been torn between her desire to keep the child and her gladness 

to have found its father. She had seen the sonrow in Wingate's face, and finally 

decided that Wingate was like a son to her, and she should "Yind him his baby" to 

make him happy. 

Hours later, Wingate and Brown left the shack with the little giri and headed 

for the construction camp, but Wingate stopped and looked back. He saw 

Catharine standing in her doonvay, alone, watching them, and he could not 

leave. He tumed back. 

Tou are right," he said, "I cannnot keep my little giri in that rough camp. 
You said it was no place for a giri child. You are right. I will send her 
into Calgary until my survey is over. Catharine, will you go with her, 
take care of her, nurse her, guard her for me? You said I was as your 
own son; will you be that good mother to me that you want to be? Will 
you do this for your white boy?" (101) 

Catharine's happiness is complete, for now she has not only a small daughter, 

but a son. Catharine is strong, independent, and unmam'ed, yet her reward, and 

her happiness, are, like Lydia Bestman and Mrs. Henderson, in the mother role. 

The older native protecting and caring for the younger white person is a 

familiar trope from The Scariet Eye" and "A Night With 'North Eagle.'" What is 

unusual in this story is that Catharine is a native woman mothering white 

"children." She is fiercely protective of the baby, and can only give her up when 

she "adopts" the baby's father, Wingate. Catharine-silent, strong, and 

independent, both native and woman-is intensely loyal to the good white people 

who treat her with respect. 
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The more than 80 short stories written between 1906 and 1912 present a 

variety of voices and ethnic identities, but increasingly, these became exclusively 

native stories. Many of the later stories were the beautiful and complex 

fictionalizations of oral Squamish legends that were collected as Legends of 

Vancouver These stories formed a new and unique hybrid genre which 

integrated ethnology, oral tradition, and fiction. In the next chapter we will 

examine these last stories in which Johnson was most successful in creating a 

minority discourse that worked from within the dominant discourse, in which she 

was able to call into question colonial assumptions while avoiding the instigation 

of a colonial reaction. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A NATIVE DISCOURSE AT LAST: PRESERVING THE ORAL TRADITION 

in the fall of 1909 Pauline Johnson retired from the recital circuit and rented 

an apartment in Vancouver, British Columbia. Since 1906 she had sold sixteen 

"boys' stories," including one serial, to The Boys' World magazine. Another 

serial was published in October, and a contract for twelve more stories and 

articles gave Pauline the hope of making enough to support herself as a 

freelance writer so that she could stop traveling and simply write. 

All during that fall and winter, the legendary friendship between Pauline 

Johnson and Joe Capilano, chief of the Squamish tribe that lived across the 

harbor, blossomed and flourished. Their acquaintance began during Johnson's 

1906 tour of London. Chief Capilano, along with two other Northwest Coast 

tribal leaders, arrived in England to personally lodge a protest with King Edward 

over the Canadian government's hunting restrictions that were afflicting tribal life. 

The unannounced arrival of the three chiefs was an awkward development at the 

palace, and created a stir in London. Johnson was called upon for social 

assistance. As she tells it, she greeted the chief in the Chinook  ̂language, 

which, so far from home, won "the friendship and confidence which he so freely 

gave when I came to reside on the Pacific coast" (Forward, Legends). Their 

 ̂Chinook is a mixture of English, French, and native languages which evolved 
as a language after the white man came to the Pacific Northwest Coast. 
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common experience of London was a foundation for their friendship when 

Johnson settled In Vancouver. But their friendship was to be brief, for the 

celebrity and the chief shared another experience: both were dying. Capilano 

died of tuberculosis that spring, March 11,1910; Johnson suffered with breast 

cancer for three more years, and died March 7,1913. 

It appears that one of the mutual delights of the friendship was Capilano's 

interest In telling Squamlsh legends to the writer. As a child, Johnson had heard 

Mohawk stories from her father and grandfather; to hear these now was a rare 

and precious treat. Capilano's death was a blow, not only because it was the 

loss of a friend, but because it became urgently clear to Pauline that an entire 

culture was vanishing as she watched. For many years, it had been for her a 

very real worry that There are mines of unchronlcled legends and 
superstitions^", each coloured by tribal distinctions, that scholars will 

Johnson's use of the term "superstition" Is problematic for modem readers 
because cun'ent usage Implies an untrue, unfounded, belief. Obviously, 
Johnson meant something else. The best example of what this might be is 
found In her discussion with Capilano that precedes his telling of "The Sea-
serpent." When Capilano first mentions a sea-serpent, Johnson laughs, "But 
there Is no such thing as a sea-serpent." Capilano's face "clouded; for a moment 
he sat in silence; then looking directly at [Pauline], said. 'Maybe none now, but 
long ago there was one here-ln the Inlet... but you will not believe the story if 
you think there Is no such thing as a sea-serpent.'" Pauline, chastened, replies, 
"I shall believe whatever you tell me. Chief... I am only too ready to believe. 
You know I come of a superstitious race, and all my association with the Pale
faces has never yet robbed me of my birthright to believe strange traditions." 
After a pause, Capilano responds, "You always understand," and Pauline replies. 
"It's my heart that understands." See also discussion on "The Recluse," in this 
chapter. 
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never unearth, and that will perish with the people whose blood grows 
annually thinner and paler. ("Iroquois of the Grand River" 587.) 

In January, 1909, Johnson's first re-presentation of one of Capilano's stories 

appeared in Mothers Magazine under the title, The Legend of the Two Sisters." 

Initially, retelling the Squamish stories did not come easily to Johnson, for she 

did not attempt a second legend that year. A month after Capilano's death, 

however, she took a rewritten version of The Legend of the Two Sisters" to the 

Vancouver Province, where on April 16 it was published as The True Legends 

of Vancouver's Lions" in the Saturday magazine section. In the newer version, 

Johnson had added a lengthy description of Capilano's storytelling, framing the 

legend itself. She described the dreamy August day, Capilano's "quaint broken 

English." his "strong, graceful, comprehensive" gestures, and his "brooding 

eyes." The story was the legend of the two mountains atx}ve Vancouver which 

the settlers called The Lions" and the Squamish called The Two Sisters." L. W. 

Makovski. editor of the magazine section, liked the story so well that he asked 

Johnson if she would undertake a series. The project was ideal for Pauline. 

A number of the stories for The Boys' World contained Indian themes, and in 

writing a series entirely of Indian legends, Pauline saw herself as preserving at 

least a few of the "unchronicled legends" that would othenA/ise "perish" before 

scholars could "unearth" them. The encroaching cancer made the work difficult, 

yet Johnson managed to complete twenty-one more stories for the Province 

between July 2 and January 14, after which she could not go on. 
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Her years of touring had left Pauline rich in experience, but poor In finances, 

and now that she was sick, her situation became desperate. Beginning with a 

small group of people at the newspaper, a "plot" was devised among Pauline's 

friends to publish a collection of the legends in order to provide for her support 

(Foster 136). Fifteen of the popular stories were selected and published as 

Legends of Vancouver in late 1911. The first printing of a thousand copies sold 

out quickly, and to date the volume has gone through twelve publications and 

four editions, and is still in print (Maud 156). According to Foster. Johnson had 

hoped to call the collection Legends of the Capllano in memory of the chief 

(125). She was very III when the stories were compiled, however, and the 

publication committee did not honor her wishes. Foster argues that because 

Johnson embellished Chief Capilano's stories, "they are not in reality the 

Squamish legends, so there is no injustice in calling them Legends of 

Vancouver (125). 

There is no question but that Pauline Johnson "embellished" Chief 

Capilano's legends. This "embellishmenf is the reason that these stories which 

were and are still so popular have failed to gain any measure of respect as 

ethnological contributions. Ethnographer Dell Hymes has noted that among his 

fellow ethnographers, any embellishment of the oral text, any variation from the 

phoneme by phoneme transcription, the entire "idea of conscious tampering," is 

"abhon-ed" (59). Ralph Maud, in his 1982 Guide to B.C. Indian Myths and 
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Legends, provides an example of this "abhorrence" when he calls Legends of 

Vancouver a great loss, "all the more lamentable because of its popularity." 

Maud objects that Johnson "accommodat[ed] Indian lore to white man's 

commonplace sentimentalities,"^  ̂ taking such liberties that the stories would be 

unrecognizable by Chief Capilano himself (156-8). He dismisses Johnson as "a 

marvelous fiction writer." Foster criticized Johnson's creative liberties; the 

stories "are not in reality the Squamish legends ... [but only]... threads of 

ancient legend ... woven in with threads of Iroquois tradition ... Incidents ... 

from those stories of the Squamish" (125). A recent article entitled That Also Is 

You: Some Classics of Native Canadian Literature" specifically erases Legends 

of Vancouver "No one of Swanton's calibre collected stories among the 

Squamish until Aert Kuiper's work with Louis Miranda in the 1960s" (Bringhurst 

37). 

Recent developments within the science of ethnography suggest that a 

serious reconsideration of Johnson's legends is overdue. For example, Dell 

Hymes has upended the taboo against embellishment, against "conscious 

tampering," by asking "what exactly" is it "proposed to tamper with"? (58) 

Ethnologists have come to understand that an oral storytelling is not a 

In her introduction to the 1987 edition of The Moccasin Maker. Johnson's 
collected short stories, LaVonne RuofFwams that to "dismiss E. Pauline 
Johnson's work as melodramatic romanticism designed to tug the heartstrings of 
her audiences is to deny her impact" (31). 
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standardized text, but a unique performance, a social construction which 

includes the story itself, the individual storyteller, the specific audience, and the 

present circumstance. Every storytelling is in some way an embellishment, every 

storytelling tampers with a previous telling. How was it, then, that ethnology 

became so text-bound, so insistent upon an "authoritative" text? 

The answer goes back to the early days of the science of anthropology, to 

Franz Boas, father of anthropology, and Pauline Johnson's scholarly 

contemporary. Beginning in 1886, Boas began scouring British Columbia's 

Northwest Coast for cooperative native informants and authentic indigenous 

legends.With "cold-blooded urgency," Boas conducted a "salvage operation," 

for he "understood the rapidity with which the ancient cultures of the Northwest 

Coast were dying" (Bringhurst 36). The legends were taken down in the native 

languages as empirical data, word for word, phoneme for phoneme, in the effort 

to map pattems of linguistic and cultural distribution. 

How much Boas understood of what he recorded is an interesting question, 

for he did not know the languages in which he was recording. Judith Berman 

has recently analyzed a Boas translation of a KwakiutI story, "Qaniqilix and 

Franz Boas' first English publication of Northwest Coast legends. The 
Mythology of the Bella Coola Indians, appeared in 1898; the two series of 
KwakiutI Texts, co-authored by Franz Boas and George Hunt, appeared in 1905 
and 1906; and another Boas collaborator. John Swanton, published Haida Texts 
in 1908. 
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Cacu," and concludes that it Is "a very bad one." for while "Boas dutifully 

transcribed and translated the story... he didnt understand if (125). 

Boas' problem with this story was that he understood the words but not 
what was being said In both translation and ethnography. Boas 
suffered from a kind of conceptual tone-deafhess, an insensitivity to the 
categories and interconnections of Kwagul culture. This handicap kept 
him from integrating his vast knowledge of language and custom, and 
from am'ving at deeper insights into the myths he collected. The story 
about hem'ng ["Qaniqilix and Cacu"] underscores the point that merely 
translating words and sentences may communicate nothing at all. (126) 

It may be that austere empiricism, the conviction that any "general statement 

could only be enunciated when data gave statistical proor (Maud 47), prevented 

Boas from communicating to the general public discoveries and insights gleaned 

from his lifelong studies of the Northwest Coast tribes. "Up to the end he was 

sifting the materials," Maud writes (48). 

To the reading public, it is unfortunate that Boas' goal was ethnography, not 

literature, for although he may have accurately transcribed what was said, the 

result was a significant loss in understanding and an almost complete sacrifice of 

artistic effect. "For Boas, the texts were in and of themselves the end products 

of ethnography, and the translations a necessary evil" (Bennan 156). With very 

few exceptions. Boas left the legends untranslated; the few which were 

published were described as "dull" (Maud 54). "plain as gruel" (Maud 55). or only 

the "cold corpse" (Maud 18) of the originals. Modem scholars of Native 

American literature such as Arnold Krupat continue to feel Boas en^ed when he 

"somewhat crudely reduced" the dialectic of authenticity and artistry "to the single 
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standard of anthropological scienticity" ("On the Translation" 11). According to 

Krupat, 

. . .  a  g o o d  m a n y  o f  t h e  l i t e r a l  p r o s e  t r a n s l a t i o n s  o f  B o a s  a n d  h i s  
students ... are largely disastrous for perceiving let alone 
understanding the esthetic strategies and effects of Native American 
literary expression. ("On the Translation" 12) 

Yet from his own experience, Boas understood the potential value of 

popularizing the legends, for in 1889 he wrote; 

A knowledge of the legends lends a special attraction to travel in British 
Columbia. How often do we hear a tourist complain that the lack of 
historical tradition impairs interest in the beautî l countryside. The 
traveler who makes an effort to penetrate the train of thought of the 
natives will not join in this complaint. I remember with the greatest 
pleasure many trips in colorful canoes with Indian guides who did not 
stop telling tales: it was that mountain peak which alone reached above 
the waters during the great flood, and from this peak the earth was 
populated again. Here, the battie took place in which the stone giants 
were outwitted and killed by the brave Indians. A dangerous rapid, 
fonned in prehistoric times in a narrow strait, reminds us of the Son of 
God, who killed and sank a dangerous sea monster into the ocean at 
that place. Each strange place is woven into a legend. (Rohner 13) 

But Boas did not collect his mythologies with the general reading public in 

mind. Boas, a German whose PhD thesis was entitled "Contributions to the 

Understanding of the Color of Sea Water" (Rohner 309), wrote to his parents, "I 

am too clumsy to write popular articles, and I do not have enough time to do it." 

Boas tumed down offers to write popular worics about the area and people he 

studied. "Well, one cannot do everything!" he wrote to his parents. "I made a 

rule a long time ago to write nothing that cannot also be used as a lecture. That 

is why I do not write much for journals ..." (Rohner 241). He had no interest in 
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imbuing the British Columbian landscape with the "historical tradition" that would 

add "a special attraction" and "interesr for the European. This task was left to 

Pauline Johnson. 

In sharp contrast with the "dull," "plain," and "cold" word for word collections 

of Boas, Johnson's style was as entertaining and dramatic as her public recitals. 

She embellished freely: 

Giant war-canoes slipped along the entire coast, war-parties paddled up 
and down, war-songs broke from the silences of the nights, hatred, 
vengeance, strife, horror festered everywhere like sores upon the 
surface of the earth. (The Two Sisters" 13) 

If in transforming an oral story into a written one, the writer is forced to choose 

between literal accuracy and emotional or dramatic accuracy, Johnson opted for 

the latter. Her "conscious tampering" was purposive. But Johnson's romantic. 

popular style which made her so effective in achieving her expressed intention of 

communicating native values and customs to the reading public made her work 

invisible to those working under the Boasian standard. When Anne Foster says 

that Johnson's legends are not "real" Squamish legends, she offers as proof a 

comparison of Johnson's "The Sea Serpent" to the "archaeologically correct 

story" collected by Charies Hill-Tout. This comparison is wonderfully ironic, for 

Hill-Tout, a Vancouver schoolteacher, spare-time anthropologist, and member of 

the Ethnological Sun/ey of Canada Committee, himself made dramatic additions 

to his free translations. He defended his license thus; 
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. . .  i f  t h e  E n g l i s h  e q u i v a l e n t s  o f  m y  n a t i v e  t e x t s  . . .  s e e m  f u l l e r  t h a n  t h e  
baldness of their expressions justifies, it must t)e understood that this is 
because the bare text alone does not render the full meaning and 
context of the living recital or do justice to the subject treated of. I have 
seen women shed tears, and men's faces grow pale and tense over the 
recital... the text of which would make one marvel that such bald dry 
statements could call forth so much emotion. (Maud 36) 

Today, the paradigm of the "archeological correct story" has proven to be false. 

In The Domestication of the Savage Mind. Jack Goody described how 

embellishment is a natural part of each oral performance, how "new elements 

are being introduced ... something new gets incorporated all the time, just as 

something old gets dropped" (Goody 29). 

In the same manner. Pauline Johnson added a frame and a context to her 

written rendition of the oral stories she had heard from her Squamish friends. 

And among the elements she added was the protesting voice of minority 

discourse. Although with more subtlety than in her angry fiction such as "A Red 

Giri's Reasoning" and "As It Was in the Beginning," several of the legends and 

the framing stories criticize the whites' civilization. Greed, for example, 

. . .  i s  o n e  v i c e  t h a t  i s  a b s o l u t e l y  u n k n o w n  t o  t h e  r e d  m a n  . . .  t h e  I n d i a n  
looks upon greed of gain, miseriiness, avariciousness, and wealth 
accumulated above the head of his poorer neighbor as one of the 
lowest degradations he can fall to ... (The Sea Serpent" 52) 

Greed is known to the Indian as "'the white man's unkindness'" ("The Sea 

Serpenf 52), and the Indians watched in "horror" when "the white goldhunters 

came ... with greedy, clutching fingers, greedy eyes, greedy hearts ... fought, 

murdered, starved, went mad with love of that gold far up the Fraser River" ("The 
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Sea Serpenr 53). More often ttie criticism is oblique, lamenting, pointing out the 

Indian's fallen state in comparison to his past before the white man's amVal: 

In those times there were many and mighty Indian tribes along the 
Pacific - in the mountain ranges, at the shores and sources of the great 
Fraser River. Indian law ruled the land. Indian customs prevailed. 
Indian beliefs were regarded. (The Two Sisters" 11-12) 

"Yes," said my old tillicum, "^e Indians have lost many things. We have 
lost our lands, our forests, our game, our fish; we have lost our ancient 
religion, our ancient dress; some of the younger people have even lost 
their fathers' language and the legends and traditions of their ancestors. 
We cannot call those old things back to us; they will never come up 
again. We may travel many days up the mountain-trails, and look in the 
silent places for them. They are not there. We may paddle many 
moons on the sea. but our canoes will never enter the channel that 
leads to the yesterdays of the Indian people." (The Lost Island" 60) 

The protest goes no further, for Pauline had leamed that there are limits to 

the intensity of protest that one can get published. Unpublished manuscripts 

such as The Stings of Civilization" (Appendix H) are samples of protest gone too 

far to be published. As David Murray has recently pointed out: 

Anything that was published, at least until the point of widespread Indian 
literacy, was likely to reflect the tastes of a white audience, and conform 
to a large extent to what at least some of them thought it was 
appropriate for an Indian to write. Indian writers are mainly going to 
materialize, therefore, only when what they say meets a white need. 
(57) 

The "Wvhite need" was voiced by Bemard McEvo/s "Preface" to the collected 

Legends of Vancouver "Pauline Johnson has linked the vivid present with the 

immemorial pasf (v). Unlike the older settlement of Victoria on Vancouver 

Island across the strait, the mainland city of Vancouver was barely twenty years 
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old, having sprung up from the forest when it was announced that here would be 

the western terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railroad. In the romantic style of 

popular fiction that reflected the tastes of her audience, Johnson gave the young 

city a history, and she did it as Boas had suggested in 1889, by "penetrating the 

train of thought of the natives." 

Johnson's publishers and editors were quick to see "in Pauline Johnson's 

legends ... a wealth of publicity... which cost the city nothing" (Foster 125). 

The editor of the Vancouver Province, L. W. Makovski, recognized that 

Johnson's contributions were creating the historical tradition Vancouver lacked. 

In his introduction to the third legend the paper published, "Siwash Rock," the 

word "true" appears four times. 

We are able to present to our readers the true legend of Siwash Rock, 
which stands at the entrance of the Narrows, and about which so much 
nonsense has been written ... Anyone reading the true version will 
realize what a wonderful monument Siwash Rock is, and how carefully 
the old legend should be preserved, so that every man, woman and 
child in Vancouver may know what the rock signifies ... The true 
legend should be written in lines of gold, and preserved for all time ... 
True, it is only a legend, but nevertheless it is a legend which is a 
religion. (Foster 124-5, emphasis added) 

The repetition of the word "true" is curious, especially when one realizes that it is, 

at least in the first three occasions, substituting for the term "Indian." Similariy, 

McEvoy's "Preface" identifies neither Johnson nor the legends as Native 

American: 

. . .  a  p o e t  h a s  a r i s e n  t o  c a s t  o v e r  t h e  s h o u l d e r s  o f  our grey mountains, 
our trail-threaded forests, our tide-swept waters, and the streets and 
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sky-scrapers of our hurrying city, a gracious mantle of romance, (v, 
emphasis added) 

The four repetitions of "our" also is curious in an introduction by a white man to a 

collection of Indian legends; it appears that Johnson's project of bringing Chief 

Capllano's legends to print had been appropriated by her Vancouver 

publishers.̂  ̂

This appropriation is all the more reason that a reexamination of Legends of 

Vancouver is appropriate. In the light of post-Boasian ethnography, for example, 

it Is clear that Pauline's handling of the legends Includes contextual elements 

now considered essential to understanding an oral storytelling. Her detailed 

descriptions of her relationship to the storyteller, of the occasion of the 

storytelling, of the language and gestures used are examples in which Pauline 

Johnson was far ahead of Franz Boas in recording the context of Northwest 

Coast storytelling. Boas' difficulty in capturing anything but the literal text 

became a fundamental problem in all translations and transcriptions of the oral 

tradition which followed. Even at present, according to Dell Hymes, 

"appreciation of American Indian poetry" has 

. . .  a  s t r a n g e ,  a l m o s t  s c h i z o p h r e n i c  q u a l i t y .  I t  i n s i s t s  o n  a u t h e n t i c i t y ,  b u t  
not on the original texts. It sees and values poetry as expression of 
Indian cultures, but in material that often is itself poor poetry or not 
poems at all... There have been notable exceptions, but ethnologists 

Ignored by the ethnologists and appropriated by her publishers, the fact 
remains that Johnson's legends are nonetheless in print today. 
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and poets alike often share an attitude, such that a proper concern for 
objectivity and authenticity is improperly directed (57-8) 

The Boas legends lacked Pauline's contextual elements, and without them, 

there are problems, severe ones, with the scientifically collected mythologies of 

Boas and his associates. Boas did not enjoy field work, and preferred linguistic 

and statistical analysis in his study at home in New York (Maud 48). After his 

first four trips to the Northwest Coast between 1886 and 1890, he returned only 

once every three to four summers for a few weeks, then less often, with one 

absence of fourteen years. Boas moved rapidly from village to village, often 

spending only a day or two in one place. "It is a wonder that texts of permanent 

value could be obtained with so much scurrying." writes Ralph Maud (52). It is 

doubtful that Boas had the time to develop the kind of relationship with his 

informants that would encourage a full storytelling performance. Perspective as 

to how Boas' acquisitive method of collecting may have affected the story he 

heard is found In Barre Toelken's work in the 1960s with the Navajo storyteller, 

Yellowman: 

. . .  w i t h o u t  a n  a u d i e n c e ,  h i s  t a l e s  a r e  a l m o s t  e n t i r e l y  l a c k i n g  i n  t h e  
special intonations, changes in speed, pacing, and dramatic pauses 
which are so prominent... [with an audience present]... Speaking in 
solitude to a tape recorder, Yellowman gives only a rather full synopsis 
of characters and incidents; the narrative drama ... emerges in 
response to the bona fide storytelling context. (Toelken 80) 

A Boas legend reads, in fact, quite like a synopsis, and his letters Indicate 

several times his irritation with an informant who spoke so quickly that he could 
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not write down what was said (Rohner 164). Certainly, a storyteller asked to 

speak slowly, and to repeat a phrase or passage, would severely simplify both 

the story and the telling. Most often. Boas understood very little of the language 

in which the storyteller was speaking. He would phonetically transcribe the 

sounds that he heard, then at a later time would engage a translator to tell him 

what had been said. Dell Hymes points out that it is "a marie of naivete, not 

objectivity, to identify authenticity and pristineness with the ethnological 

translations" (59) that result from this process. 

Furthermore, comments in Franz Boas' private letters suggest that in his 

rush to collect information, he was insensitive, disrespectful, and arrogant in his 

relations with his storytellers. After one week with his Tsetaut informant, for 

example, he wrote "It seems I have leamed everything my friend the Tsetsaut 

knows" (Rohner 168). One of his responsibilities was collecting skulls and 

skeletons by robbing village grave sites, and although he did not enjoy it, he 

went to some pains to conceal this activity from the villagers. He paid for 

information, including stories. Boas' letters reported numerous occasions when 

an informant failed to appear, refused to continue, or otheoA/ise became 

uncooperative,̂  ̂yet Boas seemed blind to the possibility that it was his manners 

More of Boas's complaints found in Rohner "I could not get the people to talk. 
They evidently think I have come with some evil intent" (53);" ... he refuses to 
speak it out loud" (117); "My informant was very unsatisfactory the first two days 
until I gave him a piece of my mind" (158); "My informant is not very good. He is 
also lazy. This moming he didnt appear until nine o'clock, and if he does this 
again I will have to let him go, although this is dangerous because I dont have 
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which are lacking, not those of the informant. For example, an excerpt firom a 

Boas letter illustrates how one informant responded to Boas's rudeness by 

parrying his questions: 

I also asked him, "What is the name of the cave of the porcupine?" His 
answer was only, "A white man could not find it anyway and therefore I 
dont have to tell you." (Rohner 166) 

Maud observes that "A man who can parry like that is not likely to tell stories as 

plain as the gruel of the Joumal of American Folklore pieces attributed to him. 

Something has been lost in transmission" (55). 

In contrast, the legends recorded by Pauline Johnson were the products of 

her friendships with Joe Capilano and several other Northwest Coast natives. 

She emphasizes this friendship, usually refem'ng to Capilano as "my old tillicum," 

the Chinook word for In'end." She writes of a story told while paddling a canoe 

or during a walk, or a picnic. "My old tillicum lifted his paddle-blade to point 

towards it. 'You know the story?' he asked. I shook my head (experience has 

taught me his love of silent replies, his moods of legend-telling)" ("The Siwash 

Rock" 18-19). Johnson often sat in respectful silence, sometimes for hours, 

anybody else. Last night we had a heavy snow..." (159);" ... yesterday a 
man told me that the people don't like my presence here at all" (163); "It is 
always annoying to work with Hunt because I cannot make him understand 
certain things" (244); "My interpreter is becoming rather dumb these days, 
probably because of the constant work on the same subject" (258).;"... my 
present informant is a very touchy guy whom one has to treat with kid gloves and 
who may leave whenever he feels like it. It is difficult to be dependent on 
someone like this" (263). 
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before being rewarded with a story. There was a long silence between us after 

that. I had learned to love silences when with my old tillicum, for they always led 

to a legend" (The Lost Island" 61). Occasionally her storyteller would tell her, 

quite frankly, that the only reason he was sharing this story was because she 

was "one of us." The Grey Archway" is a story she was able to reconj from a 

stranger as they rode a steamer through the islands off the Northwest coast. 

He gave a swift glance at my dark skin, then nodded. Tou are one of 
us," he said, with evidently no thought of a possible contradiction. "And 
you will understand, or I should not tell you. You will not smile at the 
story, for you are one of us." 

"I am one of you, and I shall understand," I answered. (The Grey 
Archway" 81) 

In numerous times throughout the legends, her native heritage is seen as the 

source of her understanding of the stories. 

"I shall believe whatever you tell me. Chief," I answered. "I am only 
too ready to believe. You know I come of a superstitious race, and all 
my association with the Pale-faces has never yet robbed me of my 
birthright to believe strange traditions." 

"You always understand," he said after a pause. 
"It's my heart that understands," I remarked quietly. 
He glanced up quickly, and with one of his all too few radiant smiles, 

he laughed. 
"Yes, skookum tum-tum." Then without further hesitation he told the 

tradition.... (The Sea Serpent" 54) 

Modem linguistic anthropologists such as Dennis Tedlock and Banre Toelken 

have devised elat)orate systems of reporting the details of the telling - the pitch 

and volume of the voice, the speed or slowness of the delivery, the gestures, the 

facial expressions the performance as well as the tale. In Pauline Johnson's 
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day such systems did not exist, yet she was careful to observe and record the 

details of the telling. 

Then without further hesitation he told the tradition, which, although not 
of ancient happening, is held in great reverence by his tribe. During its 
recital he sat with folded anns, leaning on the table, his head and 
shoulders bending eageriy towards me as I sat at the opposite side. It 
was the only time he ever talked to me when he did not use 
emphasizing gesticulations, but his hands never once lifted: his 
wonderful eyes alone gave expression to what he called The Legend of 
the 'Salt-Chuck Oluk.' (The Sea Serpent" 54) 

Johnson also approached the issue of language differently. She never 

considered attempting to record the stories in their original language, but did 

make observations of the type of language used. The storyteller of The Grey 

Archway" speaks to her "in most excellent English" (81), yet when he begins the 

tale, stumbles "into a half-broken English language, because, I think, of the 

atmosphere and environment" (82). She is also sensitive to the general 

problems of transcription. As she begins to relate The Lost Salmon-Run," as 

told by an old Squamish woman, she frankly admits: 

I shall not further attempt her broken English, for this Is but*the shadow 
of her story, and without her unique personality the legend is as a flower 
that lacks both color and fragrance. (38-9) 

At other times, she is just as open in explaining her translations. A very clear 

example is in The Lure in Stanley Park": 

My tillicum did not use the word "lure" in telling me this legend. There 
is no equivalent for the word in the Chinook tongue, but the gestures of 
his voiceful hands so expressed the quality of something between 
magnetism and chamn that I have selected this word "lure" as best fitting 
what he wished to convey. (109) 
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Johnson used a few familiar phrases such as "Kla-how-ya" and lillicum" to 

establish an empathic connection to her storyteller, as she had originally greeted 

Chief Capilano in London. This was successful, for example, in establishing a 

connection with the stranger who told her the legend of The Grey Archway." 

"Kla-how-ya, tillicuml" I greeted. 
He glanced round, and half-smiled. 
"Kla-how-ya, tillicum!" he replied, with the warmth of friendliness I 

have always met among the Pacific tribes. 
I drew my deck-stool nearer to him. and he acknowledged the action 

with another half smile, but did not stirfî m his entrenchment, 
remaining as if hedging about with an inviolable fortress of 
exclusiveness. Yet I knew that my Chinook salutation would be a 
drawbridge by which I might hope to cross the moat into his castle of 
silence. 

Indian-like, he took his time before continuing the acquaintance. 
Then he began In most excellent English; 

"You do not know these northem waters?" (80-1) 

The care and detail with which each of the Capilano legends is set into its 

storytelling context shows an appreciation for context that ethnographers have 

only since Barre Toelken taken seriously A visit from the chief during a rainy 

deluge, for example, was the occasion for the telling of the Squamish story of the 

Great Flood. Pauline's surprise at a Squamish woman's pleasure that her first 

grandchild is a giri leads to the telling of The Lost Salmon Run." Johnson's 

inclusion of the often lengthy discussion that leads into the storytelling displays 

an awareness that Boas was lacking. The following passage from The Recluse" 

is a complete example of one such contextual introduction: 

. . .  w e ,  t h e  c h i e f ,  h i s  h a p p y - h e a r t e d  w i f e ,  a n d  b r i g h t  y o u n g  d a u g h t e r ,  a l l  
lounged amongst the boulders and watched the lazy clouds drift from 
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peak to peak far above us. It was one of his inspired days; legends 
crowded to his lips as a whistle teases the mouth of a happy boy; his 
heart was brimming with tales of the bygones, his eyes were dark with 
dreams and that strange moumfulness that always haunted them when 
he spoke of long-ago romances. There was not a tree, a boulder, a 
dash of rapid upon which his glance fell which he could not link with 
some ancient poetic superstition. Then abruptly, in the very midst of his 
verbal reveries, he tumed and asked me if I were superstitious. Of 
course I replied that I was. 

"Do you think some happenings will bring trouble later on~will foretell 
evil?" he asked. 

I made some evasive answer, which, however, seemed to satisfy him 
and he plunged into the strange tale of the recluse of the canyon with 
more vigour than dreaminess; but first he asked me the question: 

"What do your own tribes, those east of the great mountains, think of 
twin children?" 

I shook my head. 
"That is enough." he said before I could reply. "I see, your people do 

not like them." 
Twin children are almost unknown with us," I hastened. "They are 

rare, very rare; but it is true we do not welcome them." 
"Why?" he asked abruptly. 
I was a little uncertain about telling him. If I said the wrong thing, the 

coming tale might die on his lips before it was bom to speech, but we 
understood each other so well that I finally ventured the truth: 

"We Iroquois say that twin children are as rabbits," I explained. "The 
nation always nicknames the parents Tow-wan-da-na-ga.' That is 
Mohawk for rabbit." 

"Is that all?" he asked curiously. 
"That is all. Is it not enough to render twin children unwelcome?" I 

questioned. 
He thought a while, then, with evident desire to learn how all races 

regarded this occurrence, he said, "You have been much among the 
Pale-faces; what do they say of twins?" 

"Oh! The Pale-faces like them. They are-they are—oh! Well, they say 
they are very proud of having twins." I stammered. Once again I was 
hardly sure of my ground. He looked most incredulous, and I was led to 
enquire what his own people of the Squamish thought of this discussed 
problem. 

"It is no pride to us." he said decidedly, "nor yet is it a disgrace of 
rabbits; but it is a fearsome thing-a sign of coming evil to the father, 
and, worse than that, of coming disaster to the tribe." 
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Then I knew he held in his heart some strange incident that gave 
substance to the superstition. "Won't you tell it to me?" I begged. 

He leaned a little backward against a giant boulder, clasping his thin, 
brown hands about his knees; his eyes roved up the galloping river. 
then swept down the singing waters to where they crowded past the 
sudden bend, and during the entire recital of the strange legend his 
eyes never left that spot where the stream disappeared in its hurrying 
journey to the sea. Without preamble he began. (27-28) 

This relaxed nanrative format may be unscientific and the conversation may be 

embellished, but this in no way means that Johnson's description of the occasion 

for the storytelling Is inaccurate. On the contrary, she has used her skills as poet 

and fiction writer to communicate a setting with precision, complexity, and 

comprehension that were lacking In the spare, factual annotations of Franz Boas 

and his associates. 

As the half-Mohawk, half-White re-teller of Squamish legends, Pauline 

Johnson wrote from a position of extreme liminality, but nowhere was she more 

llmlnal than when she explained native language and customs to her White 

reading audience. In the eariier legends, this Is often done as an awkward 

parenthetical insert. For example, when the chief in The Two Sisters" describes 

his daughters as having "the eyes of April, the hearts of June," she adds a 

parenthetical explanation that "(eariy spring and eariy summer would be the 

more accurate Indian phrasing)" (13). Squamish words might be explained In the 

same manner, as in The Sea Serpenr; 

The boy was brave and very beautiful. His tribespeople called him the 
Tenas Tyee (Little Chief) and they loved him. oip all his wealth offish 
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and furs, of game and hykwa (large shell money) he gave to the boys 
who had none (56 emph.added) 

Sometimes an entire belief is explained in the same way. as in this passage from 

The Siwash Rock": 

As he swam joyously to and fro, a canoe bearing four men headed up 
the Narrows. These men were giants in stature, and the stroke of their 
paddles made huge eddies that boiled like the seething tides. 

"Out of our course!" they cried as his lithe, copper-colored body arose 
and fell with his splendid stroke. He laughed at them, giants though 
they were, and answered that he could not cease his swimming at their 
demand. 

"But you shall cease!" they commanded. "We are the men [agents] 
of the Sagaiie Tyee [God], and we command you ashore out of our 
way!" (I find in all these Coast Indian legends that the Deity is 
represented by four men, usually paddling an immense canoe.)̂  ̂
(emph. added) 

These ungainly interruptions disappear after the first few legends as Johnson 

finds ways of more smoothly incorporating her anthropological gleanings. The 

long dialogue with Capilano that is quoted above from The Recluse," for 

example, is an effective literary vehicle for the comparison of beliefs about twins 

in Iroquois. Squamish, and White cultures. 
% 

As she continued to record legend after legend in the Vancouver Province. 

Johnson incorporated more of her own observations and conclusions into the 

text, and these inclusions always illuminate her liminality. In The Deep 

Waters." for example, she compares the Squamish story of The Flood with the 

E. Pauline Johnson. The Siwash Rock." Legends of Vancouver. (Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart. 1920) 7. This particular authorial insert has been omitted 
from the latest edition. 
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Iroquois story, noting that the Iroquois version features animal characters such 

as the turtle and muskrat, while the Squamish version, featuring human 

characters, "savourfs] more of history." What is odd in her discussion is that the 

Iroquois are identified in self-conscious quotation marks as "mine own people" no 

less than four times. The last time, her voice is distinctly ironic: "So much for 

'mine own people' and our profound respect for the superior Intelligence of our 

little brothers of the animal worid." The terms "profound" and "superior" seem 

ironically inflated, especially after the dismissive "So much for" and the 

diminutive "our little brothers," as if Pauline is slightly embarrassed by the 

Iroquois story, which she has previously called "a childish tale." 

In other instances, the comparison is between White and Red, as in The 

Sea-Serpent," which begins with the statement that greed is "absolutely unknown 

to the red man." Johnson's authority to make such sweeping categorical 

statements is claimed not from her identity as an Iroquois, but fix}m her liminality: 

in her travels as a White and Iroquois poet, she has "a very wide and varied 

experience with many tribes." She is surprisingly insistent, and supports her 

sweeping statement with a single exception: 

I have yet to find even one instance of avarice, and I have encountered 
but one case of a "stingy Indian," and this man was so marked amongst 
his fellows that at mention of his name his tribes-people jeered and 
would remark contemptuously that he was like a white man-hated to 
share his money and his possessions. (52) 
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She continues with another broad general assertion, "All red races are bom 

Socialists, and most tribes carry out their communistic ideas to the letter," before 

citing an Iroquois example: 

Amongst the Iroquois it is considered disgraceful to have food if your 
neighbor has none. To be a creditable member of the nation you must 
divide your possessions with your less fortunate fellows. (52-3) 

It is not until the final legends of the collection, however, that Johnson 

makes correlations that begin to sound ethnographic. She observes, for 

example, the prevalence of the sea serpent in the legends of the coastal tribes 

in the first lines of "A Squamish Legend of Napoleon"; 

Holding an important place among the majority of curious tales held in 
veneration by the coast tribes are those of the sea-serpent. The 
monster appears and reappears with almost monotonous frequency in 
connection with history, traditions, legends, and superstitions ... (100) 

Such analysis, however, is closer to a romantic form of literary criticism than to 

Boasian ethnography. The Lure in Stanley Park" is told without a central 

narrator and is apparently composed from several sources. The process of 

amalgamating several versions encouraged Johnson to draw general 

conclusions about the coastal legends. She notes that "almost without exception 

their legends deal with rewards for tendemess and self-abnegation, and 

personal and mental cleanliness." While acknowledging the mythical content of 

the stories, she argues a fundamental reasonableness and faith; 

Call them fairy-tales if you wish to, they all have a reasonableness 
that must have originated in some mighty mind, and better than that. 
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they all tell of the Indian's faith in the survival of the best impulses of the 
human heart, and the ultimate extinction of the worst. (113) 

Although she speaks with confidence as "interpreter" for the Squamish 

legends. Johnson avoids the omniscient voice and readily admits to areas in 

which she is uncertain or at a loss for an answer. She is "amazed" and 

undecided, for example, about the Canadian Indians' widespread knowledge of 

Napoleon. 

Whether this knowledge was obtained through the fact that our earliest 
settlers and pioneers were French, or whether Napoleon's almost 
magical fighting career attracted the Indian mind to the exclusion of 
lesser wam'ors. I have never yet decided. ("A Squamish Legend of 
Napoleon" 101) 

With what appears to be a nod towards the anthropologists who were at that 

time scouring the Northwest Coast. Johnson defers to Ihose who are cleverer at 

research than I." 

About this time stories of Napoleon's first great achievements drifted 
across the seas; not across the iand-and just here may be a clue to 
buried Coast-Indian history, which those who are cleverer at research 
than I can puzzle over. ("A Squamish Legend of Napoleon" 102) 

Pauline Johnson's liminal position can again account for such anomalous 

statements in the midst of her vibrant, confident renditions of the legends. Not 

only is she half-Indian, half-White, not only is she a Mohawk recounting 

Squamish legends, she is a poet and fiction writer operating in the domain of 

anthropologists. 
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The remainder of this chapter will look at each of the legends collected In 

Legends of Vancouver These were Pauline Johnson's last works, created as 

she made her best accomodation with the multiple liminalities of her ethnicity, 

her position, and her personal self. Precisely because of her subtle and adroit 

exploitation of these liminalities, the legends are her most complete and mature 

literary productions. 
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•••FOREWORD*" 

In the Foreword, Johnson addresses the authenticity of the legends, 

explaining they were told to her "personally" by Chief Joe Capilano. She 

establishes her familiar and respectful relationship to Capilano, calling him "my 

honoured fnend," and explaining their first meeting in London. She also makes it 

clear that she did not impinge on Capilano by asking for the stories; he told them 

to her "from time to time, just as the mood possessed him." Finally, Johnson 

heightens the Interest of the legends by highlighting their uniqueness, for 

Capilano "frequently remarked that they had never been revealed to any other 

English-speaking person save myself." 

TWO SISTERS*" 

The first story in the collected volume was also the first of the stories to be 

published In the Vancouver Province. The original title. "The Tnje Legend of 

Vancouver's Lions," equates "true" with "native." The piece t}egins with an 

elegant description of the twin mountain peaks above Vancouver known to 

Canadians as The Lions. Johnson gives the reader a sense of immediate 

presence; "You can see them as you look." and indulges Province readers by 

calling Vancouver "the fairest city in all Canada" (10). 

The second paragraph begins in the same romantic descriptive mode, but 

then there Is slippage. The paragraph runs on to a second page, a third, a 
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fourth, and a fifth before it breaks as the tale itself is launched. The lack of 

paragraph breaks resists the conventions of the written page, signaling some 

different kind of story. After ornate passages in which "the slanting rains festoon 

scarves of mist about their crests." an odd repetition signals something unusual: 

"the peaks fade into shadowy outlines, melting, melting, for ever melting into 

the distances." A series of three parallelisms follow: "the sun circles the twin 

glories with a sweep of gold. The moon washes them with a torrent of silver." 

In a third repetition, the peaks "stand immovable, smiling westward above the 

waters of the restless Pacific, eastward above the superb beauty of the 

Capilano Canyon" (10-1 emph. added). Such language is characteristic of an 

oral performance, not of a short story. Within what at first appears to be a 

conventional Western romantic setting of the scene. Johnson is experimenting 

with "the particular problems of using or adapting white literary forms to express 

or translate Indian traditional materials" (Murray 65). 

Although there is no paragraph break, there is an abrupt shift and negation, 

for "the Indian tribes do not know these peaks as The Lions.'" Not "even the 

chier of the local tribe had heard the English name. At this first mention of Chief 

Capilano. whose name is not given, a sense of the fragility of the stories is 

introduced, for the storyteller has "recently wandered to the Happy Hunting 

Grounds." Capilano's death from tuberculosis occurred only a month before 

"The True Legends of Vancouver's Lions" appeared in the Vancouver Province. 
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The occasion for the storytelling now becomes quite specific. Johnson 

aligns herself with Capilano as "together we followed the trail leading to the 

canyon" that bore his name. She explains to him that the white man has named 

the peaks "The Lions" for their likeness to the sculptured lions In London's 

Trafalgar Square. A faint sense of the presumption of the white settlers in 

naming the Squamish landmark for London statues may occur to the reader, 

although Johnson calls the sculptures "splendid" and the chiefs "quick eye saw 

the resemblance instantly." The resemblance even "appeared to please him." 

although his memories of "the far-away roar of Old London" are "haunting" on 

"his fine face." Yet "the 'call of the blood' was stronger, and presently he referred 

to the Indian legend of those peaks." Today's reader shudders at the 

outrageous melodramatic romanticism of "call of the blood" but just a part of me 

wonders if there is any irony in this phrase, especially juxtaposed as it is with the 

"fine face" of Joe Capilano. The following sentences heighten this suspicion, for 

Johnson says the tale is 

. . .  a  l e g e n d  t h a t  I  h a v e  r e a s o n  t o  b e l i e v e  i s  a b s o l u t e l y  u n k n o w n  t o  
thousands of Pale-faces who look upon The Lions" daily, without the 
love for them that is in the Indian heart, without the knowledge of the 
secret of "The Two Sisters." (11) 

Johnson has made a case for the superiority of Indian lore, of Indian referent. 

The call of the blood is a noble call, far more relevant in its reference to the 

Vancouver landscape than a Pale-Face memory of statues in his homeland. 
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Next, and still without a paragraph break, Johnson describes the storytelling 

itself, "intensely fascinating" partly because of, not despite, the "quaint broken 

English that is never so dulcet as when it slips firom an Indian tongue." Even in 

broken English, the native teller is not just the equal, but the superior to the 

white, and his storytelling is portrayed as an art. "His inimitable gestures, strong, 

graceful, comprehensive, were like a perfectly chosen fi'ame embracing a 

delicate painting." The story begins right there: "Many thousands of years ago." 

Pauline Johnson fades out, leaving us in the presence of the storyteller, who 

begins with the Sagalie Tyee creating the earth "because of His love for His 

Indian children, and His wisdom for their necessities." The old times and the 

present are contrasted, for "In those times there were many and mighty Indian 

tribes along the Pacific... Indian law ruled the land. Indian customs prevailed. 

Indian beliefs were regarded." The repetition underiines the unspoken: "not like 

today, since the white men came." The storyteller then warms to his story, 

explaining the custom of the potlatch when a daughter comes of age, and then, 
% 

at last the paragraph breaks as he begins the story of the great Tyee giving a 

potlatch for his two daughters who came of age the same summer. 

The great Tyee was preparing "to make a feast such as the Coast had never 

seen," inviting people "from many leagues" to eat, dance, and laugh. "The only 

shadow on the joy of it all was war, for the tribe of the great Tyee was at war with 

the Upper Coast Indians ... hatred, vengeance, strife, horror festered 
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everywhere like sores on the surface of the earth." The great Tyee's two 

daughters came to ask a favor of him, which, in honor of the occasion, he 

granted before hearing what it was. We are introduced for the first time to a 

theme that reappears in several more of the legends: the value of the female, 

which seems to be roughly equated with motherhood, the reproduction of the 

race, and the immortality of the self. The chiefs daughters, in asking their favor, 

strengthen their plea by reminding him 

Someday, oh! our father, we may mother a man-child, who may grow to 
be just such a powerful Tyee as you are, and for this honour that may 
some day be ours we have come to crave a favour of you.... (14) 

The girls ask the great Tyee to invite the enemy tribe fram the north to the feast, 

a request which the great Tyee, although surprised, honors. The invitation, and 

its acceptance, brought about a peace which has lasted to the present day. The 

hostile war-songs ceased, and in their place were heard the soft shuffle of 

dancing feet, the singing voices of women, the play-games of children." Here, 

the female values, represented by peace, dancing, and playing children, are 

honored above the male activities of vengeance, hostility, and war. The "singing 

voices of women" replace the "hostile war-songs" of the men. The peacemaking 

success of the giris is expressed in terms of motherhood, for the Sagalie Tyee, 

lord of creation, was pleased with the giris because "they had bome two 

offspring ~ Peace and Brotherhood -" and he lifted them up and set them on 
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the mountain crest, where they can be seen forever as The Two Sisters, 

"guarding the peace of the Pacific Coast." 

Pauline Johnson returns in a final statement to remind us, again, of the 

fragility of the oral tradition, concluding: "This is the Indian legend of The Lions 

of Vancouver* as I had it from one who will tell me no more the traditions of his 

people." 

"•SIWASH ROCK  ̂

After "The True Legends of Vancouver*s Lions" came out in the April 16, 

1910, edition of The Vancouver Province, no more legends appeared until the 

month of July, when for five weeks a new legend was published each week, a 

prodigious output for an ill Pauline Johnson. The third of this group, "The Siwash 

Rock," which became the second story in Legends of Vancouver, was according 

to Foster, "generally conceded the finest." "The Siwash Rock" follows the 

framing pattem of "the Two Sisters," in that it moves from a description of the 

physical landmaricto the circumstances of the storytelling before launching into 

the legend itself. Siwash Rock is "a symmetrical column of solid grey stone" that 

"looms up at the entrance to the Narrows" on the shore leading into the 

Vancouver hart)or. The unique element in the description to white readers, at 

least. Is the Squamish measurement of distance from the perspective of the 
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canoe, for Johnson writes that nothing like the Stwash Rock is within "many a 

day's paddle up and down the coast." The slight dissonance created by the 

Squamish measurement is repeated and deepened suddenly when "My old 

tillicum lifted his paddle-blade to point towards it. You know the story?' he 

asked." The use of the Squamish word, "tillicum," creates a slight sense of 

uneasiness, of something alien and "other." And because we obviously do not 

know the story, we are further at a disadvantage; only the old Indian chief can 

give us that information. In his own way and time. The Indian way is underlined 

by his manner of pointing out the object with his paddle-blade, apparently a 

common gesture for one used to transportation by canoe, but unfamiliar to the 

English settlers of Vancouver and especially to the modem reader. 

As in "The Two Sisters," Johnson aligns herself with the chief, for he is "My 

old tillicum" (emph. added), and the storytelling takes place as they are paddling 

together In the cozy intimacy of a canoe. Johnson has "experience" with the 

chief, which has taught her "his love of silent replies" and "his moods of 

storytelling." The legend of the Siwash Rock, as it unfolds, reveals a startling 

difference in world view, which Johnson distinctly underscores: "I shall not forget 

the reply; it was but two words-astounding, amazing words. He said simply: 

'Clean fatherhood.'" Anticipating our own surprise at the concept of clean 

fatherhood. Johnson writes 

Through my mind raced tumultuous recollections of numberless articles 
in yet numberless magazines, all dealing with the recent 'fad' of 
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motherhood, but I had to hear from the lip of a Squamish chief the only 
treatise on the nobility of'clean fatherhood' that I have yet unearthed. 
(19) 

The legend tells of a young, handsome boy chief for whom 

The customs and traditions of his ancestors were a positive religion to 
him, the saying and the advices of the old people were his creed. He 
was conservative in every rite and ritual of his race. (20) 

His young wife announces one moming that it is the day she is to give birth, and 

they go together to the water's edge and begin swimming in obedience to Ihe 

old Indian custom ... that the parents of a coming child must swim until their 

flesh is ... clear and clean" (20). When she leaves to give birth on the shore, he 

continues to swim. 

He must swim, swim, swim through this hour when his fatherhood was 
coming upon him. It was the law that he must be clean, spotlessly 
clean, so that when his child looked out upon the world it would have the 
chance to live its own life clean. If he did not swim hour upon hour his 
child would come to an unclean father. He must give his child a chance 
In life; he must not hamper it by his own uncleanliness at its birth. It was 
the tribal law (21) 

While the young chief is swimming, awaiting the birth, the four men of the 

Sagalie Tyee bear down upon him in a huge canoe and order him out of the way. 

The young chief refuses for the sake of his child. The men of the Sagalie Tyee 

have never before been defied thus, and as they are deciding what to do, the 

faint wail of the newbom child from the shore explains the situation. Impressed 

by the young father's bravery and paternal faithfulness, the men of the Sagalie 
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Tyee honor the young man by transforming him into stone: the Siwash Rock. 

The tallest and strongest of the men of the Sagalie Tyee chanted a promise: 

. . .  y o u  h a v e  d e f i e d  u s  w h e n  w e  w o u l d  h a v e  s t o p p e d  y o u r  s w i m m i n g  
and hampered your child's future. You have placed that child's future 
before all things, and for this the Sagalie Tyee commands us to make 
you for ever a pattem for your tribe. You shall never die, but you shall 
stand through all the thousands of years to come, where ail eyes can 
see you. You shall live, live, live as an indestructible monument to 
Clean Fatherhood. (22) 

While in European legends being tumed to stone is most often a punishment, in 

these legends it is the highest honor to live forever as a monument for one's 

people. Pauline Johnson uses the legend of Siwash Rock to demonstrate the 

etemity of native values in a modem context. The Siwash monument has been 

there since before the "hulls were shaped" of the modem vessels "throbbing and 

sailing up the Narrows," and 

. . .  w i l l  b e  t h e r e  w h e n  t h e i r  v e r y  n a m e s  a r e  f o r g o t t e n ,  w h e n  t h e i r  c r e w s  
and their captains have taken their long last voyage, when their 
merchandise has rotted, and their owners are known no more (23). 

The white man's captains, crews, merchandise and owners represent the 

temporality of white values, while the native values symbolized in the Siwash 

Rock "will endure from everiasting to everiasting." 
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"•THE RECLUSE"* 

The importance of good fatherhood, of a father nobly sacrificing for a child is 

again a theme of the third story in the collection. The framing sequence follows 

that of the first two stories, with a physical setting, then an introduction to the 

telling of the story and our now familiar storyteller. As before, the introduction 

Games a suggestion of irony, which in this instance centers around the word 

"superstition" as Johnson plays with the European notion that Indian beliefs are 

irrational and superstitious. As she sits by the river with Chief Capilano, "There 

was not a tree, a boulder, a dash of rapid upon which his glance fell which he 

could not link with some ancient poetic superstition." It is again jam'ng to hear 

Johnson, herself Native American, call the chiefs beliefs superstitions. This 

ironic slippage is then tripped back upon itself in an exchange in which the chief 

"abruptly, in the very midst of his verbal reveries ... asked me if I were 

superstitious. Of course I replied that I was." From our perspective more than 

eighty years later, it is neariy impossible to tell whether the usage of 

"superstition" has changed, or if there is an ironic mocking of white 

presuppositions going on. 

The introductory material for this storytelling is a bit different firom the first 

two stories in that there is considerable discussion between Johnson and 

Capilano. The chief is interested first in what Johnson's tribe, the Mohawk, think 
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of twins. Johnson's caution communicates just as much as the words of the 

chief. 

I was a little uncertain about telling him. If I said the wrong thing, the 
coming tale might die on his lips before it was bom to speech, but we 
understood each other so well that I finally ventured the truth: 

"We Iroquois say that twin children are as rabbits," 
I explained. (27) 

Capilano's next question about the white man's customs situates Johnson both 

as Native American and as inhabitant of the white culture. 

He thought awhile, then, with evident desire to leam how all races 
regard this occurrence, he said, "You have been much among the Pale
faces; what do they say of twins?" (24) 

The legend begins when Johnson finally asks what the Squamish people think of 

the birth of twins, and leams that it is a fearful sign of impending disaster for a 

whole tribe. The story unfolds of a great chief who fathers twins. While his 

young wife ''sob[s] out her anguish in the little fir-bark lodge near the tidewater," 

the old men and women of the tribe ̂ vepr and "chanted solemnly the dirge of 

their lost hopes and happiness, which would never return because of this 

calamity." But an ancient medicine man knew a way to prevent the evil that 

would befall the tribe. The chief, father of the twins, must 

. . .  g o  f a r  a n d  a l o n e ,  i n t o  t h e  m o u n t a i n  f a s t n e s s ,  t h e r e  b y  h i s  i s o l a t i o n  
and his loneliness to prove himself stronger than the threatened evil, 
and thus to beat back the shadow that would otherwise follow him and 
all his people. (29) 

The chief "will know by some great sign in Nature the hour that the evil is 

conquered, the hour that his race is saved." The medicine man announces that 
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ten days will be the chiefs allotted exile, but "who can tell what fatal trick of 

sound, what current of air, what faltering note in the voice of the medicine man" 

led the chief to hear ten yeais rather than ten days as his sentence. So the chief 

lived as a recluse, far up the canyon, for ten years, awaiting the sign that would 

tell him "his long probation was over." 

. . .  h e  h a d  a c c e p t e d  t h e  m a n d a t e  w i t h  t h e  h e r o i s m  o f  a  s t o i c .  F o r  i f  h e  
had refused to do so his belief was that, although the threatened 
disaster would be spared him the evil would fall upon his tribe ... It was 
the worid-old heroism of vicarious sacrifice. (30) 

The chief lived with care and honor. He built a lodge of fir and cedar bark. 

smoked and dried the fish, hunted mountain sheep and goats, tanned deer 

hides, clothes himself in furs, all while waiting patiently for Ihe sign that his long 

probation was over." Finally, In his tenth year, the thunderiaird in the fomi of a 

thunderstorm lifted the shadow on his soul, and the rainbow afterwards was the 

sign he had sought. 

Meanwhile, his twin sons, now ten years old, suddenly felt the "call of 

kinship" and resisted the tribal opinion that their father, who had never returned 

from his ten-day exile, was dead. They left the village and traveled for days up 

the canyon. When they found their father's lodge, they knew him instantly, and 

he them. "And with a child clinging to each hand he faced once more the 

country of the tide-water." 

The legend ends abruptly, which Johnson emphasizes with a short, single-

sentence paragraph: The legend was ended." The chief sat silently for a long 
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time, then added that where they are sitting is the place where the legendary 

chief had built his lodge. Johnson nodded silently, and explains to the reader. 

The legend was too beautiful to mar with comments." Thus far in the legends, 

Johnson is reluctant to add her own commentary, much as a native storyteller 

allows the story to stand alone, its meaning reverberating within the listener. 

"*THE LOST SALMON-RUN*" 

Although good fatherhood is emphasized in several of the legends, a 

particular Insistence on the value of the female and of motherhood is even more 

prominent. The most notable example is the legend of The Lost Salmon-run," 

which tells of a tribe that was severely punished for prefem'ng their chiefs wife to 

have a male child. This is the first of the legends that is told by a nan'ator other 

than Chief Capilano. The storyteller is an older woman of the tribe whom 

Johnson identifies only as "the klootchman," Chinook for "woman." Johnson 

begins with an example of a native equality of the sexes, for the klootchman is 

identified as "one of the fishing fleet... an indefatigable workwoman, rivalling 

her husband as an expert catcher." Although the klootchman is "getting to be an 

old woman ... she paddles against tide-water like a boy in his teens." Yet it is 

by her "graceful, high-bowed canoe," a sign of her femininity, that Pauline 

identifies the klootchman as she beaches the canoe to wait for Maarda, who has 

been on some errand in the city. 
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The klootchman has her first grandchild, and Johnson is surprised at her 

pleasure at it being a girl. As in "The Recluse," Johnson's own native identity is 

underscored in a discussion of differing tribal customs. The klootchman 

explains: 

"Very good luck to have giri for first grandchild. Our tribe not like yours; 
we want giri-children first, we not always wish boy-child bom just for 
fight. Your people, they care only for war-path; our tribe more peaceful. 
Very good sign first grandchild to be giri. I tell you why; giri-child may be 
some time mother herself; very grand thing to be mother." (38) 

It is as a woman that Johnson understands. "I felt I had caught the secret of her 

meaning. She was rejoicing that this little one should some time become one of 

the mothers of her race." 

As Johnson moves into the klootchman's story, she does "not further 

attempt her broken English," and concentrates on delivering the spirit of this 

story of a time when "all the world was young." The Great Tyee's wife 

announced she was soon to have a child, and she asked her husband if he 

would honor her most "if it is the gift of a boy-child or a giri-child?" The Great 

Tyee, stem with his people, was gentle with love for his wife. He chose a giri-

child who would be like his wife, and who would "in turn, give to her husband 

children." But this angered the tribes-people; they called him a slave to his 

woman, they wanted an heir to lead the tribe when the Great Tyee became old. 

The Great Tyee was infuriated that his people value the male as a leader but 

denigrate the importance of the female as creator; 
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"Your hearts are black and bloodless... and your eyes are blinded. Do 
you wish the tribe to forget how great is the importance of a child that 
will some day be a mother herself and give to your children and 
grandchildren a Great Tyee? Are the people to live, to thrive, to 
increase, to become more powerful with no mother-woman to bear 
future sons and daughters? Your minds are dead, your brains are 
chilled." (40) 

An enormous council of medicine men from up and down the coast, and from far 

inland, was called for, and a choice was laid before the people: the tribe could 

have either a boy child or a great salmon run; they could not have both. The 

Great Tyee wamed: "the giri-child who will some day bear children of her own 

will also bring an abundance of salmon at her birth; but the boy-child brings to 

you but himself." The tribe chose the boy. That spring "not one fish entered the 

vast rivers of the Pacific Coast," and the following winter, the tribe suffered 

hunger and starvation. Since then, concludes the klootchman, the tribe "has 

always welcomed giri-children." 

Johnson admits feeling "a cruel delight that your men of magic punished the 

people for their ill choice," to which the klootchman laughingly responds. That 

because you giri-child yourself." This raises the question as to whether male 

ethnographers such as Franz Boas would even be told this story. Female 

camaraderie is continued as the women say farewell, for the klootchman "nods" 

her "Kla-how-ya," Maarda "smiles" her "Kla-how-ya," and Pauline replies "Kla-

how-ya, tillicums." The passive language and silent images of the closure of the 

storytelling scene underscore the feminine atmosphere. The "slightest whisper 
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of a step" behind Pauline announces that Maarda has returned. The rising tide 

is "unbeaching" the canoe, and as the two Squamish women "slip" into their 

places, it "drifts afloat." The klootchman dips her paddle-blade "in exquisite 

silence." the women "slip away" into the "blun-ed" distance, and the canoe 

"merges" into the far shoreline. "Drifting," "merging," "slipping," "blurring" are in 

sharp contrast to the "thundering," "commanding," "menacing" verbs of the 

masculine Great Tyee in the legend itself. 

*"THE DEEP WATERS"* 

This legend is the Squamish version of the story of the great flood, and 

Pauline Johnson's telling of the story is unique among her collected legends in 

that it is the only case in which she couples a Squamish with an Iroquois legend. 

What is peculiar is that Johnson has no interest in contrasting the Squamish 

story with the biblical one, but rather with the tradition of her "own people." She 

notes the universality of the story's concept: 

. . .  f o r  t h o s e  r e a d e r s  w h o  a r e  f a m i l i a r  w i t h  t h e  w a y s  a n d  b e l i e f s  a n d  
faiths of primitive races will agree that it is difficult to discover anywhere 
in the worid a race that has not some story of the Deluge .... (44) 

but finds that among the stories she has "collected," no two tribes "have the 

same ideas regarding the Flood." She makes the curious move of poking ironic 

fun at her own people in order to admire the Squamish: 

I am bound to admit that we who pride ourselves on ancient 
intellectuality have but a childish tale of the Flood when compared with 
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the jealously preserved annals of the Squamish, which savour more of 
history than tradition. (45) 

Before a brief telling of the Iroquois story, in which a muskrat recreates the earth 

after the flood by bringing up mud from the ocean floor and piling it onto the back 

of a turtle, she first digresses into an explanation that in Iroquois tradition, 

animals are held to be greater than humans, and that she can find no Iroquois 

legend in which animals do not play a central role. Johnson relates the Iroquois 

story with a self-consciousness that is not evident when she retells the Squamish 

legends. She interrupts her own tale with a series of projected rhetorical 

questions: 

If you ask an Iroquois, "And did no man survive this flood?" he will 
reply, "Why should man survive? The animals are wiser than men; let 
the wisest live." 

How, then, was the earth re-peopled? 
The Iroquois will tell you that the otter was a medicine-man; that, in 

swimming and diving about, he found corpses of men and women; he 
sang his medicine-songs and they came to life, and the otter brought 
them fish for food until they were strong enough to provide for 
themselves. Then the Iroquois will conclude his tale with, "You know 
well that the otter has greater wisdom than a man." (46-7) 

Johnson distances herself from the Iroquois legend by setting up a rhetorical 

dialogue; "If you ask an Iroquois ... he will reply...." The Iroquois will tell you. 

..." "Then the Iroquois will conclude his tale with, 'You know well that... 

The Iroquois storyteller is anonymous, and male, and in no way conflated with 

Pauline Johnson, the Iroquois writer. She not only concludes her discussion of 

the Iroquois story, she dismisses it with an unmistakably ironic tone: "So much 
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for 'mine own people' and our profound respect for the superior intelligence of 

our little brothers of the animal worid." Her phrase, "mine own people," set as it 

is in quotation marics, is not a simple identification, but a self-conscious one. 

She has told the Iroquois story only to support her assertion that "of all the 

stories of the Deluge that I have been able to collect I know not a single one that 

can even begin to equal in beauty of conception, let alone rival in possible reality 

and truth" the Squamish legend. She seems eager to get on to the "beautiful. 

humane" Squamish story. 

A second pairing of Iroquois and Squamish is set within the description of 

the setting for the storytelling. Instead of an anonymous Iroquois, the storyteller 

is "my royal old tillicum" for whom Johnson always held "the gateways" of her 

"wigwam" "very widely open." As Pauline serves Chief Capilano hot tea, she 

reveals the extent to which the old Squamish chief stands for her Iroquois father 

who died when she was only 23 years old. 

. . .  t h e  h u g e  c u p  m y  o w n  f a t h e r  a l w a y s  u s e d  w a s  h i s  ~  a s  l o n g  a s  t h e  
Sagalie Tyee allowed his dear feet to wander my way. The immense 
cup stands idle and empty now for the second time. (47) 

The cup is "huge," "immense," as is the respect she has for the two chiefs, but at 

the time Pauline put this legend to paper. Chief Capilano, like Chief Johnson, 

was dead. Her emphasis on the cup being empty for "the second time" is a 

melancholy note which she quickly shakes off by returning to the storytelling. 

The occasion for the telling of legend of the Great Deep Waters is an 
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obvious one: Chief Capilano has come to visit Pauline during Ihe worst 

downpour of the season." He remembers the story of a time when it rained for 

weel<s. filling the rivers, and the sea began to rise, flooding first the level land, 

then the slopes of the mountains. The tribes held a Grand Council and decided 

to make a giant canoe. The men worited day and night, in shifts, to fashion Ihe 

most stupendous canoe the worid has ever known." But what is interesting here 

is that while Johnson does not describe the carving and chopping of the men's 

woric, she sounds quite like an amateur anthropologist as she describes in detail 

the work of the women, which is to make the cable "the longest, the strongest 

that Indian hands and teeth had ever made." 

Scores of them gathered and prepared the cedar-fibre; scores of them 
plaited, rolled, and seasoned it; scores of them chewed upon it inch by 
inch to make it pliable; scores of them oiled and worked, oiled and 
worked, oiled and worked it into a sea-resisting fabric. (49) 

When the canoe was finished, "noble hands lifted every child of the tribes into 

this vast canoe" which was stocked with food and water. The ancient men and 

women selected the bravest young man and the youngest mother to Be the 

adults to accompany the children. 

Johnson's description of the bravery and stoicism of the doomed tribe as the 

waters rose is exquisite. The tribe gathered on the crest of the bluffs. 

Not a single person attempted to enter the canoe. There was no 
wailing, no crying out for safety. "Let the little children, the young 
mother, and the bravest and best of our young men live," was all the 
farewell those in the canoe heard as the waters reached the summit, 
and—the canoe floated. (50) 
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The cable represents, for Johnson, the selflessness and sacrifice of the tribes 

people, for as the canoe rode for days and days, it was held "safely at anchor... 

the cable those scores of dead, faithful women had made held true as the hearts 

that beat behind the toil and labour of it all." 

When finally land appeared in the form of the summit of Mount Baker far to 

the south, the young man cut the cable and paddled to safety. The children 

were lifted out, and they made a new camp, and lodges. The children thrived, 

and the world was repopulated. 

This legend ends abruptly here, with Pauline Johnson and Chief Capilano 

listening silently to the rains beating against her window. 

•"THE SEA-SERPENT"* 

The Sea-serpenf is unusual in that, unlike the other legends which take 

place in the distant past, it purports to have occurred after the white men 

appeared in the Squamish homeland. Whether this was an old legend adapted 

to account for the effect of white civilization on native values, or whether it was a 

newly created story, the modernity of the legend offers interesting insights into 

the production of legends and stories. This is the legend that Pauline Johnson's 

biographer, Anne Foster, compared unfavorably to Charies Hill-Tout's more 

"archaeologically correct story," The Salt-Chuk Oluk." It appears that Chief 

Capilano was himself aware that the modem elements made this story different 
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from the others, for when he finishes telling the story, he asks Pauline, "^hat do 

you call that story—a legend?" Pauline answers. The white people would call it 

an allegory," for she saw the story in this light, noting in the introduction that Ihe 

very fact that they have preserved this legend, in which they liked avarice to a 

slimy sea-serpent, shows ... that... native morals demand that the spirit of 

greed must be strangled at all costs." Chief Capilano agrees, once Pauline 

explains the meaning of allegory. He adds: 

That's what we say it means, we Squamish, that greed is evil and not 
clean, like the salt-chuk oluk. That It must be stamped out amongst our 
people, killed by cleanliness and generosity. (58) 

Johnson's introduction to the legend is a small essay asserting that greed is a 

white man's vice, and is completely unknown to the Indian. It begins thus: 

There is one vice that is absolutely unknown to the red man; he was 
bom without it, and amongst all the deplorable things he has learned 
from the white races, this, at least, he has never acquired. That is the 
vice of avarice. That the Indian looks upon greed of gain, miseriiness, 
avariciousness, and wealth accumulated above the head of his poor 
neighbour as one of the lowest degradations he can fall to is perhaps 
more aptly illustrated than anything I could quote to demonstrate his 
horror of what he calls Ihe white man's unkindness." in a very wide 
and varied experience with many tribes, I have yet to find even one 
instance of avarice ... Ail red races are bom Socialists, and most tribes 
carry out their communistic ideas to the letter. (52) 

Chief Capilano's narrative begins during the gold rush, when young men from 

the tribe acted as guides to the white prospectors traveling up the Fraser River. 

They retumed with lales of greed and murder," but all-except one-were 

unchanged by their contact with greed. This one young man, Shak-shak, "had 
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the disease of greed." "He would count his chickimin, count his nuggets, gloat 

over them, toss them in his palms." The entire tribe arose" and insisted Shak-

shak must give a great potlatch and give away all his riches in order to be well 

again, but Shak-shak refused. 

The Sagalie Tyee himself then punished Shak-shak by turning him into a 

sea serpent with two heads, one that bit the poor, and one that bit his own evil 

heart. The tribes people "were stunned with horror. They loathed the creature, 

they hated it, they feared it." The mile-long body stretched across the water, 

blocking all entrances and outlets to the North Ami. Despite all their efforts, the 

chiefs and medicine men were unable to move the serpent, "the hated totem of 

what now rules the white man's worid—greed and love of chickimin." Only by 

piercing the heart of the sea serpent could the disease of greed be driven from 

the tribe. A brave and beautiful young man of sixteen approached the leaders 

and asked permission to try to find and pierce the heart of the serpent. The boy, 

who was known as Tenas Tyee (Little Chief) was loved by the tribe, known as 

generous and kind. "'Let him go!' cried the tribes-people. This unclean monster 

can only be overcome by cleanliness, this creature of greed can only be 

overthrown by generosity. Let him go!'" 

The Sea-Serpenr is the second legend, the first was The Siwash Rock," in 

which the virtue of cleanliness is shown to carry such critical power. The boy 

approached his mother. 
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"I shall be gone four days," he told her," and I shall swim all that time. I 
have tried all my life to be generous, but the people say I must be dean 
also to fight this unclean thing. While I am gone put fresh furs on my 
bed every day, even if I am not here to lie on them; if I know my bed, my 
body, and my heart are all clean I can overcome this serpent." (56-7) 

But it was four years, not four days, before the Tenas Tyee finally found the 

heart of the sea serpent and killed it. This is also the second legend, the first 

being The Recluse," in which days become years. In The Recluse," the father 

hears his banishment as ten years instead often days. Here, the Tenas Tyee 

estimates four days, but the task becomes four years. Yet every day for the four 

years that the Tenas Tyee is gone, his mother put fresh furs on his bed. When 

he finally retums, the Tenas Tyee acknowledges her part: 

"My mother, I could not have killed the monster of greed amongst my 
people had you not helped me by keeping one place for me at home 
fresh and clean for my return." (58) 

Chief Capilano's story ends with the mother's reply: "Each day, these four years, 

fresh furs have I laid for your bed. Sleep now, and rest, on! My Tenas Tyee." 

% 

"THE LOST ISLAND*^* 

The Two Sisters," published as The True Legends of Vancouver's Lions," 

appeared in The Vancouver Province in April, 1910. The series Pauline 

contracted with L. W. Makovski began on July 2 with her personal history, "A 

Royal Mohawk Chief," published as The Ouke of Connaught as Chief of 

Iroquois." The Legend of the Lost Island," which appeared the following week, 
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was therefore the first Squamish legend Pauline published in her series, and as 

such, her choice of topic calls for special attention. 

This story is less a legend than the recounting of a vision of the coming of 

white civilization. It precedes by three months the discussion of the effect of 

white civilization on the traditional Squamish way of life in The Sea-serpent." 

While the discussion in The Sea-serpenr focusses on White man's greed and 

the lack of greed amongst tribal people. The Lost Island" begins with Chief 

Capilano in a general lamentation over what has been lost; 

Yes ... we Indians have lost many things. We have lost our lands, our 
forests, our game, our fish; ancient religion, our ancient dress; some of 
the younger people have even lost their fathers' language and the 
legends and traditions of their ancestors. (60) 

These things are lost," mourns Capilano, "just like The Island of the North Arm.' 

They may be somewhere near by, but no one can ever find them." When 

Pauline protests that there are many islands up the North Arm, it quickly 

becomes apparent that this particular island is symbolic of lost Indian culture. 

Capilano's grandfathers and great-grandfathers saw the island, but neither 

Capilano nor his father ever found the island, although both spent "many days in 

many years" searching. When Pauline finally asks why Capilano is searching for 

the island, the answer confirms the island's connection with a lost past: There is 

something on that island that I want. I shall look for it until I die, for it is there." 

The story takes place "more than a hundred years ago," in a time 

remembered, not in a dim and legendary past. What follows next is a complex 
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movement as the old. dying Chief Capilano looks back to a medicine man who 

was looking fonvard to the future and to a modem Vancouver. 

This great city of Vancouver was but the dream of the Sagalie Tyee at 
that time. The dream had not yet come to the white man; only one great 
Indian medicine-man knew that some day a great camp for Pale-faces 
would lie between False Creek and the Inlet. (61-2) 

The dissonance here is that it is the Squamish god, the Sagalie Tyee, who, 

before even the white men, first dreams the city ofthe white men. There is 

more than a simple sense of inevitability or defeat; there is, in some convoluted 

way, a sense that the Indians themselves were responsible for the arrival ofthe 

white men. Caused the am'val, yet hated it. This medicine man heard voices 

telling him: 

"Between the two narrow strips of salt water the white men will camp, 
many thousands of them. The Indians will leam their ways, will live as 
they do, will become as they are. There will be no more great war-
dances, no more fights with other powerful tribes; it will be as if the 
Indians had lost all bravery, all courage, all confidence." (62) 

This medicine man was "the strongest man on all the North Pacific Coast," who 

could "overthrow the fiercest grizzly bear" and "kill whole tribes single-handed," 

yet he could not escape his haunting dream ofthe future. "[I]t was the only thing 

in his life he had tried to kill and failed." The strength, courage, and power of this 

medicine man are representative ofthe best of Indian culture, yet this best is 

poweriess to stop the advent ofthe white civilization that would cause the Indian 

to lose this strength, courage, and power. In a vision looking a hundred years 

ahead, the medicine man saw 
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. . .  m i g h t y  l o d g e s  b u i l t  c l o s e  t o g e t h e r ,  h u n d r e d s  a n d  t h o u s a n d s  o f  t h e m -
-lodges of stone and wood, and long straight trails to divide them. He 
saw these trails thronging with Pale-faces; he heard the sound of the 
white man's paddle-dip on the waters, for it is not silent like the Indian's; 
he saw the white man's trading posts, saw the fishing nets, heard his 
speech. (63) 

The troubled medicine man called on the Sagalie Tyee to preserve his courage, 

bravery, and fearlessness for his people, so that they would be able to "endure 

the white man's rule." He prayed that the Sagalie Tyee would hide these 

strengths from the white man. As night fell, he paddled up the North Arm where 

he felt all his strength leave him and saw it drift to a misty island. He paddled 

home to his village, fell asleep, and died. Since then, the Indians have searched 

for the island, for when they find it, they will "get back all the courage and bravery 

we had before the white man came." But they cannot find it. Capilano has 

himself searched for the island, but has seen only its shadow. The story is a 

poignant one, mouming the loss not of Indian land, but of Indian courage, Indian 

ways. 

Although this was the first topic Pauline Johnson brought forth in the series, 

this legend was placed seventh in the collected volume. There is a combative 

tone in this legend, a hostility to the settlers, a finger-pointing not quite below the 

surface that may have led the compilers to move it further back. Even in her last 

works, even in this most popular and best-loved of Canadian volumes, Pauline 

Johnson continued to find ways of speaking out, subtle or not, of protesting 

native peoples' treatment by the whites. 
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***POINT GREY*  ̂

"Point Grey" is one of two Squamish legends told by a narrator other than 

Chief Capilano, the other being The Lost Salmon-Run." This storyteller is a 

young Squamish friend of Pauline's. Perhaps it is because of his youth that the 

tale is more simplistic than the previous ones, but this lack of depth may also 

reflect that this was one of the later legends originally published in December, 

when Pauline was writing a legend a week for the Vancouver Province while 

battling her illness. Less than a month later she ceased to write. 

The legend reads very much like a fable. As in "Siwash Rock," someone is 

turned to stone, but the tale lacks the layers of complexity and subtle insights 

into native values that have added interest to the previous tales. The only 

exception, a brief treatise on water, is inserted rather awkwardly at the beginning 

of the story, and is not well integrated into the narrative: 

Tou know," began my young tillicum, lhat only waters unspoiled by 
human hands can be of any benefit. One gains no strength by 
swimming in any waters heated or boiled by fires that men build. To 
grow strong and wise one must swtm in the natural rivers, the mountain 
ton-ents, the sea, just as the Sagalie Tyee made them. Their virtues die 
when human beings try to improve them by heating or distilling, or 
placing even tea in them, and so~what makes Homolsom Rock so full of 
'good medicine' is that the waters that wash up about it are straight from 
the sea. made by the hand of the Great Tyee, and unspoiled by the 
hand of man. (67) 

But the legend is not about water, it is about Homolsom Rock, how it came to be 

and how it got the magical power to call up a breeze for any man who touches it 

with his paddle blade. The information about the healing properties of natural 
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water is interesting, but confusing, for as the story reveals, the rock has its 

power because of a decree of the Great Tyee, not because natural sea water 

washes its base. 

Homolsom Rock was originally the Tyee of the West Wind, who created 

stonns and havoc, uprooted forests and drowned men, with no purpose other 

than to reveal his powers. The four men of the Sagalie Tyee came in their huge 

canoe, and paddled firmly against the most severe tempest the Tyee of the West 

Wind could create. When their canoe touched shore, they turned the Tyee of the 

West Wind into Homolsom Rock, and commanded him to "cease his war cry," to 

help instead of hinder mankind: 

you shall... live now to serve, not to hinder mankind ... Your life fr-om 
this day shall be for the good of man, for when the fisherman's sails are 
idle and his lodge is leagues away you shall fill those sails and blow his 
craft free, in whatever direction he desires ... he who touches you with 
his paddle-blade shall have his desire of a breeze to carry him home. 
(69) 

Johnson's young storyteller assures her that this is true, that when he has been 

becalmed around Point Grey, he has paddled up to the rock, touched it with his 

paddle-blade, and felt the wind come up. Pauline identifies with the storyteller 

and the legend through the use of the word, "superstitious" again, and adds, "I 

freely acknowledge that times innumerable I have 'whistled up' a wind when 

dead calm threatened, or stuck a jack-knife in the mast, and ... watched the idle 

sail fill." 
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*^HE TULAMEEN TRAIL*  ̂

The Tulameen Trail" is not properly a legend of Vancouver, for this is a 

story ftDm the interior of British Columbia. Six of the nine legends published in 

the November and December issues of the Vancouver Province are not 

Squamish In origin. Pauline Johnson may have already recounted all the stories 

from Chief Capilano, and was now casting about for other material. This was the 

only one of these non-Squamish stories that was included in the final collection. 

The Tulameen Trail" is the first of the collected legends that is without a 

narrator. Without the ethnographic details, the setting of the storytelling, a sense 

of the relationship between storyteller and listener, this legend seems more 

simplistic, less full, than the previous ones. How Johnson heard the story is 

unknown, for she makes only the vague reference that Ihe Indians of the Nicola 

country still cling to their old-time story that the Tulameen [River] cam'es the spirit 

of a young giri enmeshed in the wonders of its winding course." 

In place of the setting for the storytelling. Johnson describes the country of 

the Interior of British Columbia, along the Tulameen River where the story took 

place. She must have gotten the idea for this story during her rugged trip up the 

Cariboo Trail to the gold mining town of Barkerville in 1903. She describes "days 

and days in a swinging, swaying coach, behind a four-in-hand." careening "down 

those horrifying mountain-trails," where 

. . .  a t  t i m e s  t h e  a n g l e s  a r e  s o  a b r u p t  t h a t  y o u  c a n n o t  s e e  t h e  h e a d s  o f  
the leaders as they swing around the grey crags that almost scrape the 
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tires on the left, while within a foot of the rim of the trail the right wheels 
whiri along the edge of a yawning canyon. (73-4) 

The horses' hooves beat in rhythm, the driver whistles to the leaders, the whip 

cracks above the horses' heads, pebbles rattle down into the canyon below, but 

the sound that draws Johnson's attention is an "indistinct murmur, which grows 

sweeter, more musical... the voice of the restless Tulameen as it dances and 

laughs through the rocky throat of the canyon, three hundred feet below." It is 

here, "the Indians say," that the Tulameen River has "caught the spirit of the 

maiden." 

"The Tulameen Trail" is a version of the Romeo and Juliet trope set during a 

war between tribes before the white man came. The cause of the war is 

unknown, but Pauline suggests that "it was merely for tribal supremacy—that 

primeval instinct that assails the savage in both man and beast... It is the greed 

to rule; the one barbarous instinct that civilization has never yet been able to 

eradicate from anrned nations." In this battle, an older chief and his two sons are 

pitted against a single young Tulameen brave. The young brave gains over the 

old chief, and finally has the older man on his knees. He offers to give up his 

victory in retum for the chiefs young daughter. The girl is very young, and the 

chief refuses, defying death: 

"My daughter-who is barely out of her own cradle-basket-give her to 
you, whose hands are blood-dyed with the killing of a score of my tribe? 
You ask for this thing?" 

"I do not ask it," replied the young brave. "I demand it; I have seen 
the giri and I shall have her." 
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The old chief sprang to his feet and spat out his refusal. "Keep your 
victory, and I keep my girl-child," though he knew he was not only 
defying his enemy, but defying death as well. (75-6) 

But the young brave does not kill him. saying "I shall not kill the sire of my wife .. 

. One more battle must we have, but your girl-child will come to me." 

The next moming the young brave, standing on one side of the canyon, 

shoots an amsw to the feet of the chiefs daughter, who is loitering on the 

opposite precipice. "Her quick eye caught the outline of a handsome, erect 

figure that stood on the heights across the river. She did not know him as her 

father's enemy. She only saw him to be young, stalwart, and of extraordinary 

manly beauty." She was interested, and sent one of "her own dainty an-ows" 

back across the canyon to the feet of the brave. The next day, she went to the 

canyon's brink, hoping to see him again. This time his arrow earned "a tassel of 

beautiful ermine tails," and she sent back a string of shell beads from her wrist. 

The third moming, the brave was himself waiting on her side of the precipice. 

This time, she learns that he is "her father's foe—the dreaded Tulameen." But 
% 

when he invites her to his country on the other side, she agrees to go. They 

travel upstream to a crossing, and live "a long golden summer" before the 

enraged father and brothers find them. One moming, the two brothers see the 

Tulameen and his bride walking on the other side. They shoot two arrows at the 

Tulameen, but hit instead their sister, who dies in her husband's arms. The 

Tulameen eventually hunts down and wreaks revenge on the brothers and their 
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father, then leaves his tribe and the country forever. "But the spirit of his glrl-

wlfe still sings through the canyon." 

The legend itself is well-told in Johnson's hands, but phrases such as "the 

Indians say." with no specificity as to tribe, no identification of the original 

storyteller or the circumstances in which Johnson was told the story, detract fix)m 

its sense of authenticity. 

^THE GREY ARCHWAY*" 

This was the last of the Squamish legends to be published in The Province: 

it appeared January 7,1911. One more story, an Iroquois legend called The 

Great New Year White Dog." appeared the following week, and then Pauline 

Johnson wrote no more. The legend itself seems somewhat less full, less 

detailed, than many of the previous stories, especially when compared to 

"Siwash Rock" or "The Two Sisters." but the setting for the storytelling is the 

most detailed and interesting of any of the legends that are not told by Chief 

Capilano. Pauline describes how she meets an old Indian on the deck of a 

steamer traveling through the Canadian San Juan Islands. She uses her 

Chinook salutation. "Kla-how-ya. tillicumi", silence, and own dark skin to win his 

confidence and the story: 

"You will tell me of it-tillicum?" 
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He gave a swrfl glance at my dark skin, then nodded. "You are one of 
us," he said, with evidently no thought of a possible contradiction. "And 
you will understand, or I should not tell you. You will not smile at the 
story, for you are one of us." 

"I am one of you, and I shall understand," I answered. (81) 

This Haida story is. like the Squamish "Siwash Rock" and "Point Grey," an 

explanation of an unusual rock formation, in this case an island in the shape of 

an arch. The storyteller says this "is a story for women to hear, to remember," 

and repeats the sentiments we have seen in The Lost Salmon-run," that 

"Women are the future mothers of the tribe, and we of the Pacific Coast hold 

such in high regard, in great reverence." 

Yaada, "the loveliest daughter of the Haida tribe," was desired as a wife by 

two men, an old, rich medicine man, and a young, very handsome but very poor 

fisherman. The tribe decides that the "greatest man" should have Yaada, but 

there is debate as to what constitutes "greatest." The tribal wise men assumed 

greatness was in power and riches, but Yaada's mother argued for "the man her 

heart holds highest." Yaada herself announced "it is not riches that make a good 

husband; it is not beauty that makes a good father for one's children." Yaada 

asked for a trial of skill that would show "how evil or how beautiful is the inside of 

the hearts." She chose a stone throwing contest for this purpose. When the 

medicine man muttered his chants and threw his stone, it shattered the great 

rock and created the grey archway. But when the handsome boy threw his 

stone, the medicine man could not resist working his evil magic, and in response 
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to his chant, the boy's stone turned and fell upon the forehead of Yaada's 

mother, {filling her. But Yaada was not fooled. She turned on the medicine man: 

"Oh. I now see your black heart through your black magic I heard your 

wicked incantations." The tribe bore witness to the medicine man's evil. Yaada 

walked to the edge of the cliff, wailing that she would follow her mother. She 

called the boy, ̂ /vill you stay, or come with me?" and the boy "sprang towards 

her, their hands closed one within the other; for a second they poised on the 

brink of the rocks, radiant as stars; then together they plunged into the sea." 

The story ends, with Pauline waiting for "the inevitable sequel that the 

tillicum, like all his race, was surely withholding until the opportune moment." 

The storyteller watches Pauline, "a world of anxiety in his half-mournful eyes." 

Just then. Pauline sees two silvery fish flash by in the water. This is the sign the 

storyteller seeks, as he smiles. 

The anxious look vanished. "I was right," he said; "you do know us and 
our ways, for you are one of us. Yes, those fish are seen only in these 
waters; there are never but two of them. They are Yaada and her mate, 
seeking for the soul of the Haida woman~her mother." (87) 

•^DEADMAN'S ISLAND"* 

The telling of this legend is once more the now familiar conversation 

between Pauline and Chief Joe Capilano, but there are several unique elements. 

The first, and most obvious, is that the "legend" begins with a poem which 
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appears to be Pauline's reminiscence of the evening on which she heard the 

story, a reminiscence which occurs after Chief Joe's death. In the first of the 

three stanzas, two" are dreaming during dusk on the Lost Lagoon, but in the 

second stanza, it is "dark in the Lost Lagoon," and things are "gone." 

And gone are the depths of haunting blue, 
The grouping gulls, and the old canoe. 
The singing firs, and the dusk and—you. (90) 

Pauline is missing her old friend, and the next stanza suggests that she is 

looking to her own impending death: 

O! Lure of the Lost Lagoon-
I dream to-night that my paddle blurs 
The purple shade where the seaweed stirs-
I hear the call of the singing firs 
In the hush of the golden moon. (90) 

Death may be the "lure," her paddle "blurs" the "purple shade," all symbols of 

death. The "call of the singing firs" may be the call of death, as Pauline looks 

back to Chief Joe's death, and fooA^ard to her own. 

There is no formal transition from the poem to the setting of the legend; the 

text simply changes from poetry to narrative. The first paragraph is not even 

indented, and indeed, the subject has not changed In content, only in form. "For 

many minutes we stood silently, leaning on the westem rail of the bridge as we 

watched the sunset across that beautiful little basin of water." Just as "you" Is 

not clear in the poem, the identity of "we" is ambiguous until the end of the 

paragraph, when she refers to "the chief." Their attention is drawn to the small 
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island known as Deadman's Island, and as the conversation develops at)out 

cun-ent litigation over who owns the island, the chief tells Pauline the story of an 

ancient battle between the northern and southern coastal tribes over the same 

island. 

The story has less the sound of a legend, however, than of an oral history. 

There are numerous exact details, logical sequences, and the general tone of a 

factual account quite unlike "Siwash Rock" or The Lost Salmon-run," which have 

heavy supernatural elements. The small island off the shore of present day 

Vancouver was desired as a chanting ground by the medicine men of both 

wam'ng tribes. Medicine men of the two factions camped on opposite sides of 

the island, where they "danced, chanted, burned their magic powders, built their 

magic fires, beat their magic rattles," but neither was able to defeat the other. 

Meanwhile, warriors of the two tribes fought all around the island, on the 

mainland and on the water. 

After many months, wam'ors on both sides complained that the spells of the 

medicine men were weakening them, and together the wam'ors of the North and 

the South drove the medicine men from the island, "hounded them down the 

Inlet, herded them through the Narrows, and banished them out to sea, where 

they took refuge on one of the outer islands of the gulf. Then the tribes once 

more fell upon each other in battle." This is the type of detail which sounds 

historical. 
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While those of the North followed the medicine-men farther out to sea to 
make sure of their banishment, those from the South returned under 
cover of night and seized the women and children and the old, 
enfeebled men in their enemy's camp, transported them all to the Island 
of Dead Men, and there held them as captives. Their war-canoes 
circled the island like a fortification, through which drifted the sobs of the 
Imprisoned women, the mutterings of the aged men, the wail of little 
children. (94) 

The wam'ors of the North attacked the circle of canoes again and again, and 

were always repulsed, but the circle of southem canoes grew thinner. Capilano 

explained this thus: 

The wam'or blood of the North will always conquer. They are stronger, 
bolder, more alert, more keen. The snow and ice of their country make 
swifter pulse than the sleepy suns of the South can awake in a man; 
their muscles are of sterner stuff, their endurance greater. (94) 

Finally the greatest Tyee of the southem wam'ors mounted a large rock and lifted 

his hand, palm upwards, for a conference. He proposed that on the next day the 

southemers would kill all the captives, or 

. . .  y o u  c a n  h a v e  y o u r  w i v e s ,  y o u r  m o t h e r s ,  y o u r  f a t h e r s ,  y o u r  c h i l d r e n  
by giving us for each and every one of them one of your best and 
bravest young wam'ors, who will consent to suffer death in their stead. 
(95) 

What happened next, again, has the ring of history: 

In the northem canoes scores and scores of young wam'ors leapt to 
their feet. The air was filled with glad cries, with exultant shouts. The 
whole worid seemed to ring with the voices of those young men who 
called loudly, with glorious courage: 

Take me, but give me back my old father." 
Take me. but spare to my tribe my little sister." 
Take me. but release my wife and boy-baby." (95) 
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Amongst them were war-tried wam'ors who had fought fifty battles, and 
boys not yet full grown, who were drawing a bow-string for the first time; 
but their hearts, their courage, their self-sacrifice was as one. (96) 

The northern warriors stood before the long line of southern wam'ors. laid down 

their weapons, and stood erect until the thousand arrows killed them all. At this 

point a supernatural conclusion is added to what appears to be an oral history; in 

the morning the spot where the northern wam'ors had fallen was "peopled" with 

the beautiful scariet fire-flowers that are still found on the island. Frightened, 

they abandoned the island, the coastline, and "turned their bows southward." 

"*A SQUAMISH LEGEND OF NAPOLEON"* 

Pauline Johnson calls this story "the oddest mixture of history and 

superstition, of intelligence and ignorance, the most whimsically absurd, yet 

impressive, tale [she] ever heard from Indian lips" (105). The legend was called 

"The Lost Talisman," but apparently Pauline was so taken with its odd content 

that she took the unusual step of naming her story differently from the Squamish 

legend. She begins with a general observation that the sea serpent "appears 

and reappears with almost monotonous frequency in connection with history, 

traditions, legends, and superstitions" of the coastal tribes. The sea serpent 

even plays a part in the Squamish story of Napoleon, and here Pauline must 
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digress to discuss the widespread knowledge of Napoleon among Canadian 

Indians. Indians "unfamiliar with every other historical character from Adam on 

down ... will all tell you they have heard of the 'Great French Fighter.'" Although 

she does not mention it here, it is well known that Pauline's own father, George 

Johnson, was an avid fan of Napoleon, and a photograph still exists of George in 

a three comered hat, Napoleonic coat and breeches, hand tucked into his coat 

opening. 

Pauline Is surprised one day when Chief Capilano asks her if she has heard 

of Napoleon Bonaparte. 

"What do you know of him?" I asked. 
His voice lowered, almost as if he spoke a state secret. "I know how 

it is that English they beat him." 
1 have read many historians on this event, but to hear the Squamish 

version was a novel and absorbing thing. Tes?" I said~my usual 
"leading" word to lure him into the channels of tradition. 

"Yes," he affirmed. Then, still in a half-whisper, he proceeded to tell 
me that it all happened through the agency of a single joint from the 
vertebra of a sea-serpent. (101) 

Johnson then digresses again, this time to an earlier storytelling, that of The 
« 

Sea-serpent." She adds a detail left out in the earlier account: "all people who 

approach the vicinity of the creature are palsied, both mentally and physically-

bewitched, in fact-so that their bones become disjointed and their brains 

Incapable." The young boy who killed the monster had escaped this affliction 

because he was good, and had no greed. 
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Chief Capilano now tells Pauline that "all successful Indian fighters and 

wam'ors canied somewhere about their person a joint of a sea-serpent's 

vertebra," from which they were protected by a medicine man's power, but which 

worked disaster on any enemy and assured victory for the possessor of the 

talisman. One particularly effective vertebra had been in a powerful Squamish 

family for a century, but the last living male heir of the family was old and dying. 

The vertebra could not be passed on to a woman, and the dying man told his 

women kin that the talisman should go to "one as unconquerable as I have been. 

When I am dead send it across the great salt chuck, to the victorious 

Frenchman; they call him Napoleon Bonaparte" (103). 

Pauline is very curious as to how the coastal tribes leamed of Napoleon. 

She asks Capilano, "I suppose you heard of him from Quebec, through, perhaps, 

some of the French priests." Capilano is quick to contradict hen "No, no,... Not 

from East; we hear it firom over the Pacific from the place they call Russia," but 

on this point he cannot enlighten her further. 

The day after the old wam'or died, a small Russian sailing vessel anchored 

in the harbor. Two of the crew were captive Frenchmen, and the female 

relatives of the dead wam'or gave them the vertebra, with the promise that they 

would somehow deliver it to Napoleon. As the crew reboarded the vessel, the 

Russian sailors went into contortions and fell limp, and the French captives left 

the harbor in full command of the vessel. The Squamish people knew that the 
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talisman had reached Napoleon by "the voices of the trumpets of war, the beat of 

the drums throughout Europe." According to Capilano, once Napoleon had the 

charm, 

" . . .  f r o m  t h i s  t i m e  o n w a r d  h i s  c a r e e r  w a s  o n e  v a s t  v i c t o r y . . .  h e  w o n  
battle after battle, conquered nation after nation, and, but for the direst 
calamity that could befall a wam'or, would eventually have been master 
of the world." 

"What was this calamity. Chief?" I asked, amazed at his knowledge of 
the great historical soldier and strategist. 

The chiefs voice again lowered to a whisper-hls face was almost 
rigid with intentness as he replied: 

"He lost the Squamish charm-lost it just before one great fight with 
the English people." (105) 

Capilano cannot remember the name of the battle, but Pauline asks, "Was it 

Waterioo?" and the chief nods "quickly, without a shadow of hesitation. That's 

the one ... That's it: Waterioo.'" 

The story ends there, with Pauline in as much amazement as her readers. 

The many simply unexplainable things about "this beautifully childish, yet 

strangely historical, fairy-tale" Pauline leaves to "the ever-romantic and vividly 

coloured imaginations of the Squamish people." 

*^THE LURE IN STANLEY PARK*** 

This story was the only one that appeared in the Province during the month 

of August, three weeks after the previous story, "A Legend of Deer Lake." It 

may be that Pauline's Illness was worse during this period, and she was having 

difficulty fulfilling her contract for a story a week. These two stories are the 
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weakest of those included in the collection, which may account for their 

placement as second and third from the end. 

The plot of this legend is simple and markedly similar to that of "Point Grey." 

which was originally published later, in December. An evil spirit, in this case a 

witch, is transfonmed into stone by the four men of the Sagalie Tyee. In "Point 

Grey," the four men of the Sagalie Tyee subdue the wild west wind which is 

wreaking havoc on land and sea, and change it into a stone that now serves 

mankind. In this legend, however, the evil is not so readily subdued. The witch-

woman, herself immune to death, "broke hearts and bodies and souls." 

"poisoned minds and characters." "bred plagues and epidemics," "engendered 

madness." The Sagalie Tyee dare not let her die, for her spirit would continue in 

its evil mischief, so he sent his four men to tum her into a stone. Unlike the 

stone at Point Grey, however, this stone continues to exert an evil power. 

. . .  h a v i n g  o n c e  c o m e  w i t h i n  t h e  " a u r a "  o f  t h e  l u r e  i t  i s  a  h u m a n  
impossibility to leave it. Your will-power is dwarfed, your intelligence 
blighted, your feet will refuse to lead you out by a straight trail, you will 
circle, circle for evermore about this magnet, for if death kindly comes to 
your aid your immortal spirit will go on in that endless circling that will 
bar it from entering the Happy Hunting Grounds. (109-110) 

Johnson relates that Three different Indians" told her about two tourists who 

were lost fifteen or eighteen years before in Stanley Park, where the stone is 

reputed to lie. When found a week later, the woman was mad and the man was 

dead, "and each of my informants firmly believed they had. in their wanderings, 

encountered 'the stone.'" To prevent such happenings, the four men of the 
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Sagalie Tyee chose a half-dozen of "Ihe kindliest, most benevolent men. men 

whose hearts were filled with the love of their fellow-beings," and transformed 

these men into a group of giant guardian trees whose goodness would shield the 

world from the evil of the stone. 

Johnson has tiecome increasingly conscious of her role as amateur 

ethnologist, and adds a considerable amount of background information for her 

reader. A full page is given to a discussion of the conditions for transfomnation 

by the Sagalie Tyee of men or spirits into stones or into trees. 

People who are wilfully evil, who have no kindness in their hearts, who 
are bloodthirsty, cruel, vengeful, unsympathetic, the Sagalie Tyee turns 
into solid stone that will hart)our no growth, even that of moss or lichen, 
for these stones contain no moisture, just as their wicked hearts lacked 
the milk of human kindness. (108) 

Of course, the reader immediately recalls "Siwash Rock," in which the good man 

was transformed into stone, but Johnson has already responded to that 

exception; 

The one famed exception, wherein a good man was transformed into 
stone, was in the^nstance of Siwash Rock, but as the Indian tells you of 
it he smiles with gratification as he calls your attention to the tiny tree 
cresting that imperial monument. He says the tree was always there to 
show the nations that the good in this man's heart kept on growing even 
when his body ceased to be. (110) 

Good people, according to Pauline Johnson's research, are usually transformed 

Into trees, "so that after death they may go on for ever benefitting all mankind." 

She lists all the ways in which Indians use trees, including food, shade, shelter, 
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and trom them are carved the bows and arrows, the canoes and paddles, bowls, 

spoons, and baskets." 

She also adds comparative commentary: "More than any other legend that 

the Indians about Vancouver have told me " She interprets the theme in a 

way she did not do in the legends clearly told by Chief Capilano. She moralizes 

that "this tale reveal[s] the love of the coast native for kindness and his hatred of 

cruelty," and supports her view with personal experience; 

If you talk with any of them, and they mention some man they 
particularly like or admire, their first qualification of him is; "He's a kind 
man." They never say he is brave, or rich, or successful, or even 
strong...." (113) 

Like its predecessor, "A Legend of Deer Lake," "Lure of Stanley Park" has 

no storyteller. Although Johnson says her "tillicum" told her this legend, she 

describes neither the occasion for the storytelling nor the storytelling itself. It 

appears Johnson recreates this story firom numerous references and tellings, for 

she writes; 

In talking with my many good tillicums, I find this witch-woman legend is 
the most universally known and thoroughly believed in of all traditions 
they have honoured me by revealing to me. (114) 

And further 

There is not a tribe in the entire district that does not know of this 
strange legend. You will hear the tale from those that gather at Eagle 
Harbour for fishing, from the Fraser River tribes, from the Squamish at 
the Narrows, from the Mission, firom up the Inlet, even from the tribes at 
North Bend ... (109) 
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***DEER LAKE"* 

Although published in the Vancouver Province as "A Legend of Deer Lake," 

this story is not property a legend, but a recounting of a personal experience of 

Chief Capilano. It was the sixth story published in The Province, but was the 

next to last to be included in the collected Legends of Vancouver This was the 

first Squamish story in the series in which there is no storyteller, although the 

chief obviously told Pauline the story. It is less well crafted than those that were 

written before and some that were written after, and it may be that Pauline was 

experiencing "a bad spell" In her illness, for her publications in The Province 

broke off for three weeks after "A Legend of Deer Lake" appeared. This Is a 

hunting story, and a mystery, and begins with an affirmation of Capilano's skill as 

a hunter and his knowledge of his hunting grounds. 

Capilano had speared an enonmous seal, and his canoe had been dragged 

quite some ways through the water, when the seal dove deep under water. 

ripping Capilano's prized elk-bone spear and cedar-fibre rope firom his hands. 

For a year Capilano searched for his rope and spear, but never found it. One 

night, at sunset, he saw a red glow to the east, mirroring the glow of the sunset. 

He paddled inland, beached his canoe, and took the trail to Deer Lake. There, 

he discovered the red glow was a forest fire. As he watched, an immense colony 

of beaver, thousands of them, left the lake and waddled northwards, away from 

the flames. After they left, Capilano walked to the water's edge, where he found 
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a huge seal carcass, and found, imbedded in the flesh, his lost elk-bone spear 

and his cedar-fibre rope. 

As he extracted this treasured heirloom he felt the "power," that men of 
magic possess, creep up his sinewy arms. It entered his heart, his 
blood, his brain. For a long time he sat and chanted songs that only 
great medicine-men may sing, and, as the hours drifted by, the heart of 
the forest fires subsided ... (120) 

The mystery was that there was no river from the sea to Deer Lake, no way that 

the giant seal could have swum there to make his escape. "Until the day of his 

death," Chief Capilano searched for the hidden river, but never found it. 

In "Deer Lake," as in the other "modem legend," "A Squamish Legend of 

Napoleon," Pauline Johnson appears to be quite taken with the inexplicable. 

How did the giant seal get to Deer Lake? How did the Squamish receive news of 

Napoleon from across the Pacific? Is it possible that Napoleon truly did carry the 

vertebra of a sea-serpent into battle? 

^A ROYAL MOHAWK CHIEF*** 

The final story is not a legend of Vancouver at all, but a recounting of the 

most memorable historic event from Pauline Johnson's childhood: the visit of 

Prince Arthur of England to the Grand River Reserve. This is the only story in 

the collection that is not set on the Northwest Coast of British Columbia. Of the 

twenty-two stories originally published in the Vancouver Province series, only 
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fifteen were reproduced in Legends of Vancouver. A Northwest Coast setting 

was a major factor in the selection process, for of the seven that were not 

included, six were set in other places. But this final selection was a very dear 

and important topic to Pauline personally. Of her Vancouver Province series, 

this was, on July 2,1910, the first story to be published after the first legend, 

The True Legend of Vancouver's Lions" appeared on April 16. 

The version of "A Royal Mohawk Chier that we have in Legends of 

Vancouver appears to have been rewritten since the article first appeared in the 

Province, or at the very least, a new introductory paragraph was added. The first 

paragraph of the final version speaks of Prince Arthur, "^vho has been appointed 

... Governor-General" of Canada, whereas Arthur did not receive this 

appointment until 1911, the year following the original article. The interested 

tone of the added paragraph suggests that within certain political circles of the 

time, grumblings were to be heard that the Governor-General was British, not 

Canadian. "How man;̂ Canadians are aware" she begins, that in Prince Arthur 

Ihey undoubtedly have what many wish for-one bearing an ancient Canadian 

title as Governor-General of all the Dominion?" The ancient Canadian title, 

however, has an ironic edge, for that title. "Chief of the Iroquois," is far older than 

the existence of Canada itself. Johnson turns political grumblings upside down, 

and inverts the meaning of "Canadian." as she firmly reminds her readers of 

Canada's native heritage. "It would be difficult to find a man more Canadian 
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than any one of the fifty chiefs who compose the parliament of the ancient 

Iroquois nation." She further reminds her readers that the Iroquois "fought for 

the British crown against all of the enemies thereof, adhering to the British flag 

through the wars against both the French and the colonists." 

Johnson continues to invert/subvert notions of the true Canadian by 

asserting the authenticity of the Prince's Iroquois title, for Arthur is 'the only 

living white man" who "possesses the privilege of sitting in their councils" and 

"casting his vote on all matters relative to the goveming of the tribes." 

In short, were every drop of blood in his royal veins red, instead of blue, 
he could not be more fully qualified as an Indian chief than he now is, 
not even were his title one of the fifty hereditary ones whose illustrious 
names composed the Iroquois confederacy before the Paleface ever set 
foot in America. (125) 

The ironies here double back on one another until the phrase, "before the 

Paleface ever set foot in America" rushes forth, offering a glimpse of Johnson's 

anger simmering just beneath the surface of her eloquent prose. Her teasing at 

the concept of red blood and blue is a subtle reminder, a subtle contrast, 

between how readily and completely the Iroquois have accepted Arthur as a 

symbol of the white man, yet how reluctant and incomplete has been the 

acceptance of the Indian by the white man. 

Johnson then leaves off her political commentary, for the most part, and 

launches into the story. Prince Arthur was nineteen years old in 1869 when he 

visited Canada; Pauline was herself just eight years old. The Six Nations of the 
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Iroquois sent Arthur an invitation to visit the Grand River Reserve and accept the 

title of Chief. At this point. Johnson adds her view of England's "success" with 

native tribes: 

One of the great secrets of England's success with the savage^  ̂races 
has been her consideration, her respect, her almost reverence of native 
customs, ceremonies, and potentates. She wishes her own customs 
and l<ings to be honoured, so she freely accords like honour to her 
subjects, it matters not whether they be white, black, or red. (125) 

Consequently, Arthur "was delighted" to accept the invitation. On the moming of 

October 1, the Prince and his retinue am'ved in Brantford by train where 

carriages awaited to take them to the ceremony. The Prince's special escort 

was Pauline Johnson's father, George, Identified in the story by his Mohawk 

name, Onwanonsyshon. Pauline describes her father's jet-black pony and his 

native costume of 

. . .  b u c k - s k i n  s u i t ,  b e a d e d  m o c c a s i n s ,  h e a d b a n d  o f  o w l  a n d  e a g l e  
feathers, and omaments hammered from coin silver that literally covered 

Johnson's use of the word, "savage" is one of the most jarring difficulties for 
modem readers. In this 1991 edition of Legends of Vancouver, editor Mary Alice 
Oownie feels compelled to write in a Glossary at the conclusion of the book: 

To us, many of her English expressions as well as her native 
jargon seem strange, even suspect. We have become increasingly 
aware of the racial bias of standard English and the racial prejudice 
of "Indian" jargon. All language use is time bound, however. For 
example, Johnson-Tekahionwake's use of the term "savage" to 
describe the native character implies the positive and praiseworthy 
meaning of "noble savage," not the pejorative and loathsome 
meaning of "blood-thirsty savage" that riddles the language of 
popular "Cowboy and Indian" movies. (135) 
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his coat and leggings. About his shoulders was flung a scarlet blanket, 
consisting of the identical broadcloth from which the British army tunics 
are made. (126) 

George Johnson's costume sounds remarkably like that of his daughter 

during her platform career. Pauline recounts details she must have heard from 

her father, such as when the young Prince patted the black pony's neck and 

offered the chief grapes from under the carriage seat: "An odd spectacle to be 

traversing a country road; and English prince and an Indian chief, riding amicably 

side by side, enjoying a banquet of grapes like two school-boys." 

Pauline describes the Prince's arrival at the ceremony, when he was 

"completely surrounded by three hundred full-blooded Iroquois braves and 

wamors." "Every red throat gave a tremendous war-whoop as he alighted." "His 

young face paled to ashy whiteness, then with true British grit he extended his 

right hand and raised his black 'billy-cock' hat with his left." The ceremony 

consisted of George's father, Pauline's grandfather, chanting "the strange, wild 

formula of induction ... the low, weird monotone of a ritual older than the white 

man's foot-prints in North America." Here again, Johnson reminds the reader 

who was in North America first, then with words such as "constitution" and 

"pariiament" reiterates the integrity of the ancient civilization, and in so doing, 

illustrates the gravity of the honor bestowed in this ceremony. 

The constitution that Hiawatha had founded centuries ago, a 
constitution wherein fifty chiefs, no more, no less, should form the 
pariiament of the "Six Nations," had been shattered and broken. 
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because this race of loyal red men desired to do honour to a slender 
young t)oy-prince, who now bears the fifty-first title of the Iroquois. (128) 

The closing of the story, and the closing of the collected Legends of Vancouver 

is Pauline's personal reminiscence: 

As I write, I glance up to see, in a comer of my room, a draping scarlet 
blanket, made of British broadcloth, for the chief who rode the jet-black 
pony so long ago was the writer's father. (129) 

After recounting so many of the Squamish legends and stories, Pauline Johnson 

closes by adding her own family legend to the collection. 

EPILOGUE 

In 1912 and 1913, four volumes of Pauline Johnson's collected works were 

published. Her poetry and the legends were published in 1912, as Flint and 

Feather and Legends of Vancouver Pauline Johnson died in Vancouver, British 

Columbia, on March 7,1913, and her two volumes of short stories. The 

Moccasin Maker and The Shagganappi. were published posthumously. Of 

these. Legends of Vancouver was at the time considered to be her most unique 

literary contribution, as this review illustrates; 

This book represents the beginning of a new literature on the Pacific 
coast; the imaginative treatment of Indian folklore. It has even more 
significance than the poems; for though they are fresh and new in many 
respects and noteworthy as the meeting place of two races ... they are 
imitative of an older literature to a cetain extent. But the legends have 
revealed unsuspected fields of work for the creative imagination close at 
hand; challenging, as it were, the young culture of our own country, and 
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lighting upwith living interest a moribund race that has been regarded as 
somewhat dull and stupid ... The Legends seem to me as near 
perfection as any legendary romances with which I am acquainted... 
(Buckley n. pag.) 

A hundred years ago, Pauline Johnson was Every Indian, yet today, she is, in 

many critics' opinions, not Indian enough. Perhaps Johnson's continuing 

liminality tells us more about the hegemonic culture of the critics than anything 

else. 
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APPENDIX A 

A CHRONOLOGY OF THE WRITINGS OF PAULINE JOHNSON: 

Poetry, Fiction, Non-Fiction, and Collections 

YEAR, MONTH 

1884 

1885 

Apr 16 

June 18 

Sept 17 

1886 

Jan 21 

Apr 22 

Sept 16 

Oct 8 

1887 

Aug 7 

1888 

May 24 

TITLE 

To Jean 

The Re-lntemment of Red Jacket 

The Sea-Queen 

A Cry From an Indian Wife 

In the Shadows 

The Firs 

Easter Lilies 

At the Ferry 

Brant 

The Virgil of St Basil 

Joe 

PUBLICATION 

Gems of Poetry 

The Week 

Tlie Week 

The Week 

The Week 

The Week 

The Week 

Brantford Expositor 

The Week 

The Week 
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July 26 Our Brotherhood The Week 

1889 

July 26 Nocturne The Week 

1890 As Red Men Die 

1891 

July 18 Re-Voyage Brantford Expositor 

Dec 25 A'bram Brantford Expositor 

1892 

Jan 2 PAULINE JOHNSON'S RECITAL DEBUT 

Feb 27 The Song My Paddle Sings Toronto Saturday Night 

Mar 22 A Strong Race Opinion The Toronto World 

April Indian Medicine Men and Their Magic Dominion Illustrated 

Sept Penseroso Lake Magazine 

Time and Bitter Distance 

1893 Thistledown Art Calendar 

The Portage American Canoe Club Yearbook 

Feb A Red Girl's Reasoning Dominion Illustrated 

? June 23 Iroquois of the Grand River Harper's Weekly 

1894 

Dec 7 The Cattle Thief The Week 

? Dec 25 As It Was in the Beginning Saturday Night 
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1895 

May 

Sept 

Oct 8 

Dec (?) 

1896 

1898 

1900 

1902 

Aug 2 

1903 

March 

July 4 

1904 

Dec 

1906 

June 23 

Aug 3 

Aug 4 

Aug 11 

The White Wampum London: Bodiey Head. (Poetry vol.) 

The Bird's Lullaby CM 

From the Country of the Cree Our Animal Friends 

Iroquois Women of Canada Brantford Expositor 

(Reprinted from the Halifax Herald, date unknown) 

The Six Nations Brantford Expositor 

The Grand Old National Policy Mail and Empire 

Organization of the Iroquois Canada I 

Morrowland Unpublished until 1935 - Foster 

Among the Blackfoots Toronto Globe 

Canadian Bom. Toronto: Morang (Poetry volume) 

Brier PEI Magazine 

Shadow River Toronto Globe 

Train Dogs 

Maurice of His Majesty's Mails 

A Pagan in St. Paul's 

The Lodge of the Law-Makers 

The Saucy Seven 

Rod and Gun 

BW 

London Daily Express 

London Daily Express 

BW 
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Nov 24 Dick Dines With His Dad BW 

1907 

Jan The Cattle Country CM 

Jan 19 We-hro's Sacrifice BW 

Mar 23 Gun Shy Billy BW 

June The Trail to Ulloouet CM 

July 2 Her Dominion~A Story of 1867, and Canada's 

Confederation MM 

July 27 The Broken String BW 

Sep 2 The Home Comers MM 

Nov 2 Prayers of the Pagan MM 

Dec 7 Little Wolf-Willow BW 

Dec 21 The Shadow Trail BW 

? The Haunting Thaw CM 

1908 

Jan 3 Mothers of a Great Red Race MM 

Jan 18 A Night With North Eagle BW 

Feb 3 Winter Indoor Life of the Indian Mother and Children MM 

Feb 4 Mother o' the Men MM 

June 3 How One Resourceful Mother Planned an Inexpensive 

Outing MM 
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June 20 The Lieutenant Governor's Prize BW 

July 3 Outdoor Occupations of the Indian Mother 

and Her Children MM 

Aug 1 The Scarlet Eye BW 

Sep 3 Heroic Indian Mothers MM 

Sep 12 The Cruise of the Brown One BW 

Nov 3 Mother of the Motherless MM 

1909 

Jan 4 The Legend of the Two Sisters MM 

Mar 4 The Envoy Extraordinary MM 

Mar 27 The Broken Barrels BW 

Apr 3 The Whistling Swans BW 

Apr 4 My Mother - R. 1 MM 

May 1 The Delaware Idol BW 

May 4 My Mother - R. 2 MM 

May 29 The King's Coin (serial) BW 

June 4 My Mother - Pt. 3 MM 

July 4 My Mother - R. 4 MM 

Oct 30 Jack O'Lantem (serial) BW 

Dec 4 The Christmas Heart MM 
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1910 

Fight On! Souvenir Programme 

Jan The Homing Bee CM 

Jan 1 The Brotherhood BW 

Feb 5 The Wolf Brothers BW 

Mar 5 The Nest-Builder MM 

Apr 2 Silver Craft BW 

Apr 5 The Call of the Skookum Chuck MM 

Apr 16 The True Legends of Vancouver's Lions VP 

May 5 From the Child's Viewpoint MM 

May 21 The Silver Craft of the Mohawks BW 

June 5 The Gray Archway: A Legend of the Charlotte Islands MM 

" From the Child's Viewpoint MM 

June 18 The Silver Craft of the Mohawks BW 

June 25 - « « « « BW 

July 2 Duke of Connaught as Chief of the Iroquois Indians VP 

July 5 The Legend of the Squamish Twins or the Call of KinshipMM 

July 9 The Legend of the Lost Island VP 

July 16 The Signal Code BW 

" " Siwash Rock VP 

July 23 Recluse of Capilano Canyon VP 
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July 30 A Legend of Deer Lake VP 

Aug 5 The Lost Salmon Run: A Legend of the Pacific Coast MM 

Aug 13 The Barbado Boy BW 

Aug 20 The Lure of Stanley Park VP 

Sept 24 The Deep Waters: Squamish Indian Legend VP 

Oct 1 The Legend of the Lost Salmon Run VP 

Oct 5 The Legend of Siwash Rocks MM 

Oct 8 The Sea Serpent of Brockton Point VP 

" " The Potlatch BW 

Oct 15 The Legend of Seven Swans VP 

Oct 22 The Legend of Deadman's Island VP 

Oct 22 The Story of the First Telephone BW 

Oct 29 A Squamish Legend of Napoleon VP 

Nov 12 The Call of Qu'Appelle Valley VP 

The Silver Craft of the Mohawks BW 
% 

Nov 26 Prairie and Foothill Animals That Despise the 

Southem Trail VP 

Dec 3 Where the Horse is King VP 

Dec 5 Catharine of the "Crow's Nest" MM 

Dec 10 A Legend of Point Grey VP 

Dec 17 The Great Heights Above the Tulameen Trail VP 
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Dec 31 

1 

Jan 7 

Jan 14 

Feb 6 

Sep 6 

Aug 6 

Nov 6 

2 

Jan 7 

Feb 7 

Feb 

Mar 20 

The Silver Craft of the Mohawks 

Trails of Old Tillicums 
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BW 

VP 

The Grey Archway VP 

The Great New Year White Dog: Sacrifice of 

the Onandagas VP 

Hoolool of the Totem Poles: A Story of the North Pacific 

Coast MM 

The Legend of the Seven Swans MM 

The Tenas Klootchman MM 

The Legend of the Ice Babies MM 

Legends of Vancouver. Vancouver Sunset. 

(Collected fiction from VP) 

The Legend of Lillooet Falls MM 

The Great Deep Water: A Legend of The Flood" MM 

The Toast CM 

The Unfailing Lamp VP 

Legends of Vancouver. (Collected fiction from VP) 

Flint and Feather (Collected poetry) 
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1913 PAULINE JOHNSON DIES MARCH 7,1913 

July 

Oct 

Nov 

Dec 

1914 

Jan 

Feb 

The Moccasin MaKer. 

The Shagganappi. 

Benedictus 

Song 

In Heidelberg 

Aftennath 

Reclaimed Lands 

Ballad of Yaada 

Coaching on the Cariboo Trail 

(Collected fiction from MM) 

(Collected fiction from BW) 

CM 

CM 

CM 

CM 

CM 

Toronto Saturday Night 

CM 

KEY TO PUBLICATIONS: 

BW = Boys' Worid 

CM =: Canadian Magazine 

MM = Mother's Magazine 

VP = Vancouver Province 

Boldface type = discussed as "Minority Discourse" 

Italic type = poems 
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APPENDIX B 

Letter from Emily Howells to George Johnson 

August 28-30, 1850 

Cross-written original in Brant County Museum, Brantford, Ontario 

Transcribed by Chris Marshall 

University of Arizona July 1996 

No. 4 

Kingston, Wednesday 

Aug 28th/50 

My dear George, 

Between reading and sewing at night with a few visits I have only left myself 

three evenings to write to you In, so if Mrs. R? B? is ill before these three 

evenings expire you must try to be content with a short letter for once! 

Is it possible George that our secret has been found out in Brantford and 

that we correspond through a different Post Office. That horrid letter going to the 

Brantford office is enough to tell all the people in town, particulariy Mrs. Willis (?) 

should have seen it and told... her ...secret...(???) 

2 
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That is a long sad thing about Mrs. Schoolcroft. Have you heard how Mr. 

Oberfield bears the disappointment. I really... him but sometimes 1 think that 

perhaps he deserved it for he may have been delaying his mam'age month after 

month till she became tired of waiting, A woman at her time of life cannot be 

expected to be as patient as a younger person. Now be careful my old boy how 

you act for how do you know that should you long delay your coming 1 may be 

tempted in a weak moment to forsake you and trot off with a "pale white face". 

What a shock that would be to your nerves my poor old fellow. But do not look 

sad. I am not... have not seen a face ...as dear to me as yours. 

3 

Thursday 29th. Tell Mr. Elliot that Diana and Mrs. Robert Cartwright returned to 

Kingston last Wednesday. 

Tom and I are going to write to Mr. Elliot this week and I will send you a few 

lines. I send a rose in a paper tomorrow for dear little Mary, poor child. I often 
% 

wish I could see her again and assure you I feel very thankful that she did not 

come here to school. Do you tease her any more? 

Do not mind dear George what Mr. Elliot says to you about me. I thought he 

would Dear, and I can tell you something more. If Mr. Elliot get at all cross with 

you for doing or saying any thing wrong, then I think he will try to cut at you and 
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torment (?) you. But do not notice him George but tell me all your thoughts and I 

will try to comfort and sooth you. 

4 

You cannot imagine dear George what a state of nervous anxiety I have 

been in since I received your dear little note with Mr. Elliot. From moming till 

night I am all the time thinking and planning how I can manage to get to Toronto 

to meet you before I go so far away. 

I think I have found out a plan that will cheat (?) All here. If I go to G—(?) 

By Sandusky I shall have to go round by Toronto In that case I can go and stay 

one week with Mrs. Elliot on pretense of asking to see Toronto. This is the only 

way I can think of without being detected. When I leave here for Toronto I 

should take bag and baggage and not ??? to old Kingston. 

5 

Then Mr. E or Tom or which ever go with me could meet me at Mrs. E. In 

Toronto. I know I can see you dear In that way and In no other. I almost fear I 

shall have to ask Mr. Elliot to take me to Sandusky, as Tom is so much in debt 

and can barely spare the time. 

You find out from Mr. E some way before you answer tbis if in case I ask him 

to take me to Sandusky, he would give you the money and let you go instead. 
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You would not be absent but a few days dear George and we should be so very 

happy talking to each other in a comer on deck the whole day long. I can 

scarcely... myself... you again so soon George for when I had left you. I had 

thought it was for many months. If not for years. 

6 

You answer this letter before I write again and then I write again and then I will 

write two weeks before I leave Kingston for Toronto, so that you will have time to 

get the letters and be ready yourself to meet me at the boat in Toronto. Should 

you be a day or two too late it will not matter much for as soon as I get your 

answer toihis I will write and ask Mrs. Elliot if my visit will be agreeable to her. If 

I should not be on the boat on the day I name and you are on the warf [sic] to 

receive me then you remain in Toronto till the next day, and If I do not come by 

the next boat then you may not 

7 

expect me at all, for sickness or something of importance will have detained me. 

I have planned dear George that if we do happen to meet at the boat we will 

not go direct to Mrs. Elliot's but will bye a few cakes (to prevent us being ill fioi 

want of food) then we will take a long walk so as to have a little chat first without 
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being disturbed. Oh if I could fancy that this would happen how happy I should 

be to think that I shall again so soon see my best my dearest fnend. 

But God's will must be done, dear George, then do not let us place our 

affections too much on each other but trust to God alone for ourfijluce 

happiness. God bless thee my dear own George. Good night. 

8 

Be sure to bring that letter with you to Toronto. 

Aug 30th I thought of you and Mr. Elliot very often. Dear George on the 

Thursday that the with you. You naughty boy mind you cross all your letters 

to me unless you write in a great hurry. I received Mr. Elliot's letter just the day 

after I had your last. Be sure to answer this before you expect another from me. 

You may have another this week so the letters will cross out but never mind that 

answer this. Do not forget always to inquire for letters for you before you put 

mine in the office. 

I am going to take dinner at Mrs. ??? today so I must put this in the Post or I 

may be able to go tomorrow. Good bye dear George. I hope I shall see you 

soon very soon. I think I cannot be more than a month longer in Kingston. 

May God guide my wandering feet through this worid and grant that we may 

live happily together till death shall separate us. Then may we meet in Heaven. 

Ever your affectionate Emily 
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APPENDIX C 

LETTER FROM HORATIO HALE TO PAULINE JOHNSON 

Clinton, July 13,1896 

My dear Miss Pauline, 

Your very reasonable requests are such as I have much pleasure in 

complying with. I send with this my copy of the "Book of Rites." I wish I had a 

spare copy to give you, but unfortunately I have only this one left. 

I do not know John Buck's son George; but if he resembles his father, there 

can be no doubt of his being thoroughly trustworthy. It strikes me, however, that 

what the Canadian Institute or the Smithsonian Institute would desire, in 

connection with the masks, will be the certificate of some person holding an 

official position. Chief Alex. Smith must know George Buck, and can readily 

satisfy himself that the masks are genuine. He will, no doubt, be willing to give a 

certificate, somewhat in the form of that which I enclose, and this, I think, will be 

all that you will need. Your own statement, indeed, ought to be satisfactory. 

I well remember Chief Joseph Snow. He was one of the six High Chiefs 

(including your father and grandfather) who met at Chiefswood in September, 

1871. by direction of the council, to explain to me the wampum records, and give 

me the traditions of the Six Nations, which are recorded in the Book of Rites. 

You have at home a copy of the photograph which was then made of the party. 

Chief Snow was a fine, venerable-looking, white-haired man. with a most 
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intelligent and pleasing countenance. He was one of the oldest Onondaga 

chiefs, and was then, I understood, considerably over seventy. I believe he did 

not long survive the meeting. He held, like your father, one of the ancient titles 

of nobility (as one may fairly style them) which have come down from the time of 

the formation of the Confederacy - about 400 years - usually remaining in the 

same family. His title was variously written, Kaghriron and Kahrion (Mohawk) 

and Kahiron )Onandaga) and was variously translated. One renders it vaguely 

"spilled," and another "scattered." I finally concluded that the best rendering 

would be "He Who Scatters." But Chief Smith or Mr. Bearfoot will know the 

precise meaning. 

It is too bad that after doing so much and so well in your profession, you 

should be left by your managers's default in pecuniary troubles. But these, I 

presume, are only temporary. The present year has been a very hard one, and 

almost all persons, except the lucky recipients of fixed salaries, have suffered 

more or less. 

Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) 

Horatio Hale 
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We have just read your charming "Iroquois Lullaby" in Harper's Weekly. 

Mrs. Hale is particularly pleased with it. She sends her kindest regards. 

NOTE: The three Indian words mentioned in paragraph 3 are very hard to 

decipher. In every case the initial letters may be "K," "H," or Sc." 

The original of this letter came into my hands 27th September, 

1951. 

E.S. Coatsworth, Toronto, Ont. 
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APPENDIX D 

The Toronto March 22, 1892 

McMaster University Archives 

A STRONG RACE OPINION: 

On the Indian Girl in Modem Fiction 

E. Pauline Johnson of the Iroquois Makes Some Remarks-The One Distressful 

Type-Winona~Her Suicidal Tendency-Mair's "Tecumseh"-The Algonquin 

Maiden"-A Chance for Writers 

Every race in the worid enjoys its own peculiar characteristics, but it scarcely 

follows that every individual of a nation must possess these prescribed 

singularities, or otherwise forfeit in the eyes of the world their nationality. 

Individual personality is one of the most charming things to be met with, either in 

a flesh and blood existence, or upon the pages of fiction, and it matters little to 

what race an author's heroine belongs, if he makes her character distinct, unique 

and natural. 

The American book heroine of to-day is vari-colored as to personality and 

action. The author does not consider it necessary to the development of her 

character, and the plot of the story to insist upon her having American-colored 

eyes, an American carriage, an American voice, American motives, and an 

American mode of dying; he allows her to evolve an individuality ungovemed by 
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nationalisms-but the outcome of impulse and nature and a general 

womanishness. 

Not so the Indian girl in modem fiction, the author permits her character no 

such spontaneity, she must not be one of womankind at large, neither must she 

have an originality, a singularity that is not definitely "Indian." I quote "Indian" as 

there seems to be an impression amongst authors that such a thing as tribal 

distinction does not exist amongst the North American aborigines. 

Tribal Distinctions. 

The temn "Indian" signifies about as much as the term "European." but I 

cannot recall ever having read a story where the heroine was described as "a 

European." The Indian giri we meet in cold type, however, is rarely distressed by 

having to belong to any tribe, or to reflect any tribal characteristics. She is 

merely a wholesale sort of admixture of any band existing between the Mic Macs 

[sic] of Gaspe and the Kwaw-Kewiths of British Columbia, yet strange to say, that 

notwithstanding the numerous tribes, with their aggregate numbers reaching 

more than 122,000 souls in Canada alone, our Canadian authors can cull from 

this huge revenue of character, but one Indian giri, and stranger still that this 

lonely little heroine never had a prototype in breathing flesh-and-blood existence. 

It is a deplorable fact, but there is only one of her. The story-writer who can 

create a new kind of Indian giri, or better still portray a "real live" Indian giri will do 
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something in Canadian literature that has never been done, but once. The 

general author gives the reader the impression that he has concocted the plot, 

created his characters, arranged his action, and at the last moment has been 

seized with the idea that the regulation Indian maiden will make a very 

harmonious background whereon to paint his pen picture, that he. never having 

met this interesting individual, stretches forth his hand to his library shelves, 

grasps the first Canadian novelist he sees, reads up his subject, and duplicates it 

in his own work. 

After a half dozen writers have done this, the reader might as well leave the 

tale unread as far as the interest touches upon the Indian character, for an 

unvarying experience tells him that this convenient personage will repeat herself 

with monotonous accuracy. He knows what she did and how she died in other 

romances by other romancers, and she will do and die, and one feels relieved 

that it is so. for she is too unhealthy and too unnatural to live. 

The Inevitable "Winona" 

The rendition of herself and her doings gains no variety in the pens of 

manifold authors, and the last thing that they will ever think of will be to study 

"The Indian Girl" from life, for the being we read of is the offspring of the writer's 

imagination and never existed outside the book covers that her name decorates. 

Yes, there is only one of her, and her name is "Winona." Once or twice she has 
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borne another appellation, but it always has a "Winona" sound about it. Even 

Charles Mair, in that masterpiece of Canadian-Indian romances, "Tecumseh," 

could not resist "Winona." We meet her as a Shawnee, as a Sioux, as a Huron, 

and then, her tribe unnamed, in the vicinity of Brockville. 

She is never dignified by being permitted to own a surname, although, 

extraordinary to note, her father is always a chief, and, had he ever existed, 

would doubtless have been as conservative as his contemporaries about the 

usual significance that his people attach to family name and lineage. 

In addition to this most glaring error this sumameless creation is possessed 

with a suicidal mania. Her unhappy, self-sacrificing life becomes such a burden 

both to herself and the author that this is the only means by which they can 

extricate themselves firom a lamentable tangle, though, as a matter of fact 

suicide is an evil positively unknown among Indians. To-day there may be rare 

Instances where a man crazed by liquor might destroy his own life, but in the 

periods from whence "Winona's" character is sketched self-destruction was 

unheard of. This seems to be a fallacy which the best American writers have 

fallen a prey to. Even Helen Hunt Jackson, in her powerful and beautiful 

romance of "Ramona," has weakened her work deplorably by having no less 

than three Indians suicide while maddened by their national wrongs and 

personal grief. 
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To Be Crossed in Love Her Lot 

But the hardest fortune that the Indian girl of fiction meets with is the 

inevitable doom that shadows her love affairs. She is always desperately in love 

with the young white hero, who in tum is grateful to her for services rendered the 

gam'son in general and himself in particular during red days of war. In short, she 

is so much wrapped up in him that she is treacherous to her own people, tells 

falsehoods to her father and the other chiefs of her tribe, and otherwise makes 

herself detestable and dishonorable. Of course, this white hero never mam'es 

her! Will some critic who understands human nature, and particulariy the nature 

of authors, please tell the reading public why mam'age with the Indian girl is so 

despised in books and so general in real life! Will this good far-seeing critic also 

tell us why the book-made Indian makes all the love advances to the white 

gentleman, though the real wild Indian giri (by the way, we are never given any 

stories of educated girls, though there are many such throughout Canada) is the 

most retiring, reticent, non-committal being In existence! 

Captain Richardson, in that inimitable novel, "Wacousta," scarcely goes as 

far in this particular as his followers. To be sure he has his Indian heroine madly 

in love with young de Haldimar, a passion which it goes without saying he does 

not reciprocate, but which he plays upon to the extent of making her a traitor to 

Pontiac inasmuch as she betrays the secret of one of the cleverest intrigues of 

war known kn the history of America, namely, the scheme to capture Fort Detroit 
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through the means of an exhibition game of lacrosse. In addition to this de 

Haldimar nnakes a cat's paw of the girl, using her as a nfieans of communication 

between his fiancee and himself, and so the excellent author permits his Indian 

girl to get herself despised by her own nation and disliked by the reader. 

Unnecessary to state, that as usual the gallant white mam'es his fair lady, who 

the poor little red girl has assisted him to recover. 

G. Mercer Adam's Algonquin Maiden 

Then comes another era in Canadian-Indian fiction, wherein G. Mercer 

Adam and A. Ethelwyn Wetherald have given us the semi-historic novel, "An 

Algonquin Maiden." The former's masterly touch can be recognized on every 

page he has written; but the outcome of the combined pens is the same old 

story. We find "Wanda" violently in love with Edward MacLeod: she makes all 

the overtures, conducts herself disgracefully, assists him to a reunion with his 

fair-skinned love, Helene; then betakes herself to a boat, rows out into the lake in 

a thunderstorm, chants her own death-song, and is drowned. 

But, notwithstanding all this, the authors have given us something 

exceedingly unique and novel as regards their red heroine. They have sketched 

us a wild Indian girl who kisses. They, however, forgot to tell us where she 

learned this pleasant fashion of emotional expression; though two such 

prominent authors who have given so much time to the study of Indian customs 
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and character, must certainly have noticed the entire Ignorance of kissing that is 

universal among the Aborigines. 

A wild Indian never kisses; mothers never kiss their children even, nor lovers 

their sweethearts, husbands their wives. It Is something absolutely unknown, 

unpracticed. 

But "Wanda" was one of the few book Indian girls who had an individuality 

and was not hampered with being obliged to continually be national first and 

natural afterwards. No, she was not national; she did things and said things 

about as un-lndian like as Bret Harte's "M'liss;" In fact, her action generally 

resembles "M'liss" more than anything else; for "Wanda's" character has the 

peculiarity of being created more by the dramatis personae in the play than by 

the authors themselves. For example: Helene speaks of her as a "low, untutored 

savage," and Rose Is guilty of remarking that she Is "a coarse, ignorant woman, 

whom you cannot admire, whom it would be Impossible for you to respect;" and 

these comments are both sadly truthful, one cannot love or admire a heroine that 

grubs in the mud like a turtle, climbs trees like a racoon [sic], and tears and sells 

her gowns like a mad woman. 

The "Beautiful Little Brute" 

Then the young hero describes her upon two occasions as a "beautiful little 

brute." Poor little Wanda! Not only is she non-descript and ill-starred, but as 
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usual the authors take away her love, her life, and last and most terrible of all. 

her reputation; for they pemnit a crowd of men-friends of the hero to call her a 

"squaw." and neither hero nor authors deny that she is a "squaw." It is almost too 

sad when so much prejudice exists against the Indians, that any one should 

write up an Indian heroine with such glaring accusations against her virtue, and 

no contradictory statements either firom writer, hero or circumstance, "Wanda" 

had without doubt the saddest, unsunniest. unequal life ever given to Canadian 

readers. 

Jessie M. Freeland has written a pretty tale published in The Week; it is 

called "Winona's Tryst," but Oh! Grim fatality here again our Indian girt duplicates 

her former self. "Winona" is the unhappy victim of violent love for Hugh Gordon, 

which he does not appreciate or retum. She assists him, serves him, saves him 

in the usual "dumb animal" style of book Indians. She manages by self-

abnegation, danger, and many heart-aches to restore him to the arms of Rose 

McTavish, who of course he has loved and longed for all through the story. 

Then "Winona" secures the time honored canoe and paddles out into the lake 

and drowns herself. 

But Miss Freeland closes this pathetic little story with one of the simplest, 

truest, strongest paragraphs that a Canadian pen has ever written, it is the 

salvation of the otherwise threadbare development of plot. Hugh Gordon 

speaks, "I solemnly pledge myself in memory of Winona to do something to help 
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her unfortunate nation. The rightful owners of the soil, dispossessed and driven 

back inch by inch over their native prairies by their French and English 

conquerors; and he kept his word." 

Mair's Drama "Tecumseh" 

Charies Mair has enriched Canadian-Indian literature perhaps more than 

any of our authors, in his magnificent drama, "Tecumseh." The character of the 

grand old chief himself is most powerfully and accurately, drawn. Mair has not 

fallen into that unattractive fashion of making his Indians "assent with a grunf-or 

look with "eyes of dog-like fidelity" or to appear "very grave, very dignified, and 

not very immaculately clean." Mair avoids the usual commonplaces used in 

describing Indians by those who have never met or mixed with them. His drama 

bears upon every page evidence of long study and life with the people whom he 

has written of so carefully, so truthfully. 

As for his heroine, what portrayal of Indian character has ever been more 

faithful than that of "lena." Oh! happy inspiration vouchsafed to the author of 

"Tecumseh" he has invented a novelty in fiction-a white man who deserves, 

wins and reciprocates the Indian maiden's love-who says, as she dies on his 

bosom, while the bullet meant for him stills and tears her heart, 

"Silent for ever! Oh, my giri! My giri! 

Those rich eyes melt; those lips are sunwarm still— 
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They look like life, yet have no semblant voice. 

Millions of creatures throng and multitudes 

Of heartless beings, flaunt upon the earth. 

There's room enough for them, but thou, dull fate— 

Thou cold and partial tender of life's field, 

That pluck'st the flower, and leav'st the weed to thrive— 

Thou had'st not room for her! Oh, I must seek 

A way out of the rack-l need not live. 

**** but she Is dead— 

And love is left upon the earth to starve. 

My object's gone, and I am but a shell, 

A husk, an empty case, or anything 

What may be kicked about the world." 

After perusing this refreshing white-Indian drama the reader has but one 

regret, that Mairdid not let "lena" live. She is the one "book" Indian girl that has 

Indian life, Indian character, Indian beauty, but the inevitable doom of death 

could bot be stayed even by Mair's sensitive Indian-loving pen. No, the Indian 

girl must die, and with the exception of "lena" her heart's blood must stain every 

page of fiction whereon she appears. One leams to love Lafroy, the poet 

painter he never abuses by coarse language and derisive epithets his little 

Indian love, "lena" accepts delicately and sweetly his overtures, Lefroy prizes 
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nobly and honorably her devotion. Oh! Leflroy, where is your fellowman in 

fiction! "lena," where you prototype? Alas, for all the other pale-faced lovers, 

they are indifferent, almost brutal creations, and as for the red skin girls that love 

them, they are all fawn eyed, unnatural, unmaidenly idiots and both are merely 

Imaginary make-shifts to help out romances, that would be immeasurably 

improved by their absence. 

A Chance for Canadian Writers 

Perhaps, sometimes an Indian romance may be written by someone who will 

be clever enough to portray national character without ever having come in 

contact with it. Such things have been done, for are we not told that Tom Moore 

had never set foot in Persia before he wrote Lalla Rookh? and those who best 

know what they affirm declare that remarkable poem as a faithful and accurate 

delineation of Oriental scenery, life and character. But such things are rare, half 

of our authors who write up Indian stuff have never been on an Indian reserve in 

their lives, have never met a "real-live" Redman, have never even read Parkman, 

Schoolcraft or Cattan; what wonder that their conception of a people they are 

ignorant of. save by hearsay, is dwarfed, erroneous, and delusive. 

And here follows the thought-do authors who write Indian romances love 

the nation they endeavor successfully or unsuccessfully to describe? Do they. 

like Tecumseh. say. "And I. who love your nation, which is just, when deeds 
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deserve it," or is the Indian introduced into literature but to land a dash of vivid 

coloring to an othenwise tame and somber picture of colonial life, it looks 

suspiciously like the latter reason, or why should the Indian always get beaten in 

the battles of romance, or the Indian girl get inevitably the cold shoulder in the 

wars of love? 

Surely the Redman has lost enough, has suffered enough without additional 

losses and sorrows being heaped upon him in romance. There are many 

combats he has won in history fr'om the extinction of the Jesuit Fathers at Lake 

Simcoe to Cut Knife Creek. There are many girls who have placed dainty red 

feet figuratively upon the white man's neck from the days of Pocahontas to those 

of little "Bright Eyes," who captured all Washington a few seasons ago. Let us 

not only hear, but read something of the North American Indian "besting" 

someone at least once in a decade, and above all things let the Indian giri of 

fiction develop from the "doglike," "fawnlike," "deer-footed," "fire-eyed," 

"crouching," "submissive" book heroine into something of the quiet, sweet 

womanly woman she is, if wild, or the everyday, natural, laughing giri she is, if 

cultivated and educated, let h***** italics, even if the author is not com*** to give 

her tribal characteristics. 

E. Pauline Johnson 
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APPENDIX E 

IROQUOIS WOMEN OF CANADA: 

How the Indian Women Are Honored in the Great Council of Their Nation 

(E. Pauline Johnson in Woman's Edition of Halifax Herald) 

[published in the Brantford Expositor, date unknown] 

To the majority of English speaking people in Canada, an Indian is an Indian, an 

inadequate sort of person possessing a red brown skin, nomadic habits, and an 

inability for public affairs. That the various tribes and nations of the great Red 

population of America, differ as much one fi'om another as do the white races of 

Europe, is a thought that seldom occurs to those disinterested in the native of 

the western continent. Now, the average Englishman would take some offense if 

one were unable to discriminate between him and a Turk-though both are 

"white;" and yet the ordinary Nova Scotlan seems surprised that the Sioux would 

tum up his nose if mistaken for a Sarcee, or an Iroquois be eternally offended if 

you confound him with a Micmac. Francis Paricman, that ablest and most 

delightful chronicler of North American Indian tribes, customs, legends and 

histories concedes readily to the Iroquois all the glories of race, bravery and 

lineage, that this most arrogant and haughty nation lay claim to even in the 

present day. In his phylogenetic and unbiased treatment of the various tribes of 

red men, Parkman declares the undeniable fact that has been for many decades 

asserted by historians, explorers, voyagers and traders that FOR PHYSICAL 
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STRENGTH. INTELLIGENCE. MENTAL ACQUIREMENT. MORALITY, and 

blood thirstlness. the Iroquois stands far in advance of any Indian tribe in 

America. Added to this, the fact that the constitutional govemment of this race 

has since the time of its founder, Hiawatha (a period of about four centuries), has 

an uninterrupted existence, without hindrance from intemal political strife, a 

govemment that has stood the test of ages, and wars and invasions and 

subjection from mightier foreign powers, but which stands undemolished and 

undemoralized to-day. right In the heart of Ontario, where the lands granted this 

people a century ago. in recognition of their loyal services to the Imperial 

govemment, are known as the "Six Nation's Indian reserve on the Grand river." 

That the women of this Iroquois race are superior in many ways to their less 

fortunate sisters throughout Canada, is hardly necessary to state. Women who 

have had In the yesterdays a noble and pure blooded ancestry, who look out on 

the tomorrows with minds open to educational acquirement; WOMEN WHOSE 

GRANDMOTHERS WERE THE MOTHERS OF FIGHTING MEN, whose 

daughters will be the mothers of men elbowing their way to the front ranks in the 

great professional and political arena in Canada; women whose thrift and are 

and morality will count for their nation, when that nation is just at the [two small 

unintelligible words] tide towards civilization and advancement, are not the 

women to sit with idle hands and brains, caring not for the glories of yesterday 

nor the conquests of to-morrow. 
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The Iroquois woman of today is one who recognizes the responsibilities of 

her position, and who makes serious and eamest efforts to possess and master 

whatever advantages may drift her way. She has already acquired the arts of 

cookery, of needlework, of housewifeliness, and one has but to attend the 

annual Industrial exhibition on the Indian reserve, an institution that is open to all 

Indians in America who desire to compete for prizes, to convince themselves by 

very very material arguments that THE IROQUOIS WOMAN IS BEHIND HER 

WHITE SISTER IN NOTHING pertaining to the larder, the dairy or the linen 

press. She bakes the loveliest, lightest wheaten bread, of which, by the way, her 

men folk complain loudly, declaring that she forces them to eat this new-fangled 

food to the absolute exclusion of their time-honored com bread, to which the 

national palate ever clings; her rolls of yellow butter are faultlessly sweet and 

flmn, her sealed fruits are a pleasure to see as well as taste, in fat, in this latter 

industry she excells [sic] herself, outdoing frequently her white competitor at the 

neighboring city of Brantford, where the "southern fair" of Ontario is held 

annually. Her patchworic quilts, her baby garments, her underwear, her knitted 

mittens and stockings, her embroidery and fancy wori( are features of the 

exhibition that call for even much masculine attention, and yet while YOU GAZE 

AND ADMIRE AND MARVEL AT HER ACCOMPLISHMENTS, she is probably 

standing beside you, her placid, brown face apparently quite unintelligible, her 

brown, deft hands, devoid of gloves, her slight, but sturdy figure clad in the 
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regulation Iroquois fashion, a short broadcloth petticoat, bordered with its own 

vari-colored self edge, over this a bright calico "short dress" and plain round 

XXXXX (waist?), her neatly-braided black hair tied under a red bandanna 

handkerchief, her feet encased in coarse leather shoes, her only ornaments a 

necklace of green or yellow glass beads and a pair of gilt earrings. 

Beside her is her daughter, who has long since discanjed the broadcloth 

petticoat, the ill-shapen short dress, the picturesque head gear. Miss Iroquois 

has most likely arrayed herself in a very becoming stiff gown made in modem 

style. She wears gloves, and a straw hat, decorated with bright ribbon and a few 

pretty flowers. She is altogether LIKE THE DAUGHTER OF ONE OF 

ONTARIO'S PROSPEROUS FARMERS, save for her dark, coloriess skin, her 

extremely retiring manner and her pretty, tripping accent when she condescends 

to address you in English. Then, too, she has not been idly reared, for although 

the elder woman may have made the patchworic, and the butter rolls, the giri is 

probably "out at service," or teaches one of the district schools. Then too if she 

is a member of one of the fifty-two noble families, whose titled chains compose 

the Iroquois govemment, she has this divine right in addition to woman's great 

right of motherhood, the divine right of transmitting the title, if she is in the direct 

line of lineage, for THE CHIEFS TITLE IS INHERITED THROUGH THE 

MOTHER, NOT THE FATHER, which fact is a wonderful contradiction to the 

wide spread enror, that Indian men look down upon and belittle their women. 
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Added to this the privilege that titled Iroquois women have to speak in the great 

council of their nation, and the difference [sic] with which the old chiefs listen to 

these speeches, when some one woman more daring than her sister sees the 

necessity of stepping into public affairs-and I think the reader will admit that not 

ALL civilized races honor their women as highly as do the stem old chiefs, 

wamors and braves of the six Nations Indians. 

E. Pauline Johnson 
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APPENDIX F 

AMONG THE BLACKFOOTS 

Interesting Results of Blockade on the C.P.R. 

BOW RIVER'S WORK. 

Imperial Limited Brought to a Standstill 

GUESTS OF THE C.P.R. 

An Interesting Letter From Pauline Johnson - Queer Types Aboard the Train -

Features of Indian Life 

(Special Correspondence of The Globe) 

published in the Toronto Qlote. Aug, 2, 1902 

Calgary, July 19. — We were aboard No. 1, the C.P.R. westbound, and it 

was the 4th of July. We pulled into Medicine Hat long after twilight, and were 

Informed by the porter that there was a washout ahead, and we were to lie in the 

siding all night. The Americans aboard fired their last bunch of firecrackers, and 

the porter, after the manner of his kind,, bundled us all into our berths, and the 

following moming the C.P.R. did a great and memorable thing. It pulled us one 

hundred and twenty-five miles west, then tied us up for forty-eight hours at 

Gleichen, in the heart of the Blackfoot Indian reserve. 

No spot on the entire system of the great transcontinental highway could 

have been of so intense interest, and few more beautiful. We had come out of 

the east and its wheat lands of Manitoba, out of the drenching rains and 
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unseasonable stonns. into a perfect July day, with the prairie swelling away to 

the north; westward, a horizon fh'nged with a glory of glistening white peaks, 

where the royal old Rockies swept irregulariy across the sky' southward the 

lonely habitations of an erstwhile powerful tribe of redmen. 

We had not halted very long when the pride and delight of the true 

Canadian's heart-the "Imperial Limited" ~ roared up abaft, and in another twelve 

hours a second "No. 1" stood in to harbor, and then we learned, the truth ~ two 

bridges down, one east, one west, of Calgary. No. 2 is stuck at Banff; the 

Imperial Limited, eastbound, tied up the gods alone knew where. Never in the 

history of the C.P.R. has traffic been so congested, never has the great Imperial 

Limited ceased its ninety-seven hour career across continent. That criminal little 

Bow River has done what saint nor satan, fiend no fairy, could never date to do; 

it has brought the great panting transcontinental flyer to a standstill. What a 

solace it must be to officials to learn that some of the great American railroads 

are also swamps in the recent storms; that miles of their tracks and roadbeds are 

swept awa/ that Pacific coast tourists are howling through the western States far 

louder than Canucks are in the usually glorious sunshine of the tem'tory of 

Alberta. But at Gleichen what a holiday we had, and what a cosmopolitan 

gathering it was. Perhaps never in all the history of railroading has such a forty-

eight-hour community been established as we, the "Good Fellows of Gleichen." 
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A Corporal and His Guard 

I suppose I ought to begin the list with the English Lord and Lady aboard the 

Imperial Limited, but I won't. I head the list with a small "contingenf of our own 

gallant Northwest Mounted Police, eight of them, under command of Corporal 

Adams of Regina, bound for the Yukon. What a "bully" lot of boys they were, 

and what a rare good fellow was the corporal. When the American passengers 

leamed we were "tied up" in the heart of the country of the Blackfoots they 

shuddered-but they did not know the meaning of the scarlet tunic of the N.W.M. 

Police. We had to tell them that old, old story we never tire of telling a Yankee, 

of the days subsequent to our 1885 rebellion, when six hundred Canadian 

Indians invited themselves to sojoum "across the border," and found scant 

welcome In a country that had, according to "the great white father at 

Washington," "quite enough Indians of their own." Ottawa and Washington held 

conclave, and arrived at the decision that "Canada would care for her own 

Indians if Yankeeland would please escort them to the border." Yankeeiand did-

-gladly. Six hundred not too friendly, discontented, quietly wild Indians were 

escorted to the boundary line by a "bunch" of American cavalry three hundred 

strong. At the boundary were two British soldiers, astride two handsome horses, 

a corporal and a private of the Northwest Mounted Police. The American 

Colonel and the Canadian corporal held speech. 
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"Where," demanded the American officer, "is your escort for these six 

hundred unruly redskins?" 

"We are here," replied Corporal "Canuck." 

"Yes, yes, I see," was the answer, "but where is your regiment?" 

"We are the regiment," said Corporal "Canuck." 

"But there are only two of you," gasped the American Colonel. 

"Yes. but we wear the British scariet," said Corporal "Canuck." 

It was enough. 

The six hundred unruly Indians marched silently across the border The two 

Mounted Policemen fell quietly to the rear and conducted the "hostiles" a 

hundred miles northward, where they would fret Uncle Sam no more. It is on 

record that the American officer in command of that cavalry three hundred strong 

lifted his voice and swore. The incident was recorded and discussed at 

Washington, D.C. The cost of the affair to Uncle Sam was the pay and "living" of 

three hundred men and officers. The cost to Canada was one dollar a day for 

three days to two mounted policemen. Corporal "Canuck" made history when he 

said, "Yes, but we wear British scariet." And so our American fellow passengers 

fell asleep like children, knowing well that Corporal Adams and his eight Yukon-

bound men would 

"Keep the peace of the people. 

And the honor of British law." 
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Lord and Lady Beven were on the "Imperial." I caught sight of her several 

times, a sweet-face young English aristocrat, with the glad, wide eyes with which 

English women look on new countries, and the utter appreciation of the least 

detail, be it cloud or sun, flower or food or custom that is novel or rare to them. 

Then we had a huge contingent of American sightseers and holiday-makers, who 

deported themselves with the utmost good-nature, and regarded the tie-up as a 

joke; two Japanese gentlemen, handsome and courteous, who had just 

completed their course at an eastern university-(l heard it was Queen's)—a great 

supply of Canadians, anxious and jealous for the honor of their transcontinental 

railroad, that seemed to be "going back" on them for the moment, and in the 

second-class cars Doukhobors, Galacians, and 150 Chinamen, Swedes, Italians, 

and poor, city-bred Londoners. The glory of the prairie must have been a new 

birth for them. 

Guests of the C.P.R. 

Traffic had congested but 24 hours when the C.P.R. took us over as its 

guests. For a week it has "boarded" thousands of transients at the very best 

hotels, the dining cars, the cafes. The company has spared no pains, no money, 

so long as their patrons could be royally treated. At Gleichen more than six 

hundred of us were the guests of the C.P.R. for two days. At Calgary 800, at 

Banff and at Field another five or six hundred-all treated like Princes at the 
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expense of the road that is houriy dropping unestimated thousands. One million 

dollars will hardly cover the loss, and yet every official smiles through it all, and 

the public are treated with a consideration open-handed enough to almost border 

on extravagance, and even the ever-exacting American tourist remarked loudly 

that after tree meals" had been declared to the traveling colony at Gleichen 

neither service nor menu in the two dining cars, "St. Cloud" and "Frogmore," fell 

off one jot. 

An Interesting Discovery 

But just here a delightful surprise awaited us all, an indefatigable Detroiter 

who wandered up prairie trails, ever searching for infonmation, discovered 

mushroom, of that large, luscious, shell-pink variety that only comes from wild 

stretches of a field, and that have a flavor far more delicate and appetizing than 

those found in the city markets. Buckets, baskets and even hats were 

requisitioned, and we supplied the dining cars for every meal with these 

delicacies. The Detroiter gave us impromptu lectures on edible fungi. He was a 

man of most extensive information, had travelled the worid over and kept his 

eyes open, but he told us he had never seen such quantities of mushrooms 

together as these. We gathered bushels of them daily. I hardly think the Indians 

eat these fungi, or else the enormous camp of Blackfoots would have been up 

betimes and secured our breakfasts while we yet dozed in comfortable berths. 
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for their tepees arose, smoke-tipped and conical, not 500 yards fî m the siding 

where we lay. The Indians made a good thing out of the C.P.R. mishaps, for the 

tourists hired horses from them at "a dollar a ride," and even the tenderfoot 

would vault into the Mexican saddle and ride away across prairie. The sturdy, 

shaggy Inappi laying back his ears and loping away with the long, clean, rocking 

motion never seen except in the prairie-bred animal. Only one lamentable 

accident occurred, in the evening, when we had baseball and horse races. In 

the latter a fine grey pony, the property of a splendidly handsome blanket and 

buckskin clad Blackfoot, plunged into a badger hole, fell, and instantly expired 

with a broken neck. And just here it is time to refute an aspersion too frequently 

laid upon our wilder Indian tribes of the great west. The prejudiced white man will 

tell you that the Indians will eat anything, animals that die of disease, unclean 

portions of meat, etc. The detractors of the redman, and there were plenty of 

them aboard, assured the crowd that Ihe Indians will have a great pow-wow. 

and the feast of the dead horse" over the unlucky animal that lay near the track. 

But the next morning and the next night, and yet another moming came and 

waned, and the horse lay where it had fallen, and the Blackfoot braves shook 

their heads when asked about a teast." A goodly collection was taken up for the 

owner, which reward he deserved, as his steed had expired in making "a white 

man's holiday." 
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Class Distinctions 

This identical brave exhibited great appreciation of class distinctions. A 

curious Chinaman came forth from his car, and a tourist asked the Blackfoot, "Is 

this your brother?" indicating the Mongolian. Such scorn and hauteur as the 

reply "No" expressed, such a lifting of the red chin, and indignant glance. It 

amazed some, but I was proud of my color-cousin of the prairie, and of his fine 

old aristocratic red blood, that has come down through the centuries to pulse in 

his conservative veins. We visited the camp; a group of some dozen tepees, 

neat, orderiy and picturesque, were bunched against the southern rim of the 

prairie. Great herds of fat cattle and excellent ponies grazed near by, for the 

Blackfoot is a thrifty person, and his wife is a marvel of dexterity in needlework. 

Beside every tepee was a travois, the peculiar vehicle that supplies the place of 

a cart. It is a fixture like two shafts, fastened at the lower end by a horizontal 

pole, firmly lashed in place by deer sinew. An immense amount of duffle can be 

stowed on this contrivance, and when the band "treks" the clothing, utensils, 
* 

tepees and the smaller children are all packed atop the travois, a horse or dog is 

harnessed between the shafts, and the cavalcade starts up the trail. 

Inside the Tepees 

The interior of the tepees was a delight. A fire burned in the centre, the 

smoke ascending through the apex of the canvas. Beautiful beadwork, buckskin 
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garments, fnnged and ornamented elaborately, hung about In profusion. Well-

blanketed women cared for tiny children, whose painted cheeks glowed 

Vermillion and yellow in the fire and sunshine. The gay coloring of the tepees, 

the silently-moving, graceful figures of the red folk, the sleek, fat herds, the camp 

fires, and the glorious carpet of coral-colored prairie flowers, the overhanging 

blue of the wide territorial skies, the far-off Rockies, with their snowy coronets, 

made a picture beyond the limitations of the artist's brush or pen, and always 

and ever the vivid scariet of the tunics of the Mounted Police. We sighed a keen 

regret when the engineer sounded a long series of whistles to get us aboard, for 

word had been flashed from Calgary that the Bow River had been conquered 

and that our 48-hour blockade was broken. 

Over the Bow 

The afternoon saw our three trains stalled on the eastern bank of the Bow. 

The taut steel bridge was shattered, crooked and disjointed; no train could pass 

across it for days to come. We detrained, about 600 strong, our luggage, the 

express goods and the mails were wheeled across by a perfect army of 

employees. The Divisional Superintendent firom Calgary, Mr. J. Niblock, met us 

and personally handed us one by one in Indian file across the cobwebby 

structure that was temporarily erected above the ties for transfem'ng purposes. 

We boarded another train, and in a half-hour we swelled the dense crowd at the 
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station platform in Calgary. Traffic was completely congested. At the four points 

of the compass the tracks and bridges were washed away; the unprecedented 

rains, cloudbursts and prolonged storms had done their worst. Every hotel. 

Pullman car, boarding house and even sample room was crowded; people 

boarded together under any and every roof possible, and all of them "guests" of 

the railroad. It was the vast free-lunch counter for an entire week. I took a run 

out to see the collapsed bridge nine miles west of the city; it is one of the two 

splendid steel structures known as "the twins." Its mate escaped, but the 

westem "twin" is down, standing, as it were, on its head. The people transferred 

on foot, over a solid planking laid across its upheaved ties. You go down a steep 

hill, then up a great bluff-and you land on the far side-though you have but 

crossed the wrecked bridge which two days ago was level as a floor and the 

pride of a clever engineer's heart. The far shore was a sight never to be 

forgotten. Two trains waited to pull out for the Pacific coast, a "No. 1" and an 

"Imperial Limited." The baggage covered about 200 yards of sidetrack, the 

express goods and his Majesty's mails another 50 yards-through mails for the 

Yukon, for all points west and south and for trans-Pacific countries. Just at this 

point in the road, to give fair idea of the enormous difficulties the officials have to 

deal with, one might mention that a gang of sectionmen were working with a 

piledriver in the storm when the bridge gave out. the piledriver was on the 

opposite bank from the gang and the roadmaster had to go 430 miles around via 
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Medicine Hat, Lethbridge and Fort Macleod to reach the piledriver, just 80 yards 

from where he stood. With ainnost incredible speed a trestle bridge is being 

constructed across the Bow where the twin" bridge is down. In twelve hours the 

piles were a quarter way across the river, and the supports and sleepers laid and 

tracks bolted. The work going on is little short of miraculous, and not only the 

C.P.R. but all Canada has reason to be vastly proud of the despatch which the 

officials on the Calgary division have shown in loosening up the congestion that 

threatened to blockade traffic for the whole season. What these officials have 

had to contend with no human soul can understand who has not been on the 

spot and seen traffic cease and the great transcontinental highway tied up for 

days together. The worid ceased revolving upon its axis, and none to blame 

except the tragedy of storm and rain that would have utterly demolished a 

system less sturdy than the great Canadian highway. Officials, pestered by 

thousands of questions daily, aye, houriy, have shown nothing but the greatest 

courtesy, the utmost patience, and our American cousins have not ceased to 

praise the splendid system that worked out those difficulties that seem to have 

dissolved under the master hand as snows before an April sun, for the great 

blockade has lifted and as I write traffic is resumed once more. 
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APPENDIX G 

THE LODGE OF THE LAW-MAKERS 

Contrasts Between the Parliaments of the White Man and the Red 

By Tekahionwake 

(The Iroquois Poetess) 

London Daily Express, sunnmer (precise date unknown) 1906 

The Paleface Is a man of many moods; what he approves to-day he will 

disapprove to-morrow. 

He is never content to let his mighty men rule for more than four or five 

years, after which time he wearies of their council fires, their law-giving, and their 

treaties with other tribes; he wants new chiefs, wam'ors, and braves, and he 

secures them by the voice and vote of the nation. 

We of the ancient Iroquois race can but little understand this strange mode 

of government. We and our fathers, and their fathers before them, have always 

been pleased with our own Pariiament, which has never varied through the 

generations-save when death leaves one seat empty, and another chief In the 

line of lineage steps forward to fill the vacancy. 

But to more fully learn the wisdom of the white man's superior civilization, I 

followed the wide crowded trail that leads to his council-house. I knew I would 

find it on the banks of a river, for all trails, even in my own country, whether they 

are beaten by man, horse, or buffalo, lead always to the edge of a stream. 
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As I neared the place I knew it for the abode of the wise men of this nation, 

for the voice of power and diplomacy, and tactics and skillful intrigue, thundered 

out from the white man's strange timepiece set in the carven square tower that 

rises majestic and inviolate as the tallest pine in the undiscovered wildemesses 

of the West; and as the mountain tornado thrashes through the topmost 

branches, waking them to murmuring voices that dominate all the other sounds 

of the forest, so do the tongues of these mighty men beneath the tower proclaim 

their dominion over all the wildemesses of mankind in these island kingdoms of 

the East. 

The Debate 

Old men and young were debating with great spirit. Their speech was not 

so pleasant, or so diplomatic, or so fi-aught with symbols as is the speech of our 

Indian ailers; the law-making for the nation is not pleasant councilling therefore, 

we say, use the speech that may breed dissension as one would use a stone 

war-club. We hide and wrap the stone in vari-coloured beads and brilliantly 

stained moose-hair; it is then more acceptable to the eye and the touch, but the 

weapon and the force are there nevertheless. The white man's speech shows 

the grim baldness of the stone alone-no adomment, no colouring to render it 

less aggressive; but his tongue is arrow-headed, fleet, and direct, and where he 

aims is the spot he strikes. 
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Do the white law-makers in this great council-house on the Thames river 

know that there exists within my own Indian race the oldest constitutional 

government of America-free Commonwealth older than any in Europe, save that 

of this ancient England and the land of crags and canons which they call 

Switzerland? 

Hiawatha's Work 

And this Commonwealth, which dominated the vast continent of North 

America even after the white traders set their feet on our tem'tory, was devised 

and framed through the brain of the young Onondaga diplomat, Hiawatha, who, 

conceiving an idea for a universal peace, called together the representative 

chiefs of all the hostile tribes. It mattered not that war and bloodshed had existed 

for many decades between the tribes that these envoys represented, the words 

of Hiawatha were as oil. 

The council fires burned ceaselessly, the council pipes were filled and 

smoked endlessly, until the fifty chiefs in conclave all ratified the policy under 

discussion. And thus was framed the constitution of a government that was to 

live through the ages, that does exist in absolute authority to-day, where the 

chiefs who are the lineal descendants of those fifty noble families still meet, and 

direct the affairs of their people with no less wisdom and judgment than is 

displayed by these Palefaces here beneath the square tower by the Thames. 
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Our fifty titles are not necessarily borne by the eldest sons of the noble 

families, for he may be greatly lacking in the qualities that make a statesman. Is 

not his second, or, maybe, his youngest brother, of as noble birth as he? Why 

not, then, put him in the high places, to let him use the brain and mind that, 

perhaps, his elder brother lacks? This is the Iroquois policy, and we practice it; 

but the white man knows little of the intricate workings of our inflexible league, for 

we are a silent people. Will the white man who considers us a savage, 

unenlightened race wonder if I told him that the fate of our "Senate" lies in the 

hands of the women of our tribes? 

The Daughters 

I have heard that the daughters of this vast city cry out for a voice in the 

Parliament of this land. There is no need for an Iroquois woman to clamour for 

recognition in our councils; she has had it for upwards of four centuries. The 

highest title known to us is that of "chief matron." It is bome by the eldest woman 

of each of the noble families. 

From her cradle-board she is taught to judge men and their intellectual 

qualities, their aptness for public life, and their integrity, so that when he who 

bears the title leaves his seat in council to join the league-makers in the happy 

hunting grounds she can use her wisdom and her learning in nominating his 

fittest successor. She must bestow the title upon one of his kinsmen, one of the 
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blood royal, so that the heritage is unbroken, so, perhaps, she passes by the 

inadequate eldest son and nominates the capable younger one. Thus is the 

council given the best of the brain and blood of the nation. 

The old and powerful chiefs-in-council never attempt to question her 

decision; her appointment is final, and at the "condoling council," when he is 

installed, and his title conferred as he first takes his seat, the chief matron may. if 

she so desires, enter the council-house and publicly make an address to the 

chiefs, braves, and warriors assembled, and she is listened to not only with 

attention, but respect. 

There are fifty matrons possessing this right in the Iroquois Confederacy. I 

have not yet heard of fifty white women even among those of noble birth who 

may speak and be listened to in the lodge of the law-makers here. 
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THE STINGS OF CIVILIZATION 

E. Pauline Johnson - Tekahionwake 

c. 1993 Vancouver Museum 

Original in handwritten manuscript form in the Vancouver Museum 

Transcribed to type by Al Bowen, curator 

In her untaught and primitive state one hundred years ago there was no 

happier woman in ail this worid than the Red Indian Mother who queened it over 

her forest home and reared her children in the principles, manners, morals and 

etiquette that for centuries had been approved and enforced by the men and 

womenkind of her worid-old race. 

In other articles published in this magazine I have emphasised the fact that 

the North American Indian woman, and especially the mother-woman is most 

honoured and revered by the younger people and the men of her blood, 

notwithstanding all that has been said and written to the contrary. That she 

Games the burdens as well as the babies, that she does the hoeing of com, 

drawing of water and chopping of fire wood, is no argument that she is a beast of 

burden. She is reared by her own mother in the teaching that all this is woman's 
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work, and she accepts it with the cheeriness that the American and English 

woman in the same walk or strata of life accepts the fact that her birthright of 

labour is to wash, scrub, split wood, carry coal and rear children while doing it. 

I have seen, from railway carnage windows, white woman pitching hay and 

driving harvest machinery right in the state of Ohio. In the Canadian North West 1 

have seen Russian women, flaxen-haired, creamy-skinned, hitched to a plough 

in bands like horses while the lordly husband, father or relative drove them - a 

pitiful sight blotting the freedom of God's virgin prairies. And some of these 

Russian plough-women were mothers! 

No Indian Man ever asked or permitted his womankind to do such toil, he is 

exempt also from the vice that prevails amongst the lower orders of white men in 

the old worid cities who from unbridled temper or mere brutality beat their wives 

if immediate submission is not given them. An Indian Man strikes a woman only 

when the white man's intoxicants have stolen his self-respect and enfeebled or 

enraged his brain. - Thus, we revert to the opening lines of this article - the 

happiness and content of the Indian mother in her primitive state. 

With the onward march of civilization and its accompaniments of Christianity 

and Education in the ways of the alien whites all her standards must be 

changed, standards of child rearing that have been upheld for centuries as the 

acme of excellence in training the coming race, her entire code of existence must 

be shattered, and the one that civilization insists must be set up in its place 
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destroys her ideals, berefts her of her mother's traditions and frequently tangles 

her threads of faith. 

It is no easy matter for a mother to turn away from her own mother's 

teaching, her own mother's God, and hardest of all, her own mother's language 

and dress, and cradle. The white man's civilization despises this rigid etiquette of 

her ancestors, stares curiously at the habiliments of a lost century and regards 

with pity not unmixed with honrorthe God of her forefathers. These heritages 

which are her brain and the blood of her heart must be all uprooted, choked, and 

killed. Civilization does not even allow her to transplant her tree of life to other 

soil. There to watch it revive and blossom and bear fruit, albeit to her the 

blossom has no fragrance, the fruit no flavour. Against all her tried and tested 

practices and principles of years and of her mothers and grandmother's before 

her, she must rear this child against every sense of right and wrong that she had 

instilled with her own child and woman soul. She must teach him to go the wrong 

way according to her own standards, to do the wrong thing, to commit follies, 

vulgarisms, crimes, everything that she abhors, she must guide him towards 

being a failure, to bury his pride, to disregard honour, to desert the ways of the 

very parents who bore him. If she fails to do this she knows her child will fail in 

the race with civilization with which he is houriy being driven by the press-gang 

of circumstances, she must endure the heart-ache of watching her child outrage 

every principle of honour that she believes in and acts up to, and the bittemess 
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of it all lies in the fact that these things which she fimnly believes detrimental, 

lowering, degrading and debasing, she must urge upon him, herself. Was ever 

mother's motherhood so filled with anguish? 

To illustrate her position, take first of all the most vital force of civilization, 

that is Christianity - she has been taught that the goodness of the Great Spirit -

or God - is free to everybody. The Indian in his native paganism pays nothing to 

for his God except tribute of Thanksgiving in the religious dances of his faith. It 

is against all his principles to pay money for this privilege. The instant he enters 

a Christian church he is confronted by the collection plate and it horrifies him. 

The Indian mother Is taught that it is an insult to the Great Spirit to speak of, or 

handle, money In connection with worship of Him. Yet she must teach her child 

not to omit money from his pocket when he goes to Church, he must offer what 

she firmly considers an insult to his God. She shudders at it, but civilization 

demands it. The Great Spirit of her forefathers loves the human race, and after 

death will give them Happy Hunting Grounds for their heritage. Now however, 

she must teach her child that wrongdoing will estrange him from this all good 

Great Spirit, that he may be thrust into the horrors of the White man's Hell. In 

her pagan heart she knows that there is but one world for the Indian's soul, but 

she must teach her child of a good and bad worid to come though her heart will 

never believe it and she feels she Is instructing falsity. That she has been 

brought up to believe that to supplicate the Great Spirit for favours and mercies. 
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is an insult to his intelligence, and when she teaches her kneeling child to pray 

for safe keeping and for guidance, her whole being is crying forth, "No, no, no. 

He knows what is good for us all. He'll do as He thinks best." That is her Pagan 

faith, and her child's lisping begging prayers sink into her savage heart as 

positive outrages. Then take the code of honour and morals, of civilization and 

savagery. She has been reared to think that personal courage and bravery are 

the first and finest qualities in the character of man. That to meet your enemy, or 

an enemy of your fathers, or your household, to fight him and slay him in single 

combat Is a matter of untarnished honour, of highest herohood. She must now 

teach her boy that this thing is not only an evil, but a fearsome thing. Her heart 

glows with memories of her father's and husband's tales of the glory and honour 

of scalp fringed belts, but her son must be taught to lead what she regards as a 

woman's not a man's life. Civilization demands It. and she must submit to an 

alien law, though her heart rebels at teaching her child what she regards as 

frailties and dishonour. Bloodshed In the cause of personal honour, she has 

always regarded as a prime virtue, It has been for generations Instilled with the 

children of her race. Now she must, contrary to her own convictions teach her 

child that bloodshed is a horror, not an honour, and in her heart of hearts she 

feels she is training her boy to be a weakling, a coward, an ignoble off-shoot of 

his father's house, when she bids him sheath his scalping knife and place the 

silver chain on his tomahawk. 
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A peculiar socialism has always obtained amongst the Red Indians. From 

the cradle-board they are taught that possession of means is nothing short of 

crime if any known being is without such possessions. Everything a man has is 

divided with his neighbours and friends should they be less fortunate than 

himself. Should he kill a deer, those without food are all bidden to share it, he 

must not keep a shred of it for tomorrow for his own use if there is yet a hungry 

one to be appeased today. There are consequently no Indian Camegies or 

Rockefellers, but impractical as this forest socialism may be. it has been inbred 

for centuries. Now the mother must teach her boy the Whiteman's thrift, he must 

not divide all he has amongst his playfellows, must not share with them his 

clothes, his ammunition, his father's food supplies. In her own estimation she 

feels she is teaching him a crime and a dishonourable thing, in teaching him 

self-support only. "Divide everything," has hitherto been part of her creed. 

"Divide what you can spare from your own self support" is what civilization is 

driving her to tell her child, and she knows that eventually it will all end in his 

acquiring an avarice, which is a crime unknown to his ancestors. 

All these things are essential agencies for developing her ideals of manhood, 

and her heart resents with bitterness the conditions that necessitate her teaching 

him against her sense of right. That it is not always the great sears that hurt the 

most, some of the lesser customs of the Whitemen wound her vitally. Take the 

seemingly simple matter of having a boy wear short hair -1 sometimes think no 
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mother lived who has not suffered pangs, and shed tears when the inevitable 

scissors clipped the pretty baby curls fix)m her boy's little head and she knows 

that henceforth he must go about shom of his beauty and his babyhood - the 

pangs are nonetheless severe just because they are of sentiment and the doting 

mother's wish to keep her boy just as her very own baby, for a little while longer. 

How then must the Indian mother suffer, when she knows that to compete with 

White boys, to be educated in the ways of the whrteman's civilization, her boy 

must never wear long hair, the world-old badge of the Indian's prowess as a 

wam'or and a brave. She remembers her own mother fostering and coaxing her 

brother's hair with the coveted scalp lock, plaiting and oiling it with bear's fat to 

help it grow luxuriantly. She can hear her mother's voice saying, "Ah' Little 

Arrow, we shall have you wearing a fine long scalp-lock soon. Then when you 

are big like your sire and grandsire, you can fling the war whoop towards your 

enemies and defy them to take your hair. Jeer at them, dare them to do it, but 

remember, if that lock is ever shom from your head, your honour goes with it. So 

guard it, treasure it with your life, do not lose your honour while you have life to 

fight for it." 

But in her musing, the Indian mother of today knows she may never repeat 

her own mother's words, never see her son defy his enemies to take that 

scalp-lock. Why she must even teach him that to have enemies at all is not a 

grand and manly thing; enemies which were the glory and the honour of the 
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ancient Indians' life. That to have no enemies was a disgrace. Must she then 

teach him to live a of disgrace? 

The position is one that is difficult to define. It matters not whether one 

agrees or disagrees with her ideas of virtues and honours, and manhood, the 

fact remains that her position as a mother demands that she instruct her children 

in things that she does not believe in herself, in customs of which she does not 

approve, in walks of life which she regards as detrimental to their honour and 

manhood. That she ignores her own convictions, stifles her own beliefs the better 

to ftt her child to face the world wherein the times and conditions have called 

him, only proves her to be one of the wisest and most unselfish of that great 

army that rings the whole world round, the army of mother-women. 
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APPENDIX I 

A'BRAM 

Brantford Expositor. Christmas, December 1891 

He was a curious old customer, industrious but slow, intelligent but 

superstitious, in short, a typical old Indian to whom honesty was a religion and 

fidelity a creed. 

I cannot recall the time when he was not in some capacity or other in the 

employment of our household-gardener, hostler, harvester, in all he proved 

himself a priceless retainer and trustworthy friend. Every June of my childhood 

was particulariy identified with A'bram's presence on the old estate, for my father 

never entrusted the cutting of the June grass and the haying thereof to any one 

else, and many of my happiest young hours have been spent in sprawling out in 

the sunshine on the terraces while I watched him mow the lawns with the big 

crooked scythe that swathed with such monotonous regularity back and forth, 

leaving behind it a long heaped-up line of silverish green, and the indescribable 

freshness and fragrance of newly-cut hay. 

One morning a week after my final release from the school-room, the familiar 

swish of the scythe floated in through the old French windows, and in five 

minutes I had forgotten my young-ladyisms and was lolling out on the grass as of 

yore, chatting away to the old man, while I watched the hot June sunshine glint 
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along the surface of the river that coiled its sparkling length far round the 

lowlands, where some lads were tossing the already dried hay into cocks. 

A'bram was in one of his silent moods. "What's up?" i asked. "You seem to 

be In the dumps." 

He did not answer for some moments. I can see him now, standing with his 

shoulders erect, his knees slightly bent, as he wiped his forehead with the back 

of his hand, then took from his hip pocket a whetstone and began to indolently 

sharpen his scythe. The very memory of that sound ringing across the years 

makes me homesick for the faithful old fellow, who I considered more amusing 

than anything else in those days. 

At last he spoke. "I don't like it what happen d'his momin'," he said. 

"Why! What happened?" I asked. 

"Your father he's zhooting squirrels, daylight." 

"Yes. I heard the gun," I said. 

"Well! one squirrel when he fall, he stop In the fork of the dree-dead." 

"Well! What of it?" 

"It's bad," replied the old man, solemnly. 

"Bad?" 

"Very bad, someone here die, sure." 

"Now Abe," I said impatiently, "that's an old silly yam. I believe you made it 

up." 
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"No, its ole Indian sign, sure; neferfail." 

"I don't want to know about its failing, but did you ever know it to come true," 

I asked, anticipating a good old superstitious story. 

"Yes, alwas, once to me." 

It was a trying ordeal for me to compose my face to gravity, but I succeeded 

in doing so, and deferentially requested him to tell me all about it. He pushed 

back his wide straw hat, laid down his scythe, attempted a few more words in 

English, then dropped into the quaint and beautiful Mohawk of which the 

following is but an unworthy interpretation:— 

"It happened Christmas week, years ago, when I was a little boy and lived 

away up the river at Tutela Heights. The winter had been soft, and we waited 

weeks for the roads to freeze up, so that we could take a load of grain over to 

get ground at the mill. There was no town then in the valley below the Heights, 

only the old church, one or two settler's houses, and the lodges of the Upper 

Mohawks. I can remember my father telling how he used to walk to Ancaster 

with a bag of grain on his shoulders to have it ground; but at the time I speak of 

there was a grist mill where the town of Paris now stands, and as we had a team, 

we boys used to be sent off there twice a year with a load of wheat, and I can tell 

you it was always a great event to us, for as we had to stay there two or three 

days sometimes. The old miller and his wife always put us up and treated us 

well. The roads froze up only three days before Christmas, and as we had no 
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flour my father hitched up the team and sent us off, telling us to be sure and get 

back by Christmas Eve. 

But a queer thing happened before we started; it was this same thing I told 

you of. My father had been shooting black squirrels, and as one fell it lodged in 

the crotch of a tree, and when my father came in to breakfast he looked uneasy, 

and said he had had a warning, and was scared to let us go; but we didn't care, 

and started off in high spirits. We got there about noon, but the miller had so 

much grain waiting to be ground that he told us if we got home by Christmas 

morning we would be lucky. 

I was rather glad, for I liked visiting the old couple and watching the 

machinery of the mill. It was after dark Christmas Eve before they began on our 

grain, and as the miller said he thought we could start home about daybreak with 

the flour, my brother Joe and I went to bed eariy. 

I could not sleep for a while, the throbbing of the machinery, the wash of the 

water over the wheel, kept me awake as it had never done before; but after a 

while I dropped off and dreamt a strange thing,--that something was moving 

slowly about the room near the ceiling. The I saw it was little Susan, my pet and 

playmate sister circling above me, wrapped in a dress, long, misty, feathery as a 

cloud. I wakened with a peculiar, pleased feeling, for the dream was pleasant, 

and I wished I might see her so again. I had this wish gratified. 
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No sooner had I fallen asleep than the curious vision reappeared, circling 

this tinne a little nearer to me. I started, 'wakening with a suspicion of fear. I did 

not like it so well as the first time. I tumed over, put out my hand to feel if Joe 

was there, and then lay for a long while listening to the throbbing of the mill. I 

was afraid to sleep, but bye-and-bye I did so, and she came again, her little face 

pale and tired, flying close, close to me, until as I awoke, I swear her long, cloudy 

dress brushed my forehead. I felt it; I can feel it now, and it chilled me to the 

bone. 

i sprang up in a terror; my hands shook as I hurried into my clothes, my lips 

were stiff and my heart beat like the machinery of the mill beneath me. I would 

not have taken a hundred dollars to see that thing again. 

"Why, Abe, what's the matter," said the old miller, when I showed my scared 

face downstairs. 

"I'm going home," I said. 

"You're going right back to bed, youngster, I rather think," he answered. 

"No," I said, "something's wrong at home. I'm going. Is the grain done?" 

"Yes," he replied, "but you can't go, the weather's soft again up stream, I 

guess, for the water has risen two feet since sundown; you can't ford with the 

wagon." 

"I'll go and see what it's like outside," I said. 



The night was black as a crow, and a light rain was falling, but no storm or 

flood could have kept me in that old mill until daylight I got one of the horses 

out, put on the bridle, and started through the night for home, scared of nothing-

nothing but having that ghostly dream again. 

What a ride it was! I lashed the poor horse over the ford, though there was 

but little more than his head above water. The poor beast shivered and shook 

as he came out, but I raced him into a sweat in five minutes, down through the 

dark and the rain, over the temble road with its forest, blacker even than the 

night, looming up on either side—I began then to get scared and terrified at 

everything. I feared ghosts and witches, for my father had often seen such 

things along the river. I had myself heard them cry through the bush many a 

time at night. As I neared home I heard with horror a fox bark away off in the 

valley. I knew then that death was somewhere near. Then through the bush 

and the blackness I saw my father's house, there were lights in the window, a 

strange thing I thought I swung off the panting, sweating horse, and thought to 

dash into the house, but my knees weakened, I trembled from my head to my 

feet, and every drop of blood seemed frozen in my veins. Quietly I opened the 

door and stepped inside. The room looked natural enough. The fire bumed low, 

its light dodging about the strings of purple com hanging from the rafters, and 

over the stooped, mute figure of my father, who looked up as I entered and said: 

"Don't "wake your mother, its the first sleep she's had." 
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"But Susan, Susan," I gasped, "is she all right? Is she well? I dreamt-

"Dead," I said, my heart standing still within me, "dead? when? how?" 

He touched his chest with his finger. "Pain here," he said. "She died at 

midnight." 

I went out of the house and shut the door. I was choking and thought I 

would breathe easier perhaps in the open air. It was just coming daylight. The 

east was white like silver, and down next the trees the sky was yellow as a field 

of grain. I could hear the swollen river rushing along through the black valley at 

my feet, and far across the flats some of the settlers sons were ringing the old 

church bell-it was Christmas moming. 

The freshening scent of the June grass blew up the hill, the red squirrels 

chirruped and coughed from their haunts in the trees above, while I lay on the 

grass and watched the old man take up his scythe and start to work again; but all 

the beauties of June and its hot sunshine could not dispel the loneliness from my 

heart as I thought of the poor desolate little boy standing there on the Heights 

alone, in the chill of that Christmas day break, sixty years ago. 

"Never mind, Abe," I said, "lefs hope this squirrel won't be such an ill omen." 

But he only shook his head, replying in English; 

"It's a warning; some one here dead, sure." 
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The following day there was a fete in town. Abe and the lads were given a 

holiday to go and see the "procession." They did not return that night, but we 

thought little of that, as the trains all left there before the fun was over. They well 

deserved a rest, for the weather had been oppressively hot for days, the 

cloudless heavens stretched like a vast sheet of white-hot metal and the nights 

brought little change. 

On this particular fete night I tossed about for hours after going to bed. The 

heat was intense, the room close, the night dry. In desperation I got up and sat 

beside the window, not a breath of air stirred outside or in, a late moon hung in 

the west, and beneath it the glistening river; the wide stretch of flats, the trees 

and their long shadows looked cool enough. 

I had not watched the dreaming, midnight scene very long, when a 

monotonous repetition of soft sounds attracted my attention. It was undeniably 

the swathing of a scythe. I crossed the room and looked out through the west 

window,-to this day I can swear I was not dreaming, but there was the old Indian 

laboring, mowing the grass over the very spot where I lay yesterday morning. 

"What an old stupid," I said to myself, "he thinks this heat forebodes a storm, 

and there he is up all night at his grass; he is more careful of out interests than 

his own-Abe?" I called aloud. No answer. The figure swayed on with its scythe. 

I leaned over the sill—"Abel—Abe! 
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-A'bram!" I shouted. Still no reply. I recalled with a gruesome dread his 

uncanny story, as up through a strip of moonlight he swung the scythe to and fro, 

back and forth, and long after the figure was lost in the shadows of the trees I 

could hear the swish, swish of the blade, growing fainter and fainter, until it 

ceased altogether. I crept back to bed shivering with cold. 

The lads came back in the moming. A'bram, they said, had gone off with 

some of his friends, and they had missed each other in the crowd. They 

supposed, however, that he would come home the next day. Two days later 

when one of them retumed from the post-office he handed me the evening paper 

saying, "No letters to-night um'." I was glancing indifferently over it, when, with a 

start of horror, I read the following among the locals:-

"The weather has been unusually warm during the past week, and several 

cases of vertigo have been reported. On Thursday, an old Indian named A'bram 

Hill received a sunstroke while watching the procession cross Lome Bridge. He 

was taken to the house of a friend on Dumfries street, where he died Friday 

evening. He was buried at 2 p.m. To-day at the old Mohawk Church." 

(signed) E. Pauline Johnson 
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